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ABSTRACT

Niklas, Andrew John. Ph.D. Interdisciplinary Applied Science and
Mathematics Graduate Program, Wright State University, 2018. HighlyConfigurable Multi-Objective Optimization for Physical Parameter
Extraction using Terahertz Time-Domain Spectroscopy.

The use of terahertz time-domain spectroscopy provides one of the most
versatile and promising techniques for the robust determination of optical
parameters, which is needed to enable identification of materials for quality
control,

materials

science

advancement,

tamper

prevention,

drug

enforcement, and hidden explosives detection. Previously, the state-of-the-art
relied on legacy error measures for minimization of simulation error and the
standard practice was to use a single unique measurement for each unknown
material in a sample. Successful optical parameter extraction for uniformly
varying optical property materials is correlated with low variation in extracted
optical properties. This work advances the state-of-the-art in optimizationbased

physical

parameter

extraction

using

terahertz

time-domain

spectroscopy. This is achieved by standardizing the signal processing
methodology, clearly defining the best optimization formulation to yield low
simulation error and optical property variation, and leveraging multiple
measurements to reduce the impact of system-dependent artifacts on extracted

iii

optical properties. A thorough analysis of alternative error measures across
numerous objective function formulations demonstrates that a 28% reduction
in the Fabry-Perot etalon effect in the optical property of materials is
achievable, compared with legacy approaches. The research conclusively
demonstrates that time-domain objective function formulations yields
simulation error that is 83% less than frequency-domain objective function
formulations. Furthermore, the research shows that multi-measurement
optimizations reduce oscillations in optical properties caused by the FabryPerot etalon effect by as much as 92%, compared with single-measurement
optimizations. The research validates the numerical solutions to less than 6%
error compared with analytical solutions, for uniform and non-uniform optical
property materials. Importantly, the research extends the state-of-the-art by
demonstrating the ability to simultaneously determine the effective sample
thickness and orientation for high absorption samples comprised of solid and
granular materials with uniform and non-uniformly varying optical properties.
The outcomes of the research include a novel and comprehensive suite of
methodologies that address fundamental complexities associated with
exploitation of time-domain terahertz spectroscopic data.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
The terahertz (THz) region of the electromagnetic spectrum is typically

defined as frequencies of radiation ranging between 0.1–10 THz [1]. Low to
moderate power THz radiation is nondestructive to all dielectric materials [2].
The optimization of a physical model in combination with Nondestructive
Evaluation (NDE) characterization of materials with Terahertz Time-Domain
Spectroscopy (THz-TDS) facilitates a determination of physical parameters
such as thickness and the frequency-dependent complex index of refraction
[3]. The physical parameters can then be used to characterize and identify the
materials for integration into sophisticated exploitation processes such as
manufacturing quality control, material identification, and device tampering
detection [4].
The NDE measurements of materials consists of irradiating a sample in
open-air with THz frequency radiation. The graphic in Figure 1.1 shows the
frequency range of THz radiation on the electromagnetic spectrum. The
samples are irradiated and time-domain measurements are conducted using a
commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) broadband ultrafast laser-pumped THz-
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TDS pulsed spectroscopy system manufactured by Teraview [5]. The data
acquired with the time-domain system can be Fourier transformed to obtain
magnitude and phase information in the frequency-domain [3]. Although the
measurement apparatus facilitates reflection and transmission measurements,
only transmission measurements are evaluated in this work. The samples
investigated in this research consist of High Resistivity Silicon (HRSi), HighDensity Polyethylene (HDPE), α-Lactose monohydrate, pharmaceuticalgrade Oxycodone, and Hydrocodone with a configurable stacking of layers.
All references to Lactose in this research imply α-Lactose monohydrate, and
all references to Oxycodone imply pharmaceutical-grade Oxycodone.
Acknowledgement is given to Dr. Elliott Brown, Ph.D., and Dr. Weidong
Zhang, Ph.D., for providing the α-lactose monohydrate, pharmaceutical-grade
Oxycodone, and Hydrocodone samples. The five dielectric materials
examined in the research are assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic, with
no magnetic response to the incident radiation in the THz regime. Each HRSi
and HDPE material surface is assumed to be planar with all material interfaces
coplanar. The HRSi and HDPE material surfaces used in the measurements
are assumed to be smooth relative to the submillimeter wavelengths of the
THz frequency radiation. The α-lactose monohydrate, pharmaceutical-grade
Oxycodone, and Hydrocodone are measured in aggregate particulate form and
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as such no assumptions are made about the uniformity of the particle density
or the undulations of the casing surface.

Figure 1.1) The location of the terahertz region (blue bar) on the electromagnetic
spectrum [Credit: The Southeastern Universities Research Association (SURA)].

The time-domain measurement of terahertz frequency radiation
scattered from materials, combined with physical parameter extraction
algorithms, can enable the determination of material properties such as
material thickness, index of refraction, and absorption coefficient. This
research demonstrates the ability of computer-based mathematical
optimization to solve the inverse problem using the Fresnel model of
electromagnetic scattering. The physical measurements are obtained using a
commercial-off-the-shelf broadband pulsed terahertz spectroscopy system.
The physical model utilizes the transfer matrix method to generate the
reflection and transmission transfer functions representing the effective
interaction of electromagnetic radiation with multi-layered materials. The
optimization utilizes the differential evolution and Nelder-Mead algorithms to
facilitate parameter extraction in the frequency-domain and time-domain. The
feasibility and accuracy of the approach is verified by the presentation of
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quantitative results which demonstrate the performance and rigor of the
technique.
The thickness and density of the samples are assumed to be constant
across the dimensions of the sample, however it is acknowledged that the
thickness of the samples are unlikely to be constant and perfectly uniform. In
particular, the thickness and density of the particulate samples is unlikely to
be constant and uniform. Therefore, the locality of the illumination spot of the
THz light on the sample is important when comparing measurements.
Additionally, the material surfaces used in the measurements are assumed to
be smooth relative to the submillimeter wavelengths of the THz frequency
radiation.
The method developed for determining the material physical
parameters leverages the techniques published in the discipline of parameter
extraction using NDE by THz-TDS [6]. The published techniques and the
motivation for the research are presented in Section 2. The theoretical
formulation of the proposed method, measurements recorded to facilitate the
process, and the computational optimization process are presented in Section
3, Section 4, and Section 5, respectively. The results of the physical parameter
extractions and computational runtimes using the methods developed in the
research are presented in Section 6 and Section 7, respectively.
4

In summary, the research provides a versatile and promising solution
for robust optimization-based extraction of physical parameters. The solution
is achieved by standardizing the signal processing methodology, clearly
defining the best optimization formulation to yield low simulation error, and
leveraging multi-measurement optimization to reduce the impact of systemdependent artifacts on extracted optical properties. A thorough analysis of
alternative error measures across numerous objective function formulations
demonstrates that a 28% reduction in the Fabry-Perot etalon effect in the
optical property of materials is achievable, compared with legacy approaches.
The research demonstrates that a time-domain objective function formulation
yields simulation error that is 83% less than frequency-domain objective
function formulations. Furthermore, the research shows that multimeasurement optimizations reduce oscillations in optical properties caused
the Fabry-Perot etalon effect by as much as 92%, compared with singlemeasurement optimizations. The research validates the numerical solutions to
less than 6% error compared with analytical solutions, for uniform and nonuniform optical property materials. The outcomes of the research include a
novel and comprehensive suite of methodologies that have far-reaching and
long-lasting fundamental impact associated with exploitation of THz-TDS
data.
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2.

BACKGROUND
The process of physical parameter extraction, for the purposes of this

research, begins with the recording of the electric field of THz pulses after
they propagate through the material being evaluated. Physical parameter
extraction is facilitated by two fundamental components of THz-TDS data.
The two components are the THz field amplitude and the time delay at which
the amplitude occurs. The result of assembling a sequence of amplitude and
time delay pairs in a single measurement is constitutes the time-domain signal.
The time-domain signal is represented in the plot shown in Figure 2.1. In
Figure 2.1, the time-domain signal of air is shown in blue. The time-domain
signal resulting from placing a 1.6 millimeter sheet of plastic, in air, between
the transmitter and receiver is shown as the red signal in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1) The time-domain signal resulting from THz pulse transmission through air
(blue) and plastic (red).

The physical parameters are grouped into frequency-dependent and
frequency-independent properties. The frequency-independent properties are
material thickness, and orientation with respect to the incident THz pulse
propagation direction. The frequency-dependent properties are material
refractive index and absorption coefficient. There are several rudimentary
pieces of information that can be gathered about optical properties based on
the comparison of two time-domain signals. The first piece of information is
the difference in arrival time of the THz pulses between the two time-domain
signals. The second piece of information is the difference in recorded energy
level of the THz pulses between the two time-domain signals. Figure 2.2
demonstrates these two rudimentary pieces of information with an
instructional graphic, and two simplistic equations. In the graphic, the green
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arrows indicate the incident and transmitted THz light pulses. The blue
medium labelled with 𝑛1 and 𝛼1 is air, for example. The red medium labelled
with 𝑛2 and 𝛼2 is plastic, for example. The variables 𝑛1 and 𝑛2 represent the
unitless refractive index of the materials. The variables 𝛼1 and 𝛼2 represent
the absorption of the materials, in units of inverse distance. As indicated in
Figure 2.2, the distance travelled in each medium is the same.

Figure 2.2) The time delay and attenuation difference caused by the propagation of THz
pulses through two different media.

The information provided in Figure 2.2, the preceding explanation, and
the two time-domain signals are used to make an initial inference about the
optical properties of the two materials. First, in Figure 2.1, the peak amplitude
of the plastic time-domain signal occurs later than the peak amplitude of the
air time-domain signal. This observation indicates that 𝑛2 > 𝑛1 and
furthermore if 𝑛1 is known then 𝑛2 can be estimated. Secondly, in Figure 2.1,
the minimum and maximum amplitude of the air and plastic time-domain
signal appear approximately the same. This observation indicates that 𝛼2 ≈
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𝛼1 , which indicates that at THz frequencies the average optical absorption
property of plastic is not much different than the average absorption property
of air. Here it is instructive to define physical parameters
A more rigorous approach to assessing the physical parameters of a
material requires Fourier transforming the real-valued time-domain signal
into a complex-valued frequency-domain signal. The frequency-domain
signal is in-turn transformed into spectral magnitude and phase profiles. The
spectral magnitude of air (red) and plastic (blue) is shown in the left plot of
Figure 2.3. The spectral phase of (air) and plastic (blue) is shown in the right
plot of Figure 2.3. The rudimentary time-domain analysis facilitates
frequency-averaged assessment of the optical properties of materials, whereas
a rigorous frequency-domain analysis facilitates frequency-dependent
assessment of the optical properties.

Figure 2.3) The frequency-domain magnitude and phase resulting from THz pulse
transmission through air (blue) and plastic (red).
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As with the rudimentary time-domain analysis, there are two pieces of
information determined by analyzing the spectral magnitude and phase
profiles shown in Figure 2.3. The first observation is that the spectral
magnitude profile of air is directly overlays the spectral magnitude profile of
plastic. This observation indicates that either the absorption of the plastic is
sufficiently small, or the thickness of the plastic sheet is sufficiently thin, or
both, that the amount of THz energy absorbed by the plastic sheet is nearly
indifferentiable compared with the absorption through air. Also, evident in the
spectral magnitude profile are steeply depressed magnitude features which are
caused by non-negligible water vapor absorption at specific frequencies. The
oscillations observed in the spectral magnitude profile are the result of
multiple internal reflections prior to transmission out of the plastic sample,
and will be discussed in detail throughout the research. The second
observation is that spectral phase profile of plastic has a steeper slope
compared with that of air. This observation indicates that either the plastic has
a measurably larger refractive index than air, or that the thickness of the plastic
sample is sufficiently large to exaggerate a small difference in refractive index
between plastic and air. Because the plastic has a larger phase than air, the
THz energy evolves through more sinusoidal revolutions as compared with
air. The increased phase evolution in plastic is ultimately caused by the THz
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pulses taking more time to transmit through the plastic compared with less
time in air.
The combination of time-domain amplitude and spectral magnitude and
phase multi-signal comparative analysis is a powerful tool when determining
frequency-dependent and frequency-independent material properties. The
tools are used by a numerical framework, based on mathematical and
computer science principles, that leverages a physics model to accurately
describe the observed phenomenology. The numerical framework is concisely
called an optimization algorithm. The type of optimization algorithm
developed in this research is a nested optimization approach, which is shown
in Figure 2.4. The nested optimization approach facilitates the simultaneous
solution of unknown frequency-independent and frequency-dependent
physical parameters. At the core of the optimization algorithm is a comparison
of the physics model estimate to the measurement data. The physics model
estimate is called the simulation data. The core of the nested optimization
algorithm uses the comparison to decide if the physical parameters that
populate the physics model improve on previous parameter estimates.
Generally, if the current physical parameter estimates improve the similarity
between measurement and simulation, then the better physical parameter
estimates are retained and additional sets of parameter estimates are sought by
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the algorithm to further improve the similarity between measurement and
simulation.

Figure 2.4) Generalized workflow of a nested physical parameter extraction procedure.

The extraction of physical parameters THz-TDS NDE measurements
of dielectric materials has been actively researched for over twenty years [7].
The fundamental approach involves minimization of an error function defined
as the total difference between theoretical simulations and physical
measurements. The minimization can occur in either the frequency-domain or
time-domain. In the time-domain, the minimizations act on the difference in
real-valued amplitudes [8, 9]. In the frequency-domain, the minimizations can
act on the complex transfer functions, complex signal, or phase and magnitude
[10, 11, 12, 13, 14].
One of the first steps in the optimization process is the initialization of
the physical parameters, such as sample layer thicknesses, sample orientation,
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and optical properties of the materials being evaluated. Typically, two
approaches for initialization are used in the published literature either
separately or in combination: frequency-averaged values derived from the
measured data using a Time of Flight (TOF) model, and a priori knowledge
of the materials under investigation [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. Once
initialization is complete, the optimization uses the model parameters to
update the physical parameters [7].
The model used for estimating the theoretical signal representation
originates with the Fresnel model combined with propagation coefficients for
the reference and medium and sample materials to obtain transfer functions,
known as the sample response. The sample response describes the effective
interaction of radiation with the sample. In addition to the model accounting
for initial interaction with the sample, it is necessary to sufficiently account
for the Fabry-Perot (FP) etalon effect [15]. The FP etalon effect is described
by echo pulses, arising from the transmission after internal reflections within
the sample at the layer interfaces. In some of the reported research literature,
the model for the FP etalon effect is presented as a series expansion of pulse
detections [7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14], and in others, the model is presented in
the context of the transfer matrix method [8, 16, 17].
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There are two scenarios discussed in the research literature to account
for the FP etalon effect in single-layer samples: optically thick and optically
thin samples. The first case defines an optically thick sample such that the
spacing between time-domain echo pulses caused by the FP etalon effect is
sufficiently large that the echo pulses are distinguishable. The second case
defines an optically thin sample such that the time-domain echo pulses caused
by the FP etalon effect are not well separated. The published research
identifies the scenario that is applicable, and typically implements a method
that is unique to the optically thick or optically thin scenario.
The categorization of a material as optically thick or optically thin is
terminology used in the discipline of THz-TDS to define whether two separate
time-domain pulses overlap within a time-domain signal, but does not
translate into an explanation of the optical depth of a material [9]. Whether a
sample of material is optically thick or thin depends on the frequencydependent index of refraction, n, and physical thickness, d, of the sample. As
an example, consider two emitters Tx1 and Tx2 with a separation of ∆x = x1 –
x2 = 2d that emit identical pulses of energy at the exact same time, and a
detector to detect the two simultaneous emissions. The hypothetical setup is
shown in Figure 2.5. Next, define the time-domain width of a pulse as the
width for which all the transmitted energy arriving at the detector is contained.
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If the pulse width is 5 picoseconds (ps), the question then remains how small
the physical thickness d can be and still avoid mixing energy from Tx1 and
Tx2. If the index of refraction is hypothetically constant n = 1.0, 1.5, and 3.5
then d = 250, 167, and 72 micrometer (µm), respectively. If the pulse width is
instead 3.3 ps, then d = 375, 250, and 107 µm, respectively.

Figure 2.5) Hypothetical setup of two detectors Tx1 and Tx2 with spatial separation ∆x
which each simultaneously emit a single pulse of identical energy to a detector.

The sample response in the optically thick case is modeled to include a
series summation of the FP etalon effect and the time-domain data after a
certain number of echo pulses is truncated, with regions in between echoes set
to a bias value [7, 10, 11, 12, 13]. The truncation can be extensive; all the FP
echo pulses are truncated and the model does not include the FP etalon effect,
as observed by Fastampa et al. [17]. Alternatively, the measured sample signal
has been used to suppress the echo pulses and use a sample response model
which does not include the FP etalon effect [18]. In contrast to optically thick
samples, the sample response in the optically thin case is modeled with the
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complete FP etalon effect and there is no manipulation of the measured sample
signal [9, 11]. In either case, it is necessary to accurately model the sample
response with the signal representation used in the objective function to obtain
a meaningful minimization.
The minimization of the objective function is achieved by changing the
model’s optical parameters, such as thickness, index of refraction, and
absorption. The optimization of the objective function is achieved using a
variety of methods including: brute force grid sampling [11], Nelder-Mead [9,
12], Differential Evolution [8], Gradient Descent [7, 11], and Newton
Methods [9]. The published research articles indicate that the objective
function should include at least as many non-redundant measured equations
of the same sample as there are unknown parameters in the problem [10, 18].
The case of many unknown parameters for each layer of a sample will
necessitate many measurements. The non-redundant measurements are
obtained by rotating the sample relative to the incident radiation so that the
sample is uniquely irradiated at multiple angles of incidence [19].
The optimization of the sample thickness has been achieved for
unknown index of refraction and absorption using an assumption of minimal
variation in the index of refraction as a function of frequency, which has been
demonstrated with measurements of HRSi and HDPE [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13].
16

The minimal variation approach essentially states that the variation of the true
index of refraction should be small at THz frequencies. The technique states
that variation in the algorithmically extracted index of refraction is primarily
due to an incorrect sample thickness used in the optimization process. In the
simple case of constant optical property as a function of frequency, the
optimal sample thickness is the thickness for which the extracted index of
refraction is constant and has zero variation. However, the minimal variation
method is challenged when investigating materials with index of refraction
that have absorption induced dispersion or non-uniform index of refraction
spectral features. The research performed by Palka et al. [8] has shown that,
for a known index of refraction, the thickness of the layers of a sample can be
extracted without holding the index of refraction constant. Other research has
incorporated the thickness determination into the index of refraction
optimization algorithm [18]. In these cases, the result is a frequencydependent sample thickness and the reported thickness is a scalar statistical
value that is computed from the frequency-dependent thicknesses.
2.1.

MOTIVATION
The previous state-of-the-art relies on legacy error measures for

minimization of simulation error and the standard practice is to use a single
unique measurement for each unknown material in a sample. This research is
17

motivated to standardize the signal processing methodology, clearly define
the best optimization formulation to yield low simulation error and optical
property variation, and leverage multiple measurements to reduce the impact
of system-dependent artifacts on extracted optical properties. The previous
state-of-the-art also relies on separate treatments depending on the effective
optical thickness of the sample and no clearly defined consolidated solution
exists for simultaneous thickness and orientation determination. Therefore,
the research is motivated to achieve simultaneous thickness and orientation
determination for low absorption and high absorption samples comprised of
solid and granular materials with uniform and non-uniformly varying optical
properties. The goal of the research is production of a comprehensive and
proven suite of methodologies that address fundamental complexities
associated with exploitation of time-domain terahertz spectroscopic data.
1. Bypass signal truncation, suppression, or replacement to process FabryPerot echo pulses.
• This would avoid the need for a series-based-solution of FP
etalon effect in the sample response transfer function and
manipulation of the signal data.
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2. Integrated frequency determination for thickness and orientation
optimization.
• This would avoid ambiguity in the extracted thickness caused by
statistical representations of frequency-dependent thicknesses.
3. Nontrivial index of refraction and absorption of air as used in
optimization process [20, 21].
• This would reduce the error induced by transmission and
reflection at exterior interfaces, and propagation losses in the
sample region.
4. Account for uncertainty in sample mounting as reported by Duvillaret
et al. [10] and Dorney et al. [11].
• This would invoke a three-dimensional determination of the
plane of incidence, angle of incidence, and coefficients for a
linear superposition of perpendicular polarization states.
5. Achieve simultaneous determination of layer thickness and sample
orientation.
• This would implement an approach to yield optimal values of
thickness and orientation.
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These five directions provide a basis for the motivation of this research
and pose significant development efforts requiring a substantial level of
coordination between physics, the phenomenology of electro-optical
measurement, mathematical and computational methods, and computer
engineering. The expectation is that completion of each of the five items
presents an advancement in the state-of-the-art in THz-TDS physical
parameter extraction. The successful integration across the five items will
simultaneously increase the robustness and improve the accuracy of the
physical parameter extraction capability thus extending the effectiveness of
THz-TDS measurements.
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3.

THEORETICAL PHYSICS MODEL
The physical model that is used to define the objective function within

the optimization is built on a physical and geometric theoretical foundation.
The theoretical physics model is implemented for plane waves. The geometric
theory facilitates quantification of the sample orientation with respect to the
incident radiation. The sample orientation is used within the physical model
to determine the angle of incidence and polarization state resulting from the
measurement configuration. There are four primary components that
constitute the theoretical foundation: sample orientation uncertainty, Fresnel
model, Transfer Matrix Method (TMM), and the objective function. Each of
the four components are described in this section.
3.1.

FRESNEL MODEL
The physical model computes the Fresnel coefficients for reflection and

transmission at each interface for both perpendicular and parallel polarization
states. The Fresnel equations are plane-wave solutions to Maxwell’s
equations. The notation for the Fresnel reflection coefficient in parallel and
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perpendicular polarization is 𝑟ℓ,ℓ+1 || and 𝑟ℓ,ℓ+1 ⊥ , respectively. The
notation for the Fresnel transmission coefficient in parallel and perpendicular
polarization is 𝑡ℓ,ℓ+1 || and 𝑡ℓ,ℓ+1 ⊥ , respectively. The Fresnel coefficients use
the optimization values of each sample layer ℓ for complex index of refraction
~

~

𝑛ℓ , complex magnetic permeability 𝜇ℓ , angle of incidence 𝜃𝑖ℓ+1 , and critical
angle 𝜃𝑐ℓ . These quantities are defined in Equations 3.1–3.6. The textual
references for the Fresnel equations is obtained from multiple sources [22, 23,
24, 25, 26].
2

~

~ 2

√𝑛ℓ+1 − 𝑛ℓ sin2 (𝜃𝑖 ) 𝜃𝑖 < 𝜃𝑐
ℓ
ℓ
ℓ
𝑠ℓ,ℓ+1 =

3.1

sin(𝜃𝑖ℓ )
ⅈ𝑛ℓ+1 √
sin(𝜃𝑐ℓ )
~

{

𝜃𝑖ℓ > 𝜃𝑐ℓ
~

ℜ𝔢(𝑛ℓ+1 )
𝜃𝑐ℓ = sin (
)
~
ℜ𝔢(𝑛ℓ )
−1

3.2

~

𝑟ℓ,ℓ+1 || =

~
𝜇
𝑛ℓ cos(𝜃𝑖ℓ ) − ~ ℓ 𝑠ℓ,ℓ+1
𝜇ℓ+1
~

𝜇
𝑛ℓ cos(𝜃𝑖ℓ ) + ~ ℓ 𝑠ℓ,ℓ+1
𝜇ℓ+1
~

~

𝜇 ~ 2
𝑛ℓ 𝑠ℓ,ℓ+1 − ~ ℓ 𝑛ℓ+1 cos(𝜃𝑖ℓ )
𝜇ℓ+1
~

𝑟ℓ,ℓ+1 ⊥ =

3.3

~

𝜇 ~ 2
𝑛ℓ 𝑠ℓ,ℓ+1 + ~ ℓ 𝑛ℓ+1 cos(𝜃𝑖ℓ )
𝜇ℓ+1
~

3.4

~

𝑡ℓ,ℓ+1 || =

2𝑛ℓ cos(𝜃𝑖ℓ )
~

𝜇
𝑛ℓ cos(𝜃𝑖ℓ ) + ~ ℓ 𝑠ℓ,ℓ+1
𝜇ℓ+1
~
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3.5

~ ~

𝑡ℓ,ℓ+1 ⊥ =

2𝑛ℓ 𝑛ℓ+1 cos(𝜃𝑖ℓ )
~

𝜇 ~ 2
𝑛ℓ 𝑠ℓ,ℓ+1 + ~ ℓ 𝑛ℓ+1 cos(𝜃𝑖ℓ )
𝜇ℓ+1
~

3.6

The complex-valued index of refraction and magnetic permeability of
~

~

each layer of a sample are denoted 𝑛ℓ and 𝜇ℓ respectively, as a function of
frequency 𝜈, and are defined in Equations 3.7–3.8. The sample layer
dependent index of refraction 𝑛ℓ and extinction coefficient κℓ are the real and
imaginary components of the complex index of refraction, respectively. The
sample layer dependent magnetic permeability components 𝜇′ ℓ and 𝜇′′ ℓ are
the real and imaginary components of the complex magnetic permeability,
respectively.
~

𝑛ℓ (𝜈) = 𝑛ℓ (𝜈) − iκℓ (𝜈)
~

𝜇ℓ (𝜈) = 𝜇 ′ ℓ (𝜈) − iμ'' ℓ (𝜈)

3.7
3.8

The magnetic permeability currently implemented in the algorithm uses
a constant real value of one, and imaginary value of zero for all materials. The
assumption of the research to-date is that all the investigated materials have
been non-magnetic materials meaning that they do not have a magnetic
response to incident THz radiation. This is true for many materials in the THz
frequency range. One item of interest for the research is to obtain a magnetic
material that does not strongly absorb, perform NDE measurements on the
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material, and subsequently extract the physical parameters including an
optimal magnetic permeability.
3.2.

SUPERPOSITION OF POLARIZATION STATES
The Cartesian coordinate system, defined in Equations 3.9–3.11, is

used as the basis vectors that define the three dimensional space in which the
radiation propagates and the sample is rotated. All simulations in the research
^

^

have the cartesian unit vectors 𝑥 and 𝑦 lying in the plane of the sample directed
surface of the focusing lens. The transmitter and receiver focusing lenses are
assumed to be exactly coplanar for all measurements. The Cartesian unit
^

vector 𝑧 is always perpendicular to the surface of the focusing lens. The
^

orientation of the 𝑧 unit vector within the geometry is such that it is always
directed from the center of the receiver lens and pointing towards the center
of the transmitter lens.
1
𝑥 = [0]
0
0
^
𝑦 = [1 ]
0
0
^
𝑧 = [0]
1
^
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3.9

3.10

3.11

The physical model first computes the sample surface normal vector
from the ZXY intrinsic Tait-Bryan rotation matrix 𝐴ZXY defined in Equation
3.12 with supporting formula defined in Equations 3.13–3.21. The Tait-Bryan
rotations, also called Cardan angles, are a class of intrinsic and not strictly
proper Euler angle rotations [27]. The rotation matrix 𝐴ZXY is used to
theoretically rotate the sample. The yaw, pitch, and roll angles of the sample
are defined by 𝜓, 𝜃, and 𝜙, respectively. A rotation about the Z, X, and Y
Cartesian axes corresponds to yaw, pitch, and roll, respectively. The angular
information for the Tait-Bryan rotation comes from the YPR optimization
values provided to NM by the DE optimization. The yaw, pitch, and roll
angles are constrained by ninety degrees according to Equations 3.22–3.24.

𝐴ZXY

𝐴1,1
= [𝐴2,1
𝐴3,1

𝐴1,2
𝐴2,2
𝐴3,2

𝐴1,3
𝐴2,3 ]
𝐴3,3

3.12

𝐴1,1 = Cos(𝜙)Cos(𝜓) − Sin(𝜙)Sin(𝜃)Sin(𝜓)

3.13

𝐴2,1 = Cos(𝜓)Sin(𝜙) + Cos(𝜙)Sin(𝜃)Sin(𝜓)

3.14

𝐴3,1 = −Cos(𝜃)Sin(𝜓)

3.15

𝐴1,2 = −Cos(𝜃)Sin(𝜙)

3.16

𝐴2,2 = Cos(𝜙)Cos(𝜃)

3.17

𝐴3,2 = Sin(𝜃)

3.18

𝐴1,3 = Sin(𝜙)Cos(𝜓) + Cos(𝜙)Sin(𝜃)Sin(𝜓)

3.19

𝐴2,3 = Sin(𝜙)Sin(𝜓) − Cos(𝜙)Cos(𝜓)Sin(𝜃)

3.20

𝐴3,3 = Cos(𝜃)Cos(𝜓)
𝜋
0≤𝜓≺
2
𝜋
0≤𝜃≺
2

3.21
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3.22
3.23

0≤𝜙≺

𝜋
2

3.24

The radiation field vectors are always defined such that Equations 3.25–
3.27 always hold true. The wave vector defining the direction of propagation
⇀

^

of the incident radiation, given by 𝑘ℓ=0 , is always opposite to 𝑧. Therefore,
^

the incident wave vector is antiparallel to 𝑧 such that it travels in the direction
from the transmitter to the receiver. The electric and magnetic field of the
⇀

⇀

incident radiation 𝐸ℓ=0 and 𝐵ℓ=0 are defined to be always parallel to the unit
^

^

vector 𝑦 and 𝑥 , respectively. The radiation field vectors defined in Equations
3.25–3.27 are only valid in the initial state of the incident radiation. As the
radiation propagates through the sample, the radiation field vectors change
direction based on electromagnetic interactions with adjacent materials at
each interface of the sample.
⇀

^

3.25

𝑘ℓ=0 = −𝑧
⇀

^

3.26

⇀

^

3.27

𝐸ℓ=0 = 𝑦
𝐵ℓ=0 = 𝑥

The initial incident angle 𝜃𝑖ℓ=0 defined in Equation 3.28 is dependent
⇀

on the initial incident wave vector 𝑘ℓ=0 and the sample surface normal vector
⇀
𝑠 ⊥.

There are three vectors that define the surface orientation of the sample.
⇀

Two vectors are parallel to the surface of the sample and are labelled 𝑠 ||1 and
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⇀
𝑠 ||2 ,

⇀

and one vector is normal to the sample surface and labelled 𝑠 ⊥ . The

sample surface normal vector and the incident radiation propagation vector
enable the computation of the initial angle of incidence.
The three sample orientation vectors are defined by Equations 3.29–
⇀

3.31. As defined by Equations 3.29–3.31, the sample orientation vectors 𝑠 ||1 ,
⇀
𝑠 ||2 ,

⇀

and 𝑠 ⊥ are dependent on the yaw, pitch, and roll angles in the 𝐴ZXY Tait^

⇀

⇀

Bryan rotation matrix. Because the 𝑥 unit vector relates to 𝑠 ||1 and 𝐵ℓ=0 , a
^

rotation of the sample about 𝑥 constitutes a pitch of the sample. Therefore, the
pitch angle 𝜃 alone controls the parallel polarization state when the yaw 𝜓 and
^

⇀

⇀

roll 𝜙 angles are both zero. Because the 𝑦 unit vector relates to 𝑠 ||2 and 𝐸ℓ=0 ,
^

a rotation of the sample about 𝑦 constitutes a roll of the sample. Therefore,
the roll angle alone controls the perpendicular polarization state when the yaw
and pitch angles are both zero.
⇀

𝜃𝑖ℓ=0 = Cos −1 (

⇀

𝑘ℓ=0 · 𝑠⊥
⇀

)

⇀

‖𝑘ℓ=0 ‖ · ‖𝑠⊥ ‖
2
^

⇀
𝑠 ||1

= 𝐴ZXY 𝑥

⇀
𝑠 ||2

= 𝐴ZXY 𝑦

⇀
𝑠⊥

= 𝐴ZXY 𝑧

^

^
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3.28

2

3.29
3.30
3.31

Once the initial angle of incidence is determined, all subsequent
radiation propagation is contained within the plane of incidence. The plane of
incidence is defined by the three vectors given in Equations 3.32–3.34. The
vector given in Equation 3.32 is the first vector parallel to the plane of
⇀

incidence 𝑝||1 and is equal to the sample surface normal vector. The vector
given in Equation 3.33 is the vector perpendicular to the plane of incidence,
⇀
𝑝⊥ . The vector given in Equation 3.34 is the second vector parallel to the plane
⇀

of incidence, 𝑝||2 . The angle between the sample surface normal vector and
the plane of incidence surface normal vector is given in Equation 3.35.
⇀
𝑝||1
⇀
⇀
𝑝⊥

=

⇀

= 𝑠⊥

3.32
⇀

𝑘ℓ=0 × 𝑝||1
⇀

⇀

‖𝑘ℓ=0 ‖ · ‖𝑝||1 ‖ · Sin(𝜃𝑖ℓ=0 )

2
⇀
⇀
𝑝⊥ × 𝑝||1
⇀
𝑝||2 = ⇀
⇀
‖𝑝⊥ ‖ · ‖𝑝||1 ‖ · Sin(𝜃𝑝 )
2
2
⇀
⇀
𝑝|| · 𝑝⊥
𝜋
𝜃𝑝 = Cos−1 ( ⇀ 1 ⇀
)=
2
‖𝑝||1 ‖ · ‖𝑝⊥ ‖
2
2

3.33

2

3.34

3.35

Due to Snell’s law, the angle of incidence is dependent on the layer of
the sample that the radiation is propagating through. Once the radiation enters
the sample, all radiation propagation occurs in the plane of incidence, with the
angles of incidence within the plane of incidence defined according to
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Equation 3.36. The change in the angle of incidence between two layers of a
sample is defined by Equation 3.37.
~

−1

𝜃𝑖ℓ+1 = sin (
𝜃△ℓ,ℓ+1

ℜ𝔢(𝑛ℓ+1 )

sin(𝜃𝑖ℓ ))
~
ℜ𝔢(𝑛ℓ )
= 𝜃𝑖ℓ − 𝜃𝑖ℓ+1

3.36
3.37

The radiation field vectors are also dependent on the layer of the sample
that the radiation is propagation through. The radiation field vectors are
rotated in the plane of incidence about the plane of incidence surface normal
⇀

vector 𝑝⊥ by the amount of change in the angle of incidence defined by
Equation 3.37. The wave vector, electric field vector, and magnetic field
⇀

⇀

⇀

vector in each layer of the sample are labelled as 𝑘ℓ+1 , 𝐸ℓ+1 , and 𝐵ℓ+1 , defined
in Equations 3.38–3.40. The function ℛ in Equations 3.38–3.40 performs a
rotation of one vector about the axis of a second vector by an angle. The
rotation performed by the function ℛ is clockwise, from the perspective of the
tail-to-head of the vector about which axis the rotation is occurring. The
subscript on ℛ𝑝⊥ indicates that the vector about which axis the rotation takes
place, in this research, is always that of the plane of incidence surface normal
vector.
⇀

⇀

⇀

𝑘ℓ+1 = ℛ𝑝⊥ (𝑘ℓ , 𝑝⊥ , 𝜃△ℓ,ℓ+1 )
⇀

⇀ ⇀

𝐸ℓ+1 = ℛ𝑝⊥ (𝐸ℓ , 𝑝⊥ , 𝜃△ℓ,ℓ+1 )
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3.38
3.39

⇀

⇀

⇀

3.40

𝐵ℓ+1 = ℛ𝑝⊥ (𝐵ℓ , 𝑝⊥ , 𝜃△ℓ,ℓ+1 )

The rotation function ℛ in Equations 3.38–3.40 outputs a three-element
⇀

⇀

⇀

vector. Specifically, the function 𝑎3 = ℛ(𝑎1 , 𝑎2 , 𝛥) is a function which
⇀

rotates an arbitrarily oriented vector 𝑎1 about the axis of an arbitrarily oriented
⇀

⇀

⇀

⇀

vector 𝑎2 by an amount 𝛥, resulting in a vector 𝑎3 . The vectors 𝑎1 and 𝑎2 do
not need to be orthogonal, and neither of the two vectors need to lie entirely
^ ^

^

along one of the three Cartesian unit vectors 𝑥 , 𝑦, or 𝑧. The rotation function
uses a Gramm-Schmidt process to orthogonalize the set of linearly
⇀

⇀

⇀

⇀

independent vectors 𝑎1 and 𝑎2 to obtain orthogonal vectors 𝑎2 and 𝑐 2 with
⇀

⇀

the same span. The cross product of the vectors 𝑎2 and 𝑐 2 yield a third
⇀

orthogonal vector 𝑐 3 . The process is defined in several steps using Equations
3.41–3.48. The labeling notation for vectors and scalars used in Equations
3.41–3.48 are used to improve the readability of the steps to compute ℛ and
do not apply to any quantities outside of Equations 3.41–3.48.
⇀

⇀

𝑎1 · 𝑎 2

𝑏1 = ⇀ ⇀
𝑎2 · 𝑎2
⇀
⇀
𝑐 1 = 𝑎2 · 𝑏1
⇀
⇀
⇀
𝑐 2 = 𝑎1 − (𝑎2 · 𝑏1 )
⇀
⇀
⇀
𝑐 3 = 𝑎2 × 𝑐 2

𝑏2 =

3.41
3.42
3.43
3.44

Cos(𝛥)
⇀

‖𝑐 2 ‖

2
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3.45

𝑏3 =

Sin(𝛥)
3.46

⇀

‖𝑐 3 ‖

2
⇀
⇀
⇀
= ‖𝑐 2 ‖ · (𝑏2 · 𝑐 2 + 𝑏3 · 𝑐 3 )
2
⇀ ⇀
⇀
⇀
⇀
ℛ𝑏 (𝑎1 , 𝑎2 , 𝛥) = 𝑎3 = 𝑐 4 + 𝑐 1

⇀
𝑐4

3.47
3.48

The set of three of radiation field vectors in all layers of the sample and
outside of the sample are mutually orthogonal vectors. The orthogonality
relationships are expressed in Equation 3.49.
⇀

⇀

⇀

⇀

⇀

⇀

𝐸ℓ · 𝐵ℓ = 0, 𝐸ℓ · 𝑘ℓ = 0, 𝑘ℓ · 𝐵ℓ = 0

3.49

The angle of incidence changes at each layer interface due to the
mismatch in index of refraction at the boundary as defined by Snell’s law. The
change in angle of incidence as the radiation propagates through the sample
layers causes corresponding changes in the electric field vector. Because of
the changing direction of the electric field vector, the coefficients for the linear
superposition of orthogonal polarization states therefore also change at each
layer interface.
The layer dependent transmission and reflection coefficients, 𝑡ℓ,ℓ+1 and
𝑟ℓ,ℓ+1 respectively, are a function of the weighted parallel and perpendicular
polarization transmission and reflection coefficients as defined in Equations
3.50–3.51. The ℓ, ℓ + 1 notation is used to indicate the interface boundary.
The parallel and perpendicular polarization weighting coefficients are labelled
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as ℎℓ,ℓ+1 || and ℎℓ,ℓ+1 ⊥ , respectively. The plane of incidence surface normal
⇀

⇀

vector 𝑝⊥ and layer dependent electric field vector 𝐸ℓ enable the computation
of the parallel and perpendicular polarization coefficients ℎℓ,ℓ+1 || and ℎℓ,ℓ+1 ⊥
respectively, for each layer interface. Referring to Equations 3.50–3.51, the
parallel polarization transmission and reflection coefficients are labelled
𝑡ℓ,ℓ+1 || and 𝑟ℓ,ℓ+1 || , respectively. The perpendicular polarization transmission
and reflection coefficients are labelled 𝑡ℓ,ℓ+1 ⊥ and 𝑟ℓ,ℓ+1 ⊥ , respectively. The
transmission and reflection coefficients are defined in Equations 3.3–3.6.
𝑡ℓ,ℓ+1 = ℎℓ,ℓ+1 || · 𝑡ℓ,ℓ+1 || + ℎℓ,ℓ+1 ⊥ · 𝑡ℓ,ℓ+1 ⊥

3.50

𝑟ℓ,ℓ+1 = ℎℓ,ℓ+1 || · 𝑟ℓ,ℓ+1 || + ℎℓ,ℓ+1 ⊥ · 𝑟ℓ,ℓ+1 ⊥

3.51

The layer dependent parallel polarization weighting coefficient ℎℓ,ℓ+1 ||
is defined by Equation 3.52, where the angle 𝜃𝑝⊥,𝐸ℓ between the plane of
incidence surface normal vector

⇀
𝑝⊥

⇀

and the electric field vector 𝐸ℓ is defined

in Equation 3.53. The angle 𝜃𝑝⊥,𝐸ℓ is constrained between 0°–90°, as given in
Equation 3.54. The layer dependent perpendicular polarization weighting
coefficient ℎℓ,ℓ+1 ⊥ is defined by the conservation property in Equation 3.55.

ℎℓ,ℓ+1 || =

𝜃𝑝⊥,𝐸ℓ
𝜋
2
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3.52

⇀
𝑝⊥

−1

𝜃𝑝⊥,𝐸ℓ = Cos (

⇀

· 𝐸ℓ

)

⇀

⇀

‖𝑝⊥ ‖ · ‖𝐸ℓ ‖
2

3.53

2

𝜋
0 ≤ 𝜃𝑝⊥,𝐸ℓ ≤
2
ℎℓ,ℓ+1 ⊥ = 1 − ℎℓ,ℓ+1 ||

3.54
3.55

The linear superposition of the two orthogonal polarization states is a
weighted summation of the parallel and perpendicular polarization
coefficients for transmission or reflection. In the case of purely perpendicular
polarization, 𝜓 = 0 and 𝜃 = 0, therefore ℎℓ,ℓ+1 || = 0, ℎℓ,ℓ+1 ⊥ = 1, which
causes 𝑡ℓ,ℓ+1 = 𝑡ℓ,ℓ+1 ⊥ and 𝑟ℓ,ℓ+1 = 𝑟ℓ,ℓ+1 ⊥ . In the case of purely parallel
polarization, 𝜓 = 0 and 𝜙 = 0, therefore ℎℓ,ℓ+1 || = 0, ℎℓ,ℓ+1 ⊥ = 1, which
causes 𝑡ℓ,ℓ+1 = 𝑡ℓ,ℓ+1 || and 𝑟ℓ,ℓ+1 = 𝑟ℓ,ℓ+1 || . If 𝜃 = 0 and 𝜙 = 0, then the
radiation is normally incident on the sample with 𝑡ℓ,ℓ+1 ⊥ = 𝑡ℓ,ℓ+1 || and
𝑟ℓ,ℓ+1 ⊥ = 𝑟ℓ,ℓ+1 || regardless of the yaw angle 𝜓.
3.3.

TRANSFER MATRIX METHOD
The Transfer Matrix Method (TMM) is used to generate the theoretical

transmission and reflection transfer functions at the frequency of the solution
[23, 24, 25]. The TMM is comprised of a propagation matrix 𝑃ℓ , dynamical
matrix 𝐷ℓ,ℓ+1 , and a total scattering matrix 𝑀Total , all three of which are
defined in Equations 3.56–3.59. The propagation matrix, 𝑃ℓ , models the
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propagation effects relating to phase evolution and absorption through the
propagation media. The dynamical matrix, 𝐷ℓ,ℓ+1 , models the reflection and
scattering at the interfaces of different media. The total scattering matrix,
𝑀Total , models the combined propagation and scattering effect for all the
media being modelled. The transmission and reflection components of the
transfer function are defined in Equations 3.60–3.61, respectively.
~

𝑃ℓ = [

ⅈω𝑛ℓ 𝑑ℓ
𝑒 𝑐

0

0

ⅈω𝑛ℓ 𝑑ℓ
𝑒− 𝑐

𝑑ℓ =

𝐷ℓ,ℓ+1

~

𝑑sample

]

3.56

ℓ

cos(𝜃𝑖ℓ+1 )
1
1
𝑟ℓ,ℓ+1
=
[
]
1
𝑡ℓ,ℓ+1 𝑟ℓ,ℓ+1
𝑁

𝑀Total = ∏ 𝑃ℓ 𝐷ℓ,ℓ+1 = [
ℓ=0

𝑀11
𝑀21

𝑀12
]
𝑀22

1
𝑀11
𝑀21
𝑅=
𝑀11
𝑇=

3.57
3.58
3.59
3.60
3.61

The angular frequency of the radiation is ω and the propagation distance
in the sample layer is 𝑑ℓ as defined in Equation 3.57. The case of ℓ = 0 or
ℓ = 𝑁 then 𝑑ℓ = 0 because ℓ = 0, 𝑁 is the ambient air background layer.
Inside the sample 𝜃𝑖ℓ is the refracted angle in layer ℓ or equivalently the
incident angle at layer ℓ + 1. Similarly, 𝜃𝑖ℓ+1 is the refracted angle in layer
ℓ + 1 or equivalently the incident angle at layer ℓ + 2.
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3.4.

PROPAGATION CORRECTION
The NDE of a sample using THz-TDS requires a reference

measurement and a sample measurement to compute the transfer function of
the sample. The radiation of a reference measurement only passes through the
reference medium, typically air for the research, and does not pass through
the sample being investigated. Generally, the propagation effect is the
difference in propagation of the reference measurement radiation relative to
the sample measurement radiation. The difference in propagation is corrected
within the measured reference signal using a theoretical adjustment to the
propagation coefficient. Therefore, the adjustment of the propagation effect is
called the propagation correction and the propagation effect is removed from
the reference measurement. The propagation correction is proportional to the
length of the projected path through each layer of the sample in the direction
of the reference radiation. The propagation correction used in the research is
leveraged from Dorney et al. [11]. Equations 3.62–3.63 define the propagation
correction.
𝑚ℓ = 𝑑ℓ cos(𝜃𝑖ℓ − 𝜃𝑖ℓ+1 )

3.62

~

𝐶=𝑒

ⅈω𝑛0 ∑𝑁−1
ℓ=1 𝑚ℓ
𝑐

3.63

The projected path length difference 𝑚ℓ is proportional to the physical
thickness 𝑑ℓ of the ℓth sample layer. The research labels a general angle of
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incidence as 𝜃𝑖ℓ . The angle the radiation is incident on the ℓth sample layer,
including the reference medium as a layer, is 𝜃𝑖ℓ . The angle the radiation is
refracted into the ℓ + 1 sample layer, including the reference medium as a
layer, is 𝜃𝑖ℓ+1 . Regarding Equation 3.63, ω is the angular frequency of the
~

radiation, 𝑐 is the speed of light in vacuum, 𝑛0 is the complex refractive index
of the reference medium, and the 𝑚ℓ of each layer is summed over the 𝑁
sample layers. The i in the exponent if Equation 3.63 is the imaginary number
i = √−1, not to be confused with the labelling syntax ⅈ used to identify the
angle of incidence. The propagation correction term 𝐶 defined in Equation
3.63 is used in the next section to more accurately relate the measured
reference signal to the measured sample signal.
3.5.

SIGNAL CONFLATION
~

A frequency-domain complex-valued signal 𝑌(𝜈) is computed from the
Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of a time-domain real-valued signal 𝑌(𝑡)
defined in Equation 3.64, where the DFT is labelled as ℱ and the tilde
indicates that the variable is complex-valued. A variable without a tilde
represents a real-valued quantity. Next, a conflation of the measured sample
~

~

signal 𝑌measured , reference signal 𝑌reference , and theoretical transfer functions
is generated in the frequency-domain using either Equation 3.65 or Equation
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3.66. Both Equation 3.65 and 3.66 for the conflated complex-valued signal
~

~

𝑌conflated and transfer function 𝐻conflated are conditional. If the measurement
is a transmission or reflection measurement then the theoretical transfer
~

~

function is the transmission 𝑇 or 𝑅, respectively. In Equations 3.65–3.66, the
frequency being optimized is labelled as 𝜈𝑘 and all other frequencies are
labelled as 𝜈 such that 𝜈 ≠ 𝜈𝑘 . The frequency-domain complex-valued signals
and transfer functions are related by Equations 3.67–3.68. The inverse DFT
defined in Equation 3.69 is used to transform a complex-valued frequencydomain signal to a real-valued time-domain signal, where the inverse DFT is
labelled ℱ −1 .
~

3.64

𝑌(𝜈) = ℱ(𝑌(𝑡))
~

~

~

𝑌conflated (𝜈) =

𝑌measured (𝜈)
~

𝜈 ≠ 𝜈𝑘

Reflection

𝑌reference (𝜈𝑘 ) · 𝑅 (𝜈𝑘 ) 𝜈 = 𝜈𝑘
~

~

𝑌measured (𝜈)
~

𝜈 ≠ 𝜈𝑘

3.65
Transmission

{𝑌reference (𝜈𝑘 ) · 𝑇(𝜈𝑘 ) 𝜈 = 𝜈𝑘
~

𝑌measured (𝜈)
~

𝑌reference (𝜈)
~

~

𝐻conflated (𝜈) =

𝑅 (𝜈𝑘 )

~

Reflection

𝜈 = 𝜈𝑘

𝑌measured (𝜈)
~

𝑌reference (𝜈)
~

𝑇(𝜈𝑘 )

{

𝜈 ≠ 𝜈𝑘

𝜈 ≠ 𝜈𝑘

3.66
Transmission

𝜈 = 𝜈𝑘
~

~

𝑌reference (𝜈) · 𝐻 (𝜈)
𝑌(𝜈) =
𝐶
~
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3.67

~

𝑌(𝜈)

~

𝐻 (𝜈) =

·𝐶

~

3.68

𝑌reference (𝜈)
~

𝑌(𝑡) = ℱ −1 (𝑌(𝜈))

3.69

Quantities with physical meaning are calculated from complex-valued
variables using Equations 3.70–3.72. The frequency-domain magnitude is
defined in Equation 3.70 and the phase is defined in Equation 3.71, where the
asterisk in Equation 3.70 indicates the complex conjugate. In Equation 3.71,
the 𝒯𝒶𝓃2 −1 function is the four quadrant inverse tangent and the 𝒰𝓃𝓌𝓇𝒶𝓅
function corrects the radian phase angles in a discrete vector of wrapped phase
by adding multiples of ±2π when absolute jumps between consecutive
elements of the wrapped phase are greater than or equal to the default jump
tolerance of π radians.
~

~

~

|𝑋| = √𝑋 · 𝑋 ∗
~

3.70
~

~

∠𝑋 = 𝒰𝓃𝓌𝓇𝒶𝓅(𝒯𝒶𝓃2 −1 (ℑ𝔪 (𝑋) , ℜ𝔢(𝑋)))
~

~

3.71

~

𝑋 = |𝑋| · 𝑒 (−𝑖·(∠𝑋))

3.72
~

The complex-valued discrete variable 𝑋 in Equations 3.70–3.72 is
general notation to represent either the complex-valued frequency-domain
~

~

~

~

signal 𝑌 or transfer function 𝐻. Physically, the magnitude |𝑋| and phase ∠𝑋
are used to represent the complex-valued frequency-domain signal or transfer
function as a phasor, which is defined in Equation 3.72.
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3.6.

KRAMERS-KRONIG TRANSFORMATION

The Kramers-Kronig relationship is an analytical physics relationship
which connects the imaginary component of the complex-valued optical
property of a material to the real component [24]. The research uses the
complex-valued refractive index to describe the optical properties of
materials. The Kramers-Kronig Transformation (KKT), shown on the righthand side of Equation 3.73, enables an analytical calculation of refractive
index 𝑛 using the extinction coefficient 𝜅 of the material [28, 29].
∞

2
𝜈 ′ · 𝜅(𝜈 ′ ) ′
𝑛(𝜈) = 𝑛∞ + ∫ ′ 2
𝑑𝜈
𝜋
𝜈 − 𝜈2

3.73

0

The KKT is defined analytically as a continuous integral of the
extinction coefficient over all frequencies. The refractive index offset 𝑛∞ is a
constant that calibrates the spectral profile generated by the Kramers-Kronig
transformation. It is reported in literature that as 𝜈 → ∞, the integral goes to
2

zero and thus 𝑛(𝜈) → 𝑛∞ [30, 31]. The frequency difference 𝜈 ′ − 𝜈 2 at
constant 𝜈 is essentially a weighting factor that scales the extinction
2

coefficient at integration frequencies 𝑑𝜈 ′ such that 𝜈 ′ ≫ 𝜈 2 . As the absolute
2

frequency separation |𝜈 ′ − 𝜈 2 | increases, the extinction coefficients are
scaled to be less impactful in the transformation at the frequency 𝜈.
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4.

EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICS MEASUREMENTS
The research employs the use of experimental measurement data, in

addition to a theoretical physics model, to facilitate physical parameter
extraction

by

optimization

techniques.

The

experimental

physics

measurements are conducted using a THz-TDS system. The measurements
are transmission measurements. The process used to generate and detect
terahertz pulses of light is first explained. Next, the software settings used to
configure the THZ-TDS measurement instrumentation is detailed. The THzTDS measurements are performed using two instruments, each located at
different institutions. The two THz-TDS instruments are Terview products
located at Wright State University (WSU) and The Ohio State University
(OSU). The samples measured and the system configurations employed to
collect the measurements are provided for each instrument, at each institution.
Lastly, four impacts of physical measurements on the accuracy and validity
of the theoretical physics model are provided.
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4.1.

GENERATION OF TERAHERTZ RADIATION
The content of this section describes how the Teraview system

generates and detects THz frequency radiation. The generation of THz pulses
is a multi-step process that begins with visible wavelength light and concludes
with THz frequency pulse emissions from a fabricated photolithographic
transmitter. First, a continuous wave visible light laser with a wavelength of
532 nanometers (nm) pumps a titanium:sapphire laser. Mode locking, or
locking of the phase of the laser frequencies, of a titanium:sapphire laser
establishes phase coherency which is essential to obtain the short pulse widths
to get an ultrafast laser [32, 33, 34, 35]. The laser uses Kerr-lens mode locking
due to the nonlinear photorefractive nature of titanium sapphire. The result of
this process is an 800 nm wavelength ultrafast laser with 100 femtosecond (fs)
pulse widths. The pulse repetition rate is 76 megahertz (MHz) and the photon
energy corresponding to 800 nm of the center of the pulse is 1.55 electronvolt (eV) [36]. The process that converts the 800 nm wavelength radiation to
THz radiation is shown in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1) The coherent terahertz radiation is generated within the terahertz time-domain
spectroscopy system using mode locked 800 nm center-wavelength pulses of light
produced by a Vitesse laser system

The generation of pulsed THz radiation occurs when the ultrafast laser
pulse is incident on a photo-conductive dipole antenna, shown in Figure 4.2,
which has been fabricated with photolithography on one side of a
semiconducting gallium arsenide (GaAs) substrate [37, 38]. The ultrafast
pulses from the laser excite electrons from the valence band of the GaAs to
the conduction band. The band gap of the GaAs is 1.42 eV, which is lower
than the photon energy of the laser pulse and therefore enabling the GaAs to
behave as a conductor allowing electrons to move freely.
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Figure 4.2) From left to right are diagrams of the side-view and top-view, respectively, of
the transmitter-receiver assembly. The diagram components are not to scale.

The dipole antenna is an electrode structure with an electrode channel
width of 10 μm and a gap at the center. The gap size can range from 1–100
μm, depending on the desired bandwidth and THz signal strength desired. The
antenna electrodes are a dual layer of Gold (Au) on top of Titanium (Ti), with
the Ti contacting the GaAs semiconductor. The electrodes are biased with a
direct current (DC) voltage which allows the acceleration of the free charge
carriers from the GaAs. The maximum voltage bias is proportional to both the
electrode gap size and applied electric field strength with a typical DC bias in
the range of 15–30 volts (V).
The density of the free charge carriers varies with a temporal periodicity
that is proportional to the rise time of the ultrafast laser pulse. The result of a
temporally dependent flux of free electrons through the DC bias is a time
varying current. This time varying current, which is proportional to the optical
pump power, and the DC bias, produces emission of THz pulses from the
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antenna. At low currents, the power of the THz radiation increases linearly
with pump power and voltage bias. The optical pump power typically is in the
range of 10–50 milliwatt (mW), and the emitted THz power is hundreds of
nanowatts with a ceiling of 1–2 microwatt (μW). As with all semiconductors,
too large of a current will result in saturation and begin to induce nonlinear
responses and eventual dielectric breakdown of the material. After creating
THz radiation from the antenna laser interaction, the THz pulses are coupled
from the GaAs to a convex hyper-hemispherical Silicon (Si) lens on the
opposite side of the 500 μm thick GaAs substrate. The entirety of the GaAs
substrate, antenna, and hemispherical lens is called the transmitter.
The purpose of the Si lens is to enable the THz radiation, created in the
GaAs, to exit the transmitter assembly and enter free space. Without the Si
lens, the significant mismatch of refractive index of GaAs to air would cause
the radiation to perpetually reflect inside the semiconductor. The Si lens has
a refractive index less than that of GaAs but greater than that of air and acts
as a bridge from GaAs to free space. Thus, the Si lens facilitates the refraction
of THz radiation out of the GaAs and into the Si, and then refraction out of
the Si and into air. Lastly, the convex shape of the Si lens provides the
geometric mechanism by which the THz radiation is approximately
collimated upon entering free space.
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The detection of THz radiation is essentially the THz generation
process in reverse with several additional steps occurring before THz
detection. In a THz-TDS system as used in this work, the 800 nm ultrafast
laser is split into two beams, the pump and probe beams, with a beam splitter.
The pump beam delivers 90% of the laser power to the transmitter, while the
other 10% in the probe beam is sent to the detection system.
The probe beam passes through a mechanically scanning optical delay
line that variably increases and decreases the time it takes the ultrafast probe
pulses to travel to the receiver. The delay line accomplishes this by
proportionally changing the distance travelled by the probe beam by sliding a
system of retro-reflecting mirrors either closer to or further away from the
THz receiver. The purpose of the delay line is to ensure that the ultrafast probe
pulses arrive at the THz receiver at the same time as the THz pulse from the
transmitter. The delay line is continuously sliding to allow the femtosecond
pulse to scan the THz pulse to obtain peak amplitude information. As an
example, after the delay line is initialized and begins operation, it will sample
a portion of the pulse based on the desired time resolution. Next, the delay
line moves one step and the ultrafast probe pulse interacts with a different part
of the THz pulse. The delay line moves in this manner until the delay line
scans the probe pulse through the THz pulse at each time resolution interval
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to construct the entire THz signal. The optical delay line, along with the other
basic components of the laser-pumped THz-TDS pulsed spectroscopy system,
are shown in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3) The ultrafast laser driven THz-TDS pulsed spectroscopy system. The green
graphical elements represent the THz frequency radiation.

Referring to Figure 4.3, after travelling through the scanning optical
delay line the probe beam is incident on a receiver antenna. The receiver
antenna is identical to the transmitter antenna, which has been
photolithographically defined on a GaAs semiconductor substrate. The GaAs
substrate has a silicon convex lens on the opposite side of the antenna, which
is used to focus the incoming THz radiation from the transmitter onto the
electrode gap. The GaAs substrate used in detection differs from the
transmitter substrate because it is dual layered on the electrode side with an
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epitaxial layer of low temperature grown (LTG) GaAs, which has subpicosecond electron relaxation times [39]. The low temperature growth
creates arsenic anti-sites that trap the electrons faster than the valence band
and this mechanism is necessary for femtosecond time resolution. The LTGGaAs semiconductor is not necessary in the emitter assembly, and since it is
more expensive financially to manufacture than standard GaAs, LTG-GaAs
is found only in the detector assembly. The assembly of detection antenna and
LTG GaAs comprises the THz receiver. In contrast to the transmitter antenna,
the THz receiver antenna does not require a DC voltage bias on the Ti/Au
electrodes.
The electric field from the THz pulses arriving at the receiver antenna
from the transmitter creating a high frequency time varying voltage bias
across the receiver electrode gap. Because the ultrafast laser pulses are
synchronous in time with the transmitted THz radiation, the probe pulses
strike the electrode gap at the same time a voltage bias is established by the
THz radiation. The ultrafast pulses then generate free charges in the LTGGaAs to produce a small pico-amp current. The current is then amplified using
analog methods and digitally recorded to recreate the THz signal. In this
manner, the ultrafast probe pulses are used to sample the transmitted THz
radiation to recreate the signal. If there is no transmitted THz radiation, a
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voltage bias is not established to enable the probe pulses to accelerate charge
carriers out of the valence band of the LTG-GaAs substrate. Varying
magnitudes of THz radiation can be recorded because the stronger the incident
THz electric field is, the stronger the induced voltage bias response, and
therefore the stronger the induced current. The induced current is composed
of the free charge carriers that are already present in the conduction band due
to the probe beam.
4.2.

LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS
The laboratory measurements have been obtained using two different

Teraview TPS Spectra 3000 instruments, each at two facilities. One of the
instruments is operated by the Wright State University (WSU) Terahertz and
Ultrafast Photonics Research Group, and the other instrument is operated by
the Ohio State University (OSU) Hyperspectral Engine Lab for Integrated
Optical Systems (HELIOS). The WSU data collection is described first,
followed by the OSU data collection. All of the data that has been collected
as of the writing of this document is transmission mode data. On average, the
OSU and WSU internal transmission data exhibits better confidence in the
transmitter-detector alignment and sample orientation with respect to the
incident radiation compared with the WSU external transmission data. The
internal transmission modality of the Teraview system uses a transmitter and
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receiver permanently installed inside the housing of the Teraview unit with
the base of the housing unit used to install the sample mounts. In contrast, the
external transmission modality uses a transmitter and receiver that are
installed by the researchers to mounting gantries outside of the Teraview
housing unit with the base of the sample mount constructed by the researches
on top of an optical workbench. However, the WSU data has higher timedomain peak signal amplitudes compared with the OSU data. Neither of these
two observations are meant to indicate a preference of the OSU or the WSU
measurements with respect to data quality. The details of the WSU and OSU
data are described in Section 4.3 and Section 4.4, respectively.
4.3.

WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY DATA
The data collected at WSU is from two operating configurations of the

Teraview instrument. The first operating configuration is an internal
configuration of the instrument with the THz emitter and detector located
inside the housing of the Teraview TPS Spectra floor unit, whereas the second
is an external configuration with the emitter and detector located outside of
the floor unit but connected to the instrument with slightly flexible fiber optic
cables. The internal data is collected in 2012 by Mr. Justin Wheatcroft for use
in his Master of Science dissertation from WSU [40]. There are two features
which differ between the Teraview internal and external systems. The first
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feature is signal clutter and the second feature is bandwidth. Generally, the
signal clutter of the internal system is qualitatively better than the external
system for identical TPS Spectra software settings. Additionally, the external
system experiences reduced bandwidth which is due to dispersion induced
pulse broadening in the fiber-optic cables connecting the transmitter and
receiver modules to the Teraview unit. There is some pre-compensation
performed by the Teraview system to mitigate the dispersion induced pulse
broadening, but the compensation does not completely compensate for the
dispersion effects.
The data collected by Mr. Wheatcroft are two time-domain
measurements at normal incidence of 500 µm thick High Resistivity Silicon
(HRSi) and 3070 μm thick High Density Polyethylene (HDPE). The two
measurements collected in 2012 are single-layer measurements. These two
samples are the same samples used in measurements collected at later dates
by Mr. Jordan Lewis and the author at WSU and OSU laboratories. The WSU
internal data from 2012 has the largest peak time-domain signal amplitude of
all the data collected for the research. The WSU measurement data from 2012
also has the smallest Num Scans value of all the data, for optimization
purposes, in the research. This is because the internal configuration lacks the
complications associated with the additional optical path components required
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by the external configuration, and because the instrument State of Health
(SOH) in 2012 is nearly nominal compared to the instrument SOH in 2017.
Reference signals representative of each of the operating configurations are
shown in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4) Graphic of terahertz time-domain reference signals in air. Top plot is the
entire time window of the measurement. Center plot is the detected transmission from the
first antenna emission. Bottom plot is the transmission detection of the second antenna
emission.
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Transmission measurement data is collected by the author using the
WSU instrument internal and external configuration from April–September
2017, and data is collected on the same system by Mr. Jordan Lewis from
October–December 2017. The data collected with the external configuration
qualitatively has higher clutter and lower signal strength compared with the
internal configuration data collected during 2012, for the same Num Scans
value. The higher clutter and lower signal strength is also in part due to the
use of the fiber-optic cable connecting the external modules to the Teraview
unit. The signal measured by the external system is lower because it is not
possible to pump the internal and external transmitter antennas at the same
optical powers. This limitation is due to the optical fiber becuase pulse
broadening increases with increasing power. The Num Scans value of the
WSU 2012 measurement data is 30. The software settings, excluding the Num
Scans value, for the Teraview instrument are constant for all measurements
performed by the author in 2017.
There is uncertainty in the alignment of the sample with respect to the
emitter detector modules. The uncertainty is caused by slightly different
orientation angles of the laser modules and focusing lenses relative to the
sample surface. The orientation angles of the laser modules and focusing
lenses are different from the sample orientation because of the independent
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installation of the modules and sample on the optical workbench. The lowest
uncertainty in sample orientation is at normal incidence at which angle the
orientation minimally contributes and in which case the live feed of the signal
data from the Teraview system is used to fine tune the initial orientation. The
external

configuration

for

parallel

and

perpendicular

polarization

measurements is shown in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6, respectively.

Figure 4.5) The graphic is the external transmission experimental setup to conduct
measurements in parallel polarization configurations. The left image is the external
measurement apparatus with incident angles as white demarcations on the base of the
mounting apparatus. The right image shows another view of the measurement apparatus
with incident radiation vectors in red.
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Figure 4.6) The graphic is the external transmission experimental setup to conduct
measurements in perpendicular polarization configurations. The left image is the external
measurement apparatus with incident angles as white demarcations on the base of the
mounting apparatus. The right image shows another view of the measurement apparatus
with incident radiation vectors in red.

Seven samples are used for the data collection with the WSU
instrument. Four of the samples are solid material: HRSi, and three
thicknesses of HDPE. The remaining three samples are compressed
particulates: α-lactose monohydrate, pharmaceutical-grade Oxycodone, and
Hydrocodone. In addition to measuring each of the four solid materials in
single-layer arrangements, the solid materials are stacked one on another in
combination with a known thickness air gap in between the layers. The
particulate samples are only measured in single-layer arrangements. The
arrangement of measurements and angles of incidence recorded at WSU are
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presented in Table 4.1. The HRSi sample came with a resistivity
characterization from the manufacturer. The resistivity of the HRSi is 5.0x103
Ω∙cm-1, which can be inverted to obtain a conductivity of 0.2x10-3 S∙cm-1, and
assuming a sample thickness of 500 µm is equivalent to a sheet resistance of
1.0x105 Ω. Due to the small conductivity, the HRSi is likely to exhibit low
absorption at THz frequencies [41].
Table 4.1a) The different arrangement of materials and measurement configurations for
experiments at WSU.
Angle of
Number of
Sample
Num
Incidence
Measurements Polarization Configuration
Arrangement
Scans
(degrees)
at Each Angle
HRSi
0
1
Perpendicular
Internal
30
HDPE-A
0
1
Perpendicular
Internal
30
0, 5, 10, 15,
20, 25, 30,
HRSi
10
Perpendicular
Internal
100
35, 40, 45,
50, 55, 60
0, 5, 10, 15,
20, 25, 30,
HDPE-A
10
Perpendicular
Internal
100
35, 40, 45,
50, 55, 60
0, 5, 10, 15,
20, 25, 30,
HDPE-B
10
Perpendicular
Internal
100
35, 40, 45,
50, 55, 60
0.0, 25.0,
HRSi
1
Parallel
External
100
40.0
0.0, 27.0,
HDPE-A
1
Parallel
External
100
45.5
0.0, 22.0,
HDPE-B
1
Parallel
External
100
43.0
0.0, 8.5,
12.5, 19.0,
HRSi | Air |
23.0, 33.5,
1
Parallel
External
100
HDPE-A
37.0, 41.5,
47.0
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Table 4.1b) The different arrangement of materials and measurement configurations for
experiments at WSU.
Angle of
Number of
Sample
Num
Incidence
Measurements Polarization Configuration
Arrangement
Scans
(degrees)
at Each Angle
0.0, 8.0,
12.5, 23.0,
HDPE-A | Air
27.0, 31.0,
1
Parallel
External
100
| HRSi
35.0, 40.0,
42.0
0.0, 4.0, 7.5,
11.0, 15.0,
HDPE-A | Air 19.0, 23.0,
1
Parallel
External
100
| HDPE-B
26.0, 30.0,
34.0, 37.5,
41.0, 45.0
0.0, 6.0,
11.0, 15.5,
20.5, 23.0,
HDPE-A | Air
26.5, 30.0,
1
Parallel
External
100
| HDPE-A
34.0, 37.5,
40.5, 43.5,
46.5
0.0, 9.0,
15.0, 21.0,
HDPE-B | Air
31.0, 35.0,
1
Parallel
External
100
| HDPE-B
37.0, 42.5,
44.0
0, 5, 10, 15,
HRSi
20, 25, 30,
1
Parallel
External
1000
35, 40, 45
0, 5, 10, 15,
HDPE-A
20, 25, 30,
1
Parallel
External
1000
35
0, 5, 10, 15,
HDPE-B
1
Parallel
External
1000
20, 25, 30
0, 5, 10, 15,
HDPE-A | Air
20, 25, 30,
1
Parallel
External
1000
| HRSi
35, 40
HDPE-B | Air 0, 5, 10, 15,
1
Parallel
External
1000
| HDPE-A
20, 25
HDPE-A | Air 0, 5, 10, 15,
1
Parallel
External
1000
| HDPE-A
20, 25
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Table 4.1c) The different arrangement of materials and measurement configurations for
experiments at WSU.
Angle of
Number of
Sample
Num
Incidence
Measurements Polarization Configuration
Arrangement
Scans
(degrees)
at Each Angle
0, 5, 10, 15,
20, 25, 30,
HRSi
1
Perpendicular
External
1000
35, 40, 45,
50, 55, 60
0, 5, 10, 15,
20, 25, 30,
HDPE-A
1
Perpendicular
External
1000
35, 40, 45,
50, 55, 60
0, 5, 10, 15,
20, 25, 30,
HDPE-B
1
Perpendicular
External
1000
35, 40, 45,
50
0, 5, 10, 15,
HDPE-C
20, 25, 30,
1
Perpendicular
External
1000
35, 40, 45
0, 5, 10, 15,
HDPE-A | Air
20, 25, 30,
1
Perpendicular
External
1000
| HRSi
35, 40, 45
HDPE-B | Air 0, 5, 10, 15,
1
Perpendicular
External
1000
| HDPE-A
20, 25, 30

In Table 4.1, the rows highlighted in blue are recorded by Mr. Justin
Wheatcroft during the Summer of 2012, those in green are recorded by Mr.
Jordan Lewis 10/2017-12/2017, and non-highlighted rows are recorded by the
author 04/2017-05/2017. The multi-layer stacks labelled in the sample
arrangement column of Table 4.1 are such that the incident radiation travels
from left to right. For example, in the HRSi | Air | HDPE-A stack, HRSi is on
the initial incidence side, and HDPE-A is on the exit side of the stack.
Indicated in Table 4.1, The polarization of the measurements performed at
WSU are in the perpendicular and parallel polarization state. In the case of
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perpendicular polarization, the incident electric field is always parallel to the
plane of incidence. To give a sense of scale with respect to the evolution of
the peak time-domain air reference signal amplitude in Table 4.1, the range of
amplitude in 2012 recorded with the WSU internal system corresponding to
the HRSi air reference is 14,600 non-calibrated amplitude units, and with the
WSU external system corresponding to the HDPE-C air reference is 800 noncalibrated amplitude units.
All the thicknesses have been measured with a Vernier style Mitutoyo
branded micrometer. The caliper has an advertised accuracy of ± 25.4 µm,
precision of 12.7µm, and range of 0–150 mm. The readout of the caliper is
limited to 0.01 mm, which consequently limits the repeatability to 10 μm. The
thickness of the HRSi layer is measured using the caliper to be 500 µm,
HDPE-A is 3070 µm, HDPE-B is 6050 µm, and HDPE-C is 1640 µm. The air
gap between the two external layers is created by a Thor-Labs optical cage
plate which is used as the sample mount. The thickness reported by Thor-Labs
is and confirmed with the Vernier micrometer is 12700 µm, equivalent to onehalf inch. The α-lactose monohydrate, pharmaceutical-grade Oxycodone, and
Hydrocodone particulate samples are compressed into the cavity of metal
washers using one layer of extremely thin clear plastic wrap adhered to the
top and bottom of the washer. The compression torque applied to secure the
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Lactose sample is 25 ft-lb. The compression torque on the Oxycodone and
Hydrocodone samples is unknown, but based on a visual inspection, the
torque is hypothesized to be lower than that used for Lactose. The Lactose has
100% concentration, while the Oxycodone and Hydrocodone concentrations
are not exactly known [42]. Furthermore, the Oxycodone sample is
pharmaceutical-grade Oxycodone. Pharmaceutical-grade Oxycodone uses αlactose monohydrate as an inert filler material. The thickness of the washers
used to enclose the α-lactose monohydrate, pharmaceutical-grade Oxycodone
and Hydrocodone is measured with the Vernier micrometer to be 2390 µm,
900 µm, and 1550 µm, respectively. The solid material samples are attached
to the mounting apparatus using rubber bands along the perimeter, whereas
mechanical spring clamps are used for the particulate samples.
The measurement process involves the time-domain sampling of the
transmitted propagating electric field using a THz laser source. Because the
NDE measurements are conducted in open air, the reference measurement
measures the response of air to the THz radiation. A reference measurement
is made without the sample present for each sample arrangement. Each
measurement conducted in Table 4.1 has an associated reference
measurement that is recorded immediately prior to the sample measurement
and the reference measurement is assumed valid for all angles of incidence
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for a single sample arrangement. In addition, an ambient measurement is
obtained at the end of each day of measurements by blocking the instrument
emitter antenna with a sheet of metal and recording the ambient environment.
A significant challenge associated with the WSU external data
collected in 2017 is the inability of the optical delay rail to reset at a consistent
location after each scan. The result of this issue is that each time-domain
measurement has an initial time delay that is unique, and unique time-domain
delay rail sampling positions. If left untreated, the non-synchronized
measurements cannot be directly compared at the same delay rail positions
and therefore prohibits time-domain multi-measurement optimization.
Fortunately, the delay rail reset issue is not present in the OSU data as
discussed in Section 4.3. The plots in Figure 4.7 demonstrate the WSU delay
rail reset defect.
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Figure 4.7) The data collected using the WSU external configuration in 2017 has a delay
rail reset issue. Top plot is three separate groups with multiple measurements in each
group showing that the delay rail does not correctly reset after a measurement. Bottom
plot shows the time delay locations of twenty-six WSU external reference signal peaks
and ten OSU internal peaks with the OSU delay rail resetting correctly after each
measurement.

Measurements that are collected close in time to one another will have
variation in the peak amplitude of the measured signal for a constant
measurement configuration. Additionally, the WSU external data from 2017
has a delay rail initialization which wanders from subsequent measurements.
Fortunately, the WSU instrument produces measurements that have
approximately constant time-domain sampling intervals within the same
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measurement and in subsequent measurements, for constant measurement
configurations.
Time-domain measurements are recorded with the WSU external
transmission system for which the line-of-sight (LOS) between the transmitter
and receiver is obstructed by a large thick copper plate. The spectral
magnitude of the signal from the non-obstructed and obstructed aperture
measurement are used to compute the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The
research hypothesizes that this approach for computing the SNR is more
representative of the true SNR because it is clutter-exclusive. A clutterexclusive SNR means that the SNR is not derived from variation in the
reference signal and therefore excludes signal clutter in the SNR
characterization, in contrast to other published clutter-inclusive approaches
[43, 44, 45]. The measured sample signal or reference signal can be used for
the non-obstructed signal measurement, depending on if the reference signal
SNR or a sample-dependent SNR is desired. The measured spectral magnitude
~

of the non-obstructed and obstructed signal measurement is labelled |𝑌sⅈgnal |
~

and |𝑌noⅈse |, respectively. The calculation of SNR is defined in Equation 4.1,
where 𝜈 is the frequency.
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~

SNR(𝜈) =

|𝑌sⅈgnal |

4.1

~

|𝑌noⅈse |

The

time-domain

amplitude

of

representative

air

reference

measurements at three Num Scans values are shown in the plots of the left
column in Figure 4.8. The time-domain amplitude of representative occluded
receiver measurements at the three Num Scans values are shown in the plots
of the right column in Figure 4.8. The three Num Scans values are 50, 75, and
100. The top, middle, and bottom row in Figure 4.8 correspond to
measurements recorded using Num Scans values of 50, 75, and 100,
respectively. The set of air reference measurements and aperture obstructed
measurements for a specific Num Scans value are recorded within ten minutes
of one another. Notably, the delay rail translations are observed as eight
apparent discontinuities in the time-domain noise measurement plots in the
right column of Figure 4.8. Observed in the time-domain air reference plots
in the left column of Figure 4.8, the length of the pre-pulse region is not
constant between the three Num Scans settings. The straight lines connecting
the data points in the plots of Figure 4.8 are for illustrative purposes. The
length of the pre-pulse region, which is defined as the number of temporal
sampling points preceding the arrival of the initial THz pulses at the detector,
is not controlled by the Num Scans value.
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Figure 4.8) Plot A and plot B are the air reference and noise measurement for Num Scans
value of 50. Plot C and plot D are the air reference and noise measurement for Num
Scans value of 75. Plot E and plot F are the air reference and noise measurement for Num
Scans value of 100.

The frequency-dependent SNR is obtained by dividing the air reference
spectral magnitude by the noise spectral magnitude. The SNR for
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representative air reference measurements using Num Scans values of 50, 75,
and 100 are shown in Figure 4.9. The two plots in the top row of Figure 4.9
correspond to measurements using a Num Scans value of 50. The two plots in
the middle row of Figure 4.9 correspond to measurements using a Num Scans
value of 75. The two plots in the bottom row of Figure 4.9 correspond to
measurements using a Num Scans value of 100. The green circle markers in
plot A, plot C, and plot E of Figure 4.9 are the air reference measurements for
Num Scans values of 50, 75, and 100, respectively. The red circle markers in
plot A, plot C, and plot E of Figure 4.9 are the noise measurements for Num
Scans values of 50, 75, and 100, respectively. The blue circle markers in plot
B, plot D, and plot F of Figure 4.9 are the SNR obtained for the measurements
using Num Scans values of 50, 75, and 100, respectively. The straight lines
connecting the data points in the plots of Figure 4.9 are for illustrative
purposes. Notably, the SNR is observed to decrease by an order of magnitude
from 1 THz to 2 THz.
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Figure 4.9) The spectral magnitude profiles for air reference (green) and noise (red)
measurements for three Num Scans values. The frequency-dependent signal-to-noise
ratio (blue) is calculated at each of the three Num Scans values.

The SNR analysis shows that the WSU external transmission
measurement data is strongest in a 2 THz bandwidth up to a frequency of 2
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THz. The linearity of the SNR in Figure 4.9 indicates a logarithmic decrease
in SNR beginning at a frequency of 1 THz. The SNR computed is used to
compute a decibel (dB) metric. The SNR in decibels (SNRdB) is calculated
symbolically as SNR dB = 20 · Log10 (SNR). The SNR dB inferred from the
SNR plots in Figure 4.9 at 1 THz, 2 THz, and 3 THz is approximately 60 dB,
40 dB, and 20 dB, respectively.
4.4.

THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY DATA
The data collected at OSU by the author is strictly from the internal

operating configuration of the Teraview instrument. Data was collected by the
author at OSU on June 14–15, 2017. Although the internal configuration at
OSU lacks the dispersion associated with the fiber optic cables, the Teraview
instrument at OSU suffers from a stitching artifact in the delay rail
registration. The stitching artifact is shown in Figure 4.10, which
unfortunately results in time-domain regions of corrupted data which can
negatively impact the transmitted pulse recordings.
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Figure 4.10) The stitching artifact in the OSU measurements result in corrupted
information which can degrade important regions of time-domain data.

The stitching artifact results in partially corrupted data which
unfortunately can render critical portions of the signal where time-domain
peaks are located unusable. The software settings for the Teraview instrument
are constant for all the OSU measurements and identical to those used in the
WSU measurements, and the stitching artifact is located at the same timedomain positions for all the OSU data. Each region of the time-domain signal
that contains the stitching artifact is observed as a region of constant
amplitude. The time-domain indices are identified and the regions are changed
from the typically non-zero constant amplitude to an amplitude of zero for all
corrupted regions so that the regions, as shown in Figure 4.10, do not
contribute energy to the signal. The same three materials from WSU are used
for the OSU measurements and the measurement configurations are shown in
Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2) The different arrangement of materials and measurement configurations for
experiments at OSU.
Angle of
Number of
Sample
Config- Num
Incidence
Measurements Polarization
Arrangement
uration Scans
(degrees)
at Each Angle
0, 5, 10, 15, 20,
HRSi
25, 30, 35, 40
10
Perpendicular Internal 100
,45, 50, 55, 60
0, 5, 10, 15, 20,
HDPE-A
25, 30, 35, 40
10
Perpendicular Internal 100
,45, 50, 55, 60
0, 5, 10, 15, 20,
HDPE-B
25, 30, 35, 40
10
Perpendicular Internal 100
,45, 50, 55, 60
0, 5, 10, 15, 20,
HDPE-A | Air |
25, 30, 35, 40
10
Perpendicular Internal 100
HRSi
,45, 50, 55, 60
0, 5, 10, 15, 20,
HDPE-B | Air |
25, 30, 35, 40
10
Perpendicular Internal 100
HRSi
,45, 50, 55, 60
0, 5, 10, 15, 20,
HDPE-B | Air |
25, 30, 35, 40
10
Perpendicular Internal 100
HDPE-A
,45, 50, 55, 60
0, 5, 10, 15, 20,
HDPE-A | Air |
25, 30, 35, 40
10
Perpendicular Internal 100
HDPE-A
,45, 50, 55, 60

As can be seen in Table 4.2, each angle of incidence for a given sample
arrangement is duplicated ten times. The reason for this is as follows. The
WSU measurements displayed a measurable variation in the peak reference
signal time-domain amplitude over the span of several minutes. This
observation was made after the WSU data collection dates. The discovery of
the time dependency of repeated measurements while all controllable
measurement variables within are held constant is taken into consideration
when planning the OSU data collections. It is decided that each of the OSU
measurements should be duplicated ten times to provide a better
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understanding of the average measurement. Thus, not only are the sample
measurements duplicated, but the reference measurements are duplicated ten
times also. Again, the measurement is duplicated because the recorded signal
varies with each measurement, even if the mounting apparatus has not been
manipulated and the time between subsequent measurements is less than one
minute.
The signal variation between two OSU internal transmission system air
reference measurements is shown in Figure 4.11. The percentages in the top
plot of Figure 4.11 represent the percent change between the two
measurements relative to the largest amplitude range of the two time-domain
signals. The amplitude range is defined as the difference of the maximum to
minimum amplitude, or equivalently most positive to most negative peak,
within a time-domain signal. The time separating the recording of the two
measurements used in Figure 4.11 is approximately one minute, with the Num
Scans value set to 100. Also shown in the top plot of Figure 4.11 in green are
the periodic stitching artifacts present in the data.
The two air reference measurements used in Figure 4.11 are selected
because the two measurements are sequentially recorded with the largest
percent change in amplitude range of all the sequentially recorded OSU
measurements. The amplitude range of the two measurements is 5105.17 and
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5197.72 with a percent change in amplitude range between the two
measurements of 1.78%. The two measurements are both recorded on
06/14/2017 at approximately 11:17am and 11:18am EST. Also shown in
Figure 4.11 are the delay rail stitching artifacts indicated by the green lines.

Figure 4.11) The percent difference between two OSU internal transmission system air
reference measurements with the recording of each measurement separated in time by
approximately one minute.

The percent change shown in Figure 4.11 is for two air reference signals
recorded sequentially using the OSU internal transmission system. The signal
variability is also analyzed for a group of ten sequentially recorded air
reference signals. The minimum, maximum, and median signal values shown
in Figure 4. 12 are for ten sequentially recorded air reference measurements
at a Num Scans value of 100. The measurements are recorded on 06/14/2017
at approximately 15:30 EST. The set of ten measurements are selected
because they have the largest average range of amplitude variation. The
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recording of each of the ten measurements are separated in time by six
minutes. The two plots in the top row of Figure 4.12 show the time-domain
air reference signal variability as the minimum (blue markers), median (black
markers) and maximum (red markers) of the set of ten measurements. As seen
in the top row of Figure 4.12, the amplitude of the time-domain signals varies
over tens of minutes. Additionally, the location of the peak amplitude as
shown in plot B of Figure 4.12 also varies.

Figure 4.12) The minimum (blue), median (black), and maximum (red) air reference
values from a set of ten sequentially recorded measurements separated by six minutes.
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The bottom row of plots in Figure 4.12 shows the minimum, median,
and maximum magnitude (plot C) and phase (plot D) of the frequency-domain
air reference signals. The magnitude variation shown in plot C of Figure 4.12
indicates that the variation in the time-domain is manifest at frequencies for
which the signal clutter is increasing and the signal strength is decreasing,
with respect to the peak signal strength near 0.5 THz. The phase variation
shown in plot D of Figure 4.12 also indicates that the time-domain signal
variation is most significant at frequencies for which the signal clutter is
increasing and signal strength is decreasing, particularly at frequencies greater
than 2.25 THz.
Due to the added complexity of recording the OSU measurements, the
process for mounting samples and recording data at OSU is explained to
facilitate an understanding of the experimental procedure. First, the base of
the mounting apparatus is fixed to the Teraview measurement chamber for
each sample measurement campaign using double sided 3M brand tape rated
at 30 pounds. Next, the target sample is installed on the mounting apparatus
and the sample is measured at thirteen unique incidence angles in 5°
increments which start at normal incidence and conclude at 60°. The angle of
incidence is calibrated using the real-time feed of the signal data from the
Teraview system. The starting angle on the mounting apparatus that
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corresponds to normal incidence is the angle on the apparatus at which the
measured signal peak has reached a minimum in time delay. Ideally, the
sample orientation at which the time delay of the signal peak is minimum also
corresponds to the maximum peak signal. The resolution of the angular
demarcations on the sample mounting apparatus is 1°, and the uncertainty of
the angular recording is estimated to be approximately 0.25°. The samples are
installed on the mounting apparatus using rubber bands. The cage plate that
the samples are mounted to has a thickness reported by Thor-Labs of 0.5
inches. The measurement chamber is shown in Figure 4.13.

Figure 4.13) The graphic is the internal transmission experimental setup to conduct
measurements in perpendicular polarization configurations. The left image is the internal
measurement apparatus with incident angles as white demarcations on the base of the
mounting apparatus. The right image shows a top-side view of the measurement
apparatus with incident radiation vectors in red.
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The electric field of the incident radiation for the OSU measurements
are such that the electric field vector is nominally parallel to the sample
surface at all angles of incidence. In addition, the sample measurements are
repeated ten times at each angle of incidence such that at the end of a sweep
across incident angles, 130 time-domain transmission measurements have
been recorded. As with the reference measurements, the sample
measurements are repeated because of the time-dependent variability in the
recorded signal.
The 130 sample measurements requires up to two hours to record and
it is conceivable that the atmospheric conditions in the laboratory may have
changed sufficiently, such that the reference measurements which are accurate
for the first part of the sample measurement campaign are not equally accurate
for the latter part. Therefore, the reference measurement procedure is repeated
after the sample measurements have been made to facilitate a linear
interpolation of the reference signal to any of the sample measurements. The
ten reference measurements made after the sample measurements is the final
round of measurements for a given sample. The workflow of NDE
measurements is shown in Figure 4.14.
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Figure 4.14) Workflow of NDE measurements for a sample. The ambient measurement
only occurs for the last measurement of the day, but is approximately constant for all the
measurements.

The result of performing the experimental procedure represented in
Figure 4.14, combined with the sample arrangements in Table 4.2, results in
910 sample measurements. Associated with the sample measurements are 140
reference measurements to facilitate accurate interpolation through time to the
instant that the sample measurement is recorded. The ambient measurements
are obtained by blocking the instrument emitter antenna with a sheet of metal
and recording the ambient environment. There are twenty ambient
measurements, ten measurements made at the end of each day of
measurements.
The emitter port shutter is closed by placing a large thick aluminum
plate directly in front of the receiver aperture. Obstructing the LOS between
the transmitter and receiver effectively occludes the detector relative to the
emitter. The time-domain measurement resulting from the obstruction of the
receiver aperture by the metal plate yields a measurement of the detector
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noise. The time-domain measurements that result from the occlusion are
shown in plot A of Figure 4.15. The frequency-domain spectral magnitude of
the occlusion measurements are shown in plot B of Figure 4.15. The purple
circle markers in the plots of Figure 4.15 is a representative measurement
obtained on 06/14/2017 using a Num Scans value of 100. The red circle
markers in the plots of Figure 4.15 is a representative measurement obtained
on 06/14/2017 by averaging ten measurements using a Num Scans value of
100 to produce an effective Num Scans value of 1000. The time-domain noise
amplitudes in plot A of Figure 4.15 shows that as the Num Scans value
increases, the measurement noise variance decreases. The frequency-domain
spectral magnitudes in plot B of Figure 4.15 shows that the average noise level
decreases with increasing Num Scans value. The observation regarding the
dependence of the noise on the Num Scans value indicates a correlation
between the system noise and the number of scans that are averaged.
Additionally, discontinuities caused by the delay rail stitching artifact at the
locations of the delay rail translations are observed in the time-domain noise
measurement in Figure 4.15.
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Figure 4.15) The time-domain noise measurement is shown in plot A on the left, and the
frequency-domain spectral magnitude of the noise is shown in plot B on the right.

The obstructed aperture measurements are combined with nonobstructed air reference measurements to enable the calculation of a
measurement-dependent, frequency-dependent, system signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) estimate. The time-domain amplitude of a representative air reference
measurement and noise measurement obtained on 06/14/2017 and 06/15/2017
are shown in Figure 4.16. The top row in Figure 4.16 correspond to
measurements recorded on 06/14/2017, and the bottom row corresponds to
measurements recorded on 06/15/2017. The measurements used to generate
the plots in Figure 4.16 are recorded at approximately 4:00pm EST. The air
reference and noise measurements shown in Figure 4.16 are the result of
averaging ten measurements recorded using a Num Scans value of 100, for an
effective Num Scans value of 1000. The time-domain noise measurement,
shown in plot B and plot D, is observed to vary between the two adjacent days.
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On each day, the set of air reference measurements and aperture obstructed
measurements are recorded within half an hour of one another. The apparent
discontinuities observed in the time-domain noise measurements in the right
column of Figure 4.16 are at the location of the delay rail translation and
correspond to the delay rail stitching artifact.

Figure 4.16) Plot A is the air reference measurement recorded on 06/14/2017. Plot B is
the noise measurement recorded on 06/14/2017. Plot C is the air reference measurement
recorded on 06/15/2017. Plot D is the noise measurement recorded on 06/15/2017.

The frequency-dependent SNR is obtained by dividing the air reference
spectral magnitude by the noise spectral magnitude. The SNR for
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representative air reference measurements on 06/14/2017 and 06/15/2017 are
shown in Figure 4.17. The two plots in the top row of Figure 4.17 correspond
to measurements on 06/14/2017, and the two plots in the bottom row
correspond to measurements on 06/15/2017. The green circle markers in plot
A and plot C of Figure 4.17 are the air reference measurement with an
effective Num Scans value of 1000. The red circle markers in plot A and plot
C of Figure 4.17 are the noise measurement with an effective Num Scans
value of 1000. The blue circle markers in plot B and plot D of Figure 4.17 are
the SNR obtained for the measurements on 06/14/2017 and 06/15/2017,
respectively. The straight lines connecting the data points in the plots of
Figure 4.17 are for illustrative purposes. Notably, the SNR is observed to
decrease by an order of magnitude from 1 THz to 2 THz.
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Figure 4.17) Plot A shows the air reference (green) and noise (red) spectral magnitude on
06/14/2017. Plot C shows the air reference (green) and noise (red) spectral magnitude on
06/15/2017. Plots B and D are the SNR on 06/14/2017 and 06/15/2017, respectively.

The SNR analysis shows that the SNR of the OSU internal transmission
measurement data is strongest in a 2 THz bandwidth up to a frequency of 2
THz. The SNR analysis also indicates a dependence of the measurement noise
on the number of scans that are averaged.
4.5.

MEASUREMENT NUMERICAL PRECISION
The precision of the computations and extracted physical parameters is

defined by the precision of the measured time-domain data. The time-domain
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data is comprised of delay rail position and signal amplitude pairs. The delay
rail positions and signal amplitudes represent the abscissa and ordinate of the
measured data, respectively. The precision, or equivalently the number of
significant digits, of the abscissa and ordinate are both determined by
computing the statistical mode of the number of meaningful digits contained
in the respective data. The measured abscissa and ordinate data is stored in an
ASCII formatted text file. Because the measured data is stored as text, the
numbers quantifying the data are initially loaded into computer memory as
strings of characters for each pair of data. The statistical mode is computed to
determine the number of significant digits because the number of characters,
or string length, of each data entry is variable. The number of abscissa and
ordinate pairs for a single time-domain measurement exceeds 16,000 entries
for the TPS Spectra software settings used in the research.
As an example, two abscissa entries representative of the abscissa
values are loaded as ’32.64’ and ‘32.6431’. The algorithm for determining the
number of meaningful digits in the abscissa example removes the decimal
character resulting in ‘3264’ and ’326431’ and the number of meaningful
digits are four and six, respectively. Two representative ordinate values are
loaded as ‘-0.0190367’ and ‘5629.4’. The algorithm for determining the
number of meaningful digits in the ordinate example removes the decimal and
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negative sign characters resulting in ‘190367’ and ‘56294’ and the number of
meaningful digits are six and five, respectively. The number of meaningful
digits for each abscissa and ordinate pair are computed and the statistical mode
of the list of meaningful digits is defined as the number of significant digits.
The number of occurrences of meaningful digits computed for representative
WSU and OSU abscissa and ordinate pairs are shown in Table 4.3 as a
demonstration of the distribution of precision in measured data.
Table 4.3) The number of meaningful digits for representative WSU and OSU data
presented as the number of times that a value contains a given number of meaningful
digits.
WSU
OSU
Number of
Digits
Abscissa Ordinate Abscissa Ordinate
1
0
0
0
0
2
2
2
0
2
3
14
20
16
15
4
162
161
162
136
5
1593
1582
1552
1582
6
15097
15103
14800
14795
7
0
0
0
0

Referring to Table 4.3, it is demonstrated that the most frequently
occurring meaningful number of digits, or statistical mode, is six for both the
abscissa and ordinate values for data recorded using the WSU and OSU
Teraview system. The trailing significant digit has uncertainty. In this context,
an evaluation of all the measured data indicates that the precision of all the
data is six significant digits with uncertainty in the trailing digit. A number
with six significant digits is not a machine precision number, however all
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calculations in the parameter extraction algorithm are performed using single
precision floating point arithmetic because the Python programming language
requires the use of machine precision arithmetic. Therefore, all numbers are
rounded to six significant digits after each calculation in the extraction
algorithm. Enforcing the non-machine precision of data throughout the
extraction algorithm eliminates accumulated error from machine precision
digits beyond the precision of the measured data and ensures that all
calculations and algorithm output is consistent with the precision of the
measured data.
4.6.

IMPACTS ON PHYSICAL PARAMETER EXTRACTION
The optimization-based physical parameter extraction is impacted by

multiple factors. The impact on physical parameter extraction tends to degrade
the confidence of the results. The confidence is degraded because of the
presence of physical phenomenology that is not included in the theoretical
physics model. There are four impacts that are considered by the research. The
four impacts are not an exhaustive list. The first impact is a consequence of
the conservation of energy. The second impact is due to the presence of
system-dependent clutter in the measurement data. The third impact is the
divergence of the THz beam as the beam propagates through a sample. The
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fourth impact is the contribution of scattering in particulate samples such as
α-lactose monohydrate, pharmaceutical-grade Oxycodone, and Hydrocodone.
4.6.1.

CONSERVATION OF ENERGY
The measurements recorded during the research are transmission

measurements. Direct measurement of the reflected energy is not performed.
The fraction of energy that is transmitted, reflected, and absorbed is
theoretically conserved using the power balance equation. The power balance
equation is a statement requiring conservation of energy. The equation
governing the conservation of energy is defined in Equation 4.2. In Equation
4.2, the frequency-dependent total incident radiation power is 𝐸 2 (𝜈), the
spectral total transmitted power is 𝑇 2 (𝜈), the spectral total reflected power is
𝑅2 (𝜈), and the spectral total absorbed power is 𝐴2 (𝜈). The squared terms
~

representing power in Equation 4.2 are defined, for example, as 𝐸 2 = |𝐸 |2 =
~

~

𝐸 · 𝐸∗.
𝐸 2 (𝜈) = 𝑇 2 (𝜈) + 𝑅 2 (𝜈) + 𝐴2 (𝜈)

4.2

The two quantities in Equation 4.2 which are measured during the
research are the total incident radiation power 𝐸 2 and the total transmitted
power 𝑇 2 . The total reflected power 𝑅 2 and total absorbed power 𝐴2 are not
measured. Rearranging Equation 4.2 to isolate known quantities from
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unknown quantities results in a more suggestive form of the power balance
equation defined by Equation 4.3.
𝑇2
𝑅 2 𝐴2
(1 − 2 ) = ( 2 + 2 )
𝐸
𝐸
𝐸

4.3

The quantity on the left-hand side of Equation 4.3, specifically (1 −
𝑇2
𝐸2

), is a known measured quantity. The quantity on the right-hand side of

Equation 4.3, specifically (
However, (

𝑅2

𝐴2

𝐸

𝐸2

+
2

), is an unknown non-measured quantity.

𝑅2

𝐴2

𝑅2

𝐸

𝐸

𝐸2

+
2

) contains the two unknowns
2

and

𝐴2
𝐸2

. Without direct

measurements of either the 𝑅2 or the 𝐴2 contribution, Equation 4.3 represents
a theoretically underdetermined equation. The function of the optimization
algorithm is to determine physical parameter values that produce a simulated
signal from the theoretical physics model for which the simulation most
agrees with measurement. Because of the underdetermined nature of the
power balance equation, in the context of the research, there is unavoidable
ambiguity in the assignment of energy to the reflection and absorption
contribution.
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4.6.2.

SAMPLE-INVARIANT SYSTEM CLUTTER
The research hypothesizes that there is a limit on the ability to

numerically extract absorption coefficients of low absorption and highly
reflecting materials using the optimization algorithm. The limit is
fundamentally caused by the presence of system-dependent signal clutter in
the measurement data. In cases of low transmission out of a sample, the
extracted coefficients have a high likelihood to be greater than zero. The
research hypothesizes that the limit depends on the total attenuation through
the material and the reflection off the sample interfaces. The research extends
the definition of reflection to include any portion of incident energy that is not
transmitted through the sample to the detector and is not absorbed in the
sample. Therefore, reflection is any non-absorbed energy that does not reach
the receiver.
The research characterizes the sample-invariant complex-valued
~

system clutter 𝐻clutter for the Teraview instrument. The characterization of
the system clutter provides valuable information regarding the confidence of
the extracted optical properties of the samples. There are three transmission
mode instrument systems for which the system clutter is characterized: OSU
internal, WSU internal, and WSU external transmission. The sample-invariant
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system clutter characterizations are observed to be dependent on the value of
the Num Scans setting. The research presents a total of six clutter
characterizations based on combinations of system instrument and Num Scans
setting. The six system configurations are provided in Table 4.4. The system
clutter is determined using adjacently recorded air reference measurements
for each of the six configurations. The adjacent air reference measurements
are collected such that there is approximately one minute separating each
reference measurement. The number of adjacent air reference measurements
used to generate the clutter characterization of each system configuration is
provided in the last column of Table 4.4.
Table 4.4) The configurations used to characterize the sample-invariant system clutter.
Num
Number of
Instrument
Mode
Scans
Measurements
OSU
Internal
100
90
WSU
Internal
100
40
WSU
External
1
20
WSU
External
10
20
WSU
External
100
30
WSU
External
1000
20

The procedure for generating the complex-valued system clutter
~

characterizations 𝐻clutter only divides air reference measurements that are
adjacent in time. The division of air reference measurements is performed
using the complex-valued frequency domain signals and results in air-to-air
transfer functions, one for each measurement. The air-to-air transfer functions
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are bootstrapped because adjacent transfer functions have one air reference
measurement in common. In the absence of system clutter, the air-to-air
transfer function is trivial with a relative magnitude of unity and relative phase
of zero. However, system measurement clutter is present in collections by the
open-air Teraview instruments. Consequently, the measured air-to-air transfer
function is nontrivial with a relative magnitude that is not unity and a relative
phase that is not zero.
The system clutter is determined using air reference measurements
collected with each system at each of the Num Scans values provided in Table
4.4. The result is a characterization of the signal clutter as a function of system
and Num Scans values. The sample-invariant clutter estimate for the
transmission power in the OSU internal transmission system at a Num Scans
value of 100 is shown in Figure 4.18, and the sample-invariant clutter estimate
for the transmission power in the WSU internal transmission system at a Num
Scans value of 100 is shown in Figure 4.19. In Figure 4.18 and Figure 4.19,
the blue circle markers are the average clutter power estimate and the vertical
bars represent the uncertainty of the clutter power estimate.
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Figure 4.18) The sample-invariant measurement power clutter for the OSU internal
transmission system using a Num Scans value of 100.

Figure 4.19) The sample-invariant measurement power clutter for the WSU internal
transmission system using a Num Scans value of 100.

A comparison of Figure 4.18 and Figure 4.19 shows that the clutter
power estimate uncertainty is more pronounced in the WSU internal system
at frequencies greater than 3 THz compared with the OSU internal system.
However, both the OSU and WSU internal system show qualitatively low
clutter power estimates at frequencies less than 3 THz. The frequency range
of 0–1 THz in Figure 4.18 and Figure 4.19 show that the average clutter power
estimate is limited to a couple of percent in fractional power. There are three
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features in the 0 – 1 THz frequency range with elevated clutter and these three
regions coincide with water vapor absorption features. The elevated clutter at
the three water vapor absorption features indicates that water vapor variation
effects are a contribution to the clutter signal.
The sample-invariant clutter estimate for the transmission power in the
WSU external transmission system at a Num Scans values of 1, 10, 100, and
1000 are shown in Figure 4.20, Figure 4.21, Figure 4.22, and Figure 4.23,
respectively. In Figure 4.20, Figure 4.21, Figure 4.22, and Figure 4.23, the
blue circle markers are the average clutter power estimate and the vertical bars
represent the uncertainty of the clutter power estimate. The clearest
observation in the WSU external system clutter power estimate is that the
clutter decreases with increasing Num Scans values. The decrease in clutter
corresponds to a sample-invariant increase in the measurement bandwidth.
Therefore, larger Num Scans values will result in a larger effective systemdependent measurement bandwidth.
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Figure 4.20) The sample-invariant measurement power clutter for the WSU external
transmission system using a Num Scans value of 1.

Figure 4.21) The sample-invariant measurement power clutter for the WSU external
transmission system using a Num Scans value of 10.

Figure 4.22) The sample-invariant measurement power clutter for the WSU external
transmission system using a Num Scans value of 100.
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Figure 4.23) The sample-invariant measurement power clutter for the WSU external
transmission system using a Num Scans value of 1000.

The power clutter estimated from the transmission through air results
in a limit on the optimization algorithm to extract the optical properties of
samples. The limit is a function of the thickness, optical absorption, and
refractive index of the materials in the sample. The implication for samples
with low attenuation and little reflection, most noticeably in the HDPE-C
sample which has a small refractive index and low optical absorption, is that
there are frequency regions in the transfer function magnitude transmission
profile where the transmission is greater than unity which implies positive
gain. However, HDPE is not a positive gain material. Although the HRSi
sample is three-times less thick and six-times less optically absorptive than
the HDPE-C sample, the HRSi is a high-index material which causes strong
reflections at the interfaces. The high refractive index of HRSi sufficiently
decreases the transmitted energy to the receiver that absorption coefficient
extraction is not as problematic, compared to the HDPE-C absorption
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coefficient extraction. The threshold limit required for unambiguous
absorption coefficient extraction is defined in Equation 4.4. In Equation 6.3,
𝑅 2 (𝜈)
𝐸 2 (𝜈)

and

𝐴2 (𝜈)
𝐸 2 (𝜈)

are the fractional percent total reflection and absorption,
~

respectively. The term (|𝐻clutter (𝜈)|)2 in Equation 4.4 is the transmission
measurement-derived, frequency-dependent and system-dependent, fractional
percent system clutter.
~
𝑅 2 (𝜈) 𝐴2 (𝜈)
( 2
+ 2 ) > (|𝐻clutter (𝜈)|)2
𝐸 (𝜈) 𝐸 (𝜈)

4.4

The inequality defined in Equation 4.4 is used to theoretically
determine if a sample is above or below the threshold limit based on the clutter
power estimate as a function of frequency. The evaluation results are
presented graphically in Figure 4.24 and Figure 4.25. Figure 4.24 corresponds
to the evaluation at a frequency of 60 GHz, and Figure 4.25 corresponds to
the evaluation at a frequency of 1.06 THz. The dark blue bars in Figure 4.24
~

and 4.25 represent the average clutter power estimate (|𝐻clutter (𝜈)|)2 at the
evaluation frequency. The light blue bars in Figure 4.24 and Figure 4.25
represent the uncertainty of the clutter power estimate at the evaluation
frequency. Five system configurations are examined. The systems are labelled
in blue text in Figure 4.24 and Figure 4.25 as: OSU internal 100, WSU internal
100, WSU external 10, WSU external 100, and WSU external 1000. The
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number trailing the system name designation is the Num Scans value. Four
samples are included in the evaluation. The samples are labelled in black text
in Figure 4.24 and 4.25 as: HDPE-C, HDPE-A, HDPE-B, and HRSi. The
thicknesses used to generate the theoretical quantity (

𝑅 2 (𝜈)
𝐸 2 (𝜈)

+

𝐴2 (𝜈)
𝐸 2 (𝜈)

) for HDPE-

C, HDPE-A, HDPE-B, and HRSi are 1600 μm, 3000 μm, 6000 μm, and 500
μm, respectively. The complex refractive index used to generate the
theoretical quantity (

𝑅 2(𝜈)
𝐸 2 (𝜈)

+

𝐴2 (𝜈)

~

) for HDPE and HRSi are 𝑛HDPE = (1.6 −

𝐸 2 (𝜈)

~

0.00064) and 𝑛HRSⅈ = (3.5 − 0.00012), respectively. The red and green bars
in Figure 4.24 and Figure 4.25 represent the non-transmitted fractional power
quantity (

𝑅2 (𝜈)
𝐸 2 (𝜈)

+

𝐴2 (𝜈)
𝐸 2 (𝜈)

) for each of the four samples at the evaluation

frequency. The red bars are used to indicate that the non-transmitted power
from the sample is less than the clutter power estimate plus the uncertainty,
and the green bars are used to indicate that the non-transmitted power from
the sample is greater than the clutter power estimate plus uncertainty. The
research hypothesizes that samples with non-transmitted power less than the
clutter will have degraded confidence in the absorption coefficient extracted
by the optimization at the evaluation frequency.
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Figure 4.24) The transmission measurement power clutter threshold limit at a frequency
of 60 GHz.

Figure 4.25) The transmission measurement power clutter threshold limit at a frequency
of 1.06 THz.

There are two components to the frequency-domain phasor
representation of the measured signal clutter. The first component is the
clutter power which is derived from the spectral magnitude. The spectral
magnitude of the sample-invariant clutter signal is used, in combination with
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the sample and reference measurement spectral magnitude, to compute the
signal-to-clutter ratio (SCR). The measured spectral magnitude of the sample
~

~

and reference are labelled |𝑌sample | and |𝑌reference |, respectively. The sample
~

transmission transfer function is labelled |𝐻sample (𝜈)|. The SCR as a function
of frequency 𝜈, defined in Equation 4.5, is essentially the measured transfer
function spectral magnitude divided by the positive square root of the clutter
power. Therefore, the SCR is inevitably a sample-dependent, systemdependent, quantity.
~

(
SCR(𝜈) =

|𝑌sample |

~

|𝑌reference |

)

~

~

=

|𝐻clutter (𝜈)|

|𝐻sample (𝜈)|

4.5

~

|𝐻clutter (𝜈)|

The second component to system clutter is the phase clutter. The phase
clutter is a characterization of the variation due to clutter in the phase of the
measurement. Whereas the power clutter largely impacts the absorption
coefficient extraction of a sample, the phase clutter largely impacts the
refractive index extraction of a sample. The phase clutter is characterized for
the following six systems: OSU internal using Num Scans of 100, WSU
internal using Num Scans of 100, WSU external using Num Scans of 1, WSU
external using Num Scans of 10, WSU external using Num Scans of 100, and
WSU external using Num Scans of 1000.
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~

The phase clutter ∠𝐻clutter for a Num Scans value of 100 using the
OSU internal and WSU internal systems are shown in Figure 4.26. The blue
circle markers in Figure 4.26 are the average phase clutter estimates, and the
vertical bars are the uncertainty of the estimate. The phase clutter plots shown
in Figure 4.26 demonstrates that phase clutter limits the effective phase
bandwidth to 2.5 THz for the internal transmission systems at Num Scans of
100. The side-by-side comparison in Figure 4.26 further demonstrates that the
WSU internal transmission system has more phase clutter compared with the
OSU internal transmission system for frequencies greater than 2.5 THz.

Figure 4.26) The system-dependent, sample-invariant, measurement phase clutter for the
OSU (left) and WSU (right) internal transmission systems using a Num Scans value of
100.

The phase clutter for the WSU external transmission system is shown
in Figure 4.27. Plots A, B, C, and D in Figure 4.27 correspond to Num Scans
values of 1, 10, 100, and 1000, respectively. The blue circle markers in Figure
4.27 are the average phase clutter estimates, and the vertical bars are the
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uncertainty of the estimate. The phase clutter plots shown in Figure 4.27
demonstrates the dependence of the phase clutter on the number of scans that
are averaged. The smallest bandwidth of Figure 4.27 is approximately 1.5
THz and corresponds to plot A which is the WSU external system with a Num
Scans value of 1. The largest bandwidth of Figure 4.27 is approximately 3.0
THz and corresponds to plot D which is the WSU external system with a Num
Scans value of 1000. The analysis of Figure 4.27 demonstrates that the phase
clutter decreases with increasing Num Scans value and that the clutter-limited
bandwidth improves with increasing Num Scans value.
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Figure 4.27) The sample-invariant, measurement phase clutter for the WSU external
transmission system using a Num Scans value of 1 (plot A), 10 (plot B), 100 (plot C), and
1000 (plot D).

Both the power clutter and phase clutter is shown to decrease with
increasing values of the Num Scans setting. The value of the Num Scans
setting is essentially the number of measurement scans that are averaged
together. The clutter analysis shows that decreasing the clutter extends the
effective sample-invariant measurement bandwidth. The clutter analysis
indicates that the clutter-limited sample-invariant phase bandwidth is not the
same as the clutter-limited sample-invariant power bandwidth. A comparison
of the clutter-limited sample-invariant power bandwidth to phase bandwidth
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indicates that the phase bandwidth is typically less than the power bandwidth.
The clutter analysis also quantifies a sample-dependent criterion, based on
energy conservation, to predict the confidence of optical parameter
extractions. The sample-dependent power analysis indicates that of the three
HDPE and one HRSi samples measured in the research, the HDPE-C sample
has the highest transmission. Consequently, the HDPE-C sample has a nontransmitted energy that is within the measurement clutter. Samples at
frequencies for which the non-transmitted energy is within the measurement
clutter have degraded confidence in the optical property extraction results.
4.6.3

TERAHERTZ BEAM CHARACTERIZATION
The beam profile of the THz light pulses is characterized theoretically.

The beam profile is modelled as a Gaussian beam and the Gaussian beam
equations employed are a result of the paraxial approximation [46]. The
characterization of the beam profile along the optical axis of the instrument
facilitates an understanding of the behavior of the plane wave theoretical
physics model implemented in the research compared with Gaussian beam
optics. The analysis contained in this section assumes that the focal point of
the beam collocated with the surface of the sample closest to the transmitter
and that the samples are oriented normal to the incident radiation. First, the
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minimum beam radius 𝑟0 is obtained at the focal point using the diffraction
limited spot size for the first zero point of an Airy disk. The beam radius 𝑟0 at
the focal point is a function of radiation wavelength 𝜆 and f-number 𝑓𝑁 of the
lens. The transmitter and receiver focusing lenses of the external antenna
functionality of the Teraview system are plano-convex in shape, have a focal
length of 50 millimeters (mm), and f-number 𝑓𝑁 equal to 2. The parameters
that depend on the minimum beam radius are shown in Figure 4.28.

Figure 4.28) The Rayleigh length 𝑍𝑅 , angular beam divergence 𝜃𝑑 , and beam radius 𝑟(𝑧)
are calculated from the minimum beam radius 𝑟0 .

The beam radius at the focal point 𝑟0 , Rayleigh length 𝑍𝑅 , confocal
distance 𝑍𝑐 , beam radius as a function of distance along the focal point 𝑟(𝑧),
beam divergence 𝜃𝑑 , radial beam divergence 𝜃𝑟 , Gaussian beam phase shift
𝜙𝑧 , radius of Gaussian beam curvature 𝑅𝑧 , and radial phase variation 𝜙𝑟
relative to a plane for a fixed value of 𝑧 as a function of 𝑟(𝑧), are calculated
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using Equations 4.6–4.14 [47, 48]. The radial beam divergence is also called
the asymptotic beam growth angle, and the Gaussian beam phase shift is also
called the Gouy phase shift. The beam divergence and radial beam divergence
equations are valid in the far-field limit defined as 𝑧 ≫ 𝑍𝑅 .
𝑟0 = 1.22 · 𝜆 · 𝑓𝑁

4.6

2

𝜋 · 𝑟0
𝜆
𝑍𝑐 = 2 · 𝑍𝑅

𝑍𝑅 =

𝑧
𝑟(𝑧) = 𝑟0 √1 + ( )2
𝑧𝑅
𝑟0
𝑧𝑅
𝜃𝑑
𝜃𝑟 =
2

𝜃𝑑 = 2

𝜙𝑧 = tan−1 (

𝑧
)
𝑍𝑅

𝑍𝑅 2
𝑧
𝜋 · 𝑟2
𝜙𝑟 ≅
𝜆 · 𝑅𝑧

𝑅𝑧 = 𝑧 +

4.7
4.8
4.9
4.10
4.11
4.12
4.13
4.14

The Rayleigh length is the distance, along direction of beam
propagation, from the focal point to the position along the optical axis where
the minimum spot size radius 𝑟0 is doubled. The beam divergence is the
angular increase in beam diameter with increasing distance from the focal
point location. Figure 4.29 depicts the minimum beam radius and Rayleigh
length as a function of wavelength and frequency for the external Teraview
system with 𝑓𝑁 = 2. The analysis of plot A and plot B in Figure 4.29 shows
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that the beam radius at the focal point increases linearly with increasing
radiation wavelength. The analysis of plot C and plot D in Figure 4.29 shows
that the Rayleigh length also increases linearly with increasing wavelength.

Figure 4.29) The top row is the beam radius at the focal point with the beam profile
modeled as an Airy disk (plots A, B). The bottom row is the Rayleigh length (plots C, D).

An important observation in the Rayleigh length plots in Figure 4.29
are the locations along the y-axis of the sample thicknesses measured in the
research. Specifically, the single-layer HDPE-C, HDPE-A, and HDPE-B
samples have approximate thicknesses of 0.16 cm, 0.30 cm, and 0.60 cm.
Therefore, the Rayleigh length is exceeded for the HDPE-C, HDPE-A, and
HDPE-B samples at frequencies greater than 3.5 THz, 1.9 THz, and 0.9 THz,
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respectively. The simple analysis assumes direct transmission through the
sample at the surface of the sample closest to the receiver. In particular, the
HDPE-B sample results in a beam spot size surface area at the transmission
exit surface that is less than twice the area at the beam waist for only 1 THz
of bandwidth. In contrast, the least thick sample is HRSi which for all intents
and purposes does not exceed the Rayleigh length within the bandwidth of the
system. A dramatic example is the HDPE-A|Air|HDPE-A sample stack which
is approximately 3.14 cm thick. The HDPE-A|Air|HDPE-A sample exceeds
the Rayleigh length at frequencies greater than 0.18 THz, which means the
Rayleigh length is exceeded for nearly the entire bandwidth of the system.
The result is that the plane wave theoretical physics model used in the research
becomes less accurate for thicker samples.
The Gaussian beam radius 𝑟(𝑧), Gaussian beam Gouy phase shift 𝜙𝑧 ,
and radius of Gaussian beam curvature 𝑅𝑧 , are shown in plots A, B, and C of
Figure 4.30, respectively. The plot lines in Figure 4.30 are color coded, with
each color denoting a specific frequency of radiation. The lines in plot A of
Figure 4.30 show that the beam radius increases with decreasing frequency,
but increases with increasing distance from the focal point. The beam radius
plotted in Figure 4.30 approaches an asymptote in the far-field. In the farfield, the asymptote is characterized by the radial beam divergence which
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simplifies to 𝜃𝑟 =

1
1.22·𝜋·𝑓𝑁

. Numerically, with 𝑓𝑁 = 2, the radial beam

divergence is 𝜃𝑟 ≅ 7.5°. The lines in plot B of Figure 4.30 show that the Gouy
phase shift increases with increasing frequency, and also increases with
increasing distance from the focal point. The frequency of 0.5 THz is located
near the peak frequency-domain signal intensity of the measurement data. At
a frequency of 0.5 THz, the Gouy phase shift at the direct transmission exit
surface for the HRSi, HDPE-C, HDPE-A, and HDPE-B samples is
approximately 2.6°, 8.1°, 15.0°, and 28.1°, respectively. In comparison, the
phase shift for a plane wave is 0°. The plot lines in plot C of Figure 4.30 show
that the Gaussian beam radius of curvature increases with decreasing
frequency, but decreases with increasing distance from the focal point.
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Figure 4.30) The THz beam radius (plot A), Gouy phase shift (plot B), and beam radius
of curvature (plot C) as a function of distance from the focal point and frequency of
radiation.
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The radial phase variation 𝜙𝑟 is analyzed to determine the approximate
radial phase variation at the minimum beam radius, and the maximum radial
phase variation. The minimum beam radius is the radius of the beam at the
focal point. The maximum radial phase variation occurs at the beam perimeter
along the radial angular divergence angle. The phase variation at the minimum
beam radius along the optical axis is shown in the left-most plot of Figure
4.31. The maximum phase variation at the beam perimeter along the optical
axis is shown in the right-most plot of Figure 4.31. The colored lines in the
plots of Figure 4.31 are the phase variation at different frequencies. The
maximum phase variation increases with increasing distance from the focal
point, and also increases with decreasing frequency.
The frequency of 0.5 THz is located near the peak frequency-domain
signal intensity of the measurement data. At a frequency of 0.5 THz, the radial
phase variation along the beam waist radius and the maximum phase variation
are approximately the same. The phase variation for both radii at the direct
transmission exit surface for the HRSi, HDPE-C, HDPE-A, and HDPE-B
samples is approximately 0.26°, 0.82°, 1.53°, and 3.06°, respectively.
However, at a frequency of 4.0 THz, the maximum radial phase variation at
the direct transmission exit surface for the HRSi, HDPE-C, HDPE-A, and
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HDPE-B samples is approximately 2.0°, 6.5°, 12.3°, and 24.5°, respectively.
In comparison, the phase variation for a plane wave is 0°.

Figure 4.31) The THz beam radius changes with both frequency of radiation and distance
from the focal point. The beam divergence causes the beam spot size to increase further
from the focal point.

An important aspect of beam diffraction is that the radius at a fixed
distance from the focal point changes with different frequencies. The external
system lens aperture used in this thesis is a circular lens with a radius of 3.1
cm that is symmetrically cropped horizontally to 2.5 cm. The presence of the
sample in the optical path changes the beam diameter along the optical path
length compared with a reference measurement. As a result, the distribution
of radiation energy that arrives at the hemispherical silicon dome on the
receiver is different between the sample and reference measurement. The
difference of the beam distribution at the receiver creates two effects between
the sample and reference measurement. First, a path length difference is
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created in air between the reference and sample radiation and the path length
difference is frequency-dependent. Secondly, the difference in radiation
distribution alters the proportion of energy that is reflected and transmitted
along the curve of the silicon dome proportional to the fraction of energy at
the incidence angle with the dome.
4.6.4.

PARTICULATE SCATTERING
The Lactose, pharmaceutical-grade Oxycodone, and Hydrocodone

powder samples are composed of particulate matter. The study of THz
frequency radiation with powder samples is extensively studied [49, 50].
Particulates cause incident radiation to scatter depending on the size of the
particulates and the wavelength of incident radiation. The scattering impacts
the perceived absorption property of the powder samples results. The impact
of scattering on the total sample absorption is defined in Equation 4.15, where
𝛼total is the total attenuation coefficient of the sample [51]. The total
attenuation coefficient of the sample is comprised of two components, the
pure absorption 𝛼absorptⅈon and scattered absorption 𝛼scatter . Therefore,
scattering must be considered for powder samples to correctly determine the
pure absorption component of the total sample attenuation.
𝛼total = 𝛼absorptⅈon + 𝛼scatter
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4.15

The Mie scattering theory is used to calculate the scattering [52]. A
scattering regime factor defined in Equation 4.16 is used to determine the
appropriate scattering regime, where 𝑥 is the regime factor, 𝑟 is the radius of
the scatterer, and 𝜆 is the wavelength of light. The scattering regime
considered for this research is when the particulates sizes are much smaller
than the wavelength of the incident radiation, in which case 𝑥 ≪ 1 and the
scattering regime is called Rayleigh scattering. The Rayleigh scattering
approximation assumes elastic scattering by spheres. The Rayleigh regime
enables use of the Rayleigh scattering cross-section defined in Equation 4.17,
where 𝜎rayleⅈgh is the scattering cross-section, 𝑛aⅈr is the refractive index of
air, and 𝑛 is the refractive index of the powder sample [53]. The salient feature
of the Rayleigh scattering cross-section is the dependence of the scattering
cross-section on

𝑟6
𝜆4

, which implies that shorter wavelengths, and therefore

higher frequencies, are scattered more strongly for constant particulate size.
2·𝜋·𝑟
𝜆
6
8 · 𝜋 · 𝑟 2 · 𝜋 · 𝑛aⅈr 4 𝑛2 − 𝑛aⅈr 2 2
=
(
) ( 2
)
3
𝜆
𝑛 + 2 · 𝑛aⅈr 2
𝑥=

𝜎rayleⅈgh

4.16
4.17

The Rayleigh scattering is examined for Lactose to determine the
strength of the scattering as a function of frequency and particulate size. Sizes
of general purpose Lactose particulates can vary from 1–1000 μm, although
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pharmaceutical-grade Lactose particulate sizes are typically 1 μm < 𝑟 <
10 μm [54, 55, 56, 57]. The Rayleigh scattering cross-section 𝜎rayleⅈgh is
shown in plot A and plot B of Figure 4.32, and the scattering regime factor 𝑥
is shown in plot C and plot D. Analysis of the scattering regime factor shows
the Rayleigh scattering approximation is decreasingly valid for particulates
with a radius greater than 6 μm, within the 4 THz operational bandwidth of
the transmission system. Therefore, the research concludes that the scattering
of THz radiation in the Lactose samples is best described by Mie scattering if
the Lactose particulates are larger than 6 μm, and by Rayleigh scattering if the
Lactose particulates are less than 6 μm. By extension, the research
hypothesizes that the scattering occurring in the pharmaceutical-grade
Oxycodone and Hydrocodone samples follows similar guidelines.
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Figure 4.32) The Rayleigh scattering cross-section (plots A–B), and scattering regime
factor (plots C–D) for six scattering particle radii.

The research developed a rudimentary approach to remove the scattered
absorption 𝛼scatter component from the total attenuation coefficient. The
approach partially leverages a published concept which seeks to produce a
minimum baseline slope in the profile of the pure absorption coefficient [58].
The approach implemented in this research computes a linear hull underneath
each absorption feature for the Lactose, pharmaceutical-grade Oxycodone,
and Hydrocodone samples. The linear hull is a local correction that is unique
to each absorption feature. The linear hull is computed at the onset of each
absorption feature and terminates at the end of each feature. The result of the
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baseline hull correction is an absorption feature that has the local scattering
contribution removed from the absorption. The correction enables more
accurate reporting of peak absorption feature center frequency and absorption
feature width.
4.6.5.

KRAMERS-KRONIG TRANSFORMATION
The Kramers-Kronig Transformation (KKT) for continuous variables

defined in Section 3.6 is an integration over an infinite frequency space.
However, the THz-TDS measurement data are discrete variables with a finite
range of frequencies. Therefore, the integration bounds for the KKT integral
must be restricted to the operational bandwidth of the THz-TDS measurement
data. The Kramers-Kronig relationship defined in Equation 3.73 of Section
3.6 is rewritten and rearranged in Equation 4.18 to emphasize the impact of
the finite frequency range restriction, and how the extinction coefficient 𝜅 is
treated at frequencies outside of the operational bandwidth. The lower and
upper cutoff frequency of the operational bandwidth are labelled as 𝜈lr and
𝜈ur , respectively.
𝜈lr

𝜈ur

2
𝜈 ′ · 𝜅(𝜈 ′ ) ′ 2
𝑛(𝜈) = 𝑛∞ + ∫
𝑑𝜈 + ∫
𝜋
𝜋
𝜈 ′2 − 𝜈 2
∞

0

𝜈lr

2
𝜈 ′ · 𝜅(𝜈 ′ ) ′
+ ∫ ′2
𝑑𝜈
𝜋
𝜈 − 𝜈2
𝜈ur
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𝜈 ′ · 𝜅(𝜈 ′ )
𝜈 ′2

−

𝜈2

𝑑𝜈 ′
4.18

𝜈lr

2
𝜈′ · 0
2
= 𝑛∞ + ∫
𝑑𝜈 ′ + ∫
2
′
2
𝜋
𝜋
𝜈 −𝜈
0

+

𝜈ur

𝜈lr

∞

𝜈 ′ · 𝜅(𝜈 ′ )
𝜈′2 − 𝜈2

𝑑𝜈 ′

2
𝜈′ · 0
∫ ′2
𝑑𝜈 ′
2
𝜋
𝜈 −𝜈
𝜈ur

𝜈ur

2
= 𝑛∞ + ∫
𝜋

𝜈lr

𝜈 ′ · 𝜅(𝜈 ′ )
𝜈 ′2

−

𝜈2

𝑑𝜈 ′

The discrete form of the KKT is computed using the discrete Hilbert
transform. The discrete Hilbert transform is implemented using the
scipy.signal.hilbert function in the SciPy library of Python [59]. The
imaginary part of the complex conjugate of the discrete Hilbert transform is
used to determine the integral terms of Equation 4.18. The refractive index
offset 𝑛∞ is a constant that calibrates the spectral profile generated by the
Hilbert transform. The research computes the refractive index calibration
offset 𝑛∞ as the difference between the average optimized refractive index
and non-calibrated Hilbert transform across all evaluation frequencies for the
material being analyzed.
The impact on the refractive index by applying Equation 4.18 to the
Kramers-Kronig relationship is determined using a water vapor absorption
profile. The water vapor absorption profiles are shown in Figure 4.33 for two
different percentages of water vapor content. The top-right plot in Figure 4.33,
plot B, is the water vapor absorption coefficient profile for 1% water vapor
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content. The bottom-right plot in Figure 4.33, plot D, is the water vapor
absorption coefficient profile for 100% water vapor content. The evaluation
of the Kramers-Kronig relationship is performed using two different
bandwidths with the two different water content percentages. The first
evaluation uses the 1% water vapor absorption in a 1 THz bandwidth from 0–
1 THz, and a 4 THz bandwidth from 0–4 THz. The second evaluation uses the
100% water vapor absorption in a 1 THz bandwidth from 0–1 THz, and a 4
THz bandwidth from 0–4 THz. The water vapor residual refractive index
obtained using 1 THz and 4 THz bandwidth are colored green and red,
respectively, in Figure 4.33. The residual refractive index tends about the zero
line of the y-axis because the residual refractive index is defined as 𝑛(𝜈) −
𝑛∞ to isolate the Hilbert transform behavior.
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Figure 4.33) The refractive index of water vapor calculated from the Kramers-Kronig
relationship using 1% water vapor content (top row, plots A and B), and 100% water
vapor content (bottom row, plots C and D).

Analysis of the residual refractive index plots in Figure 4.33 show
several important behaviors of the discrete KKT with respect to finite
frequency spaces. First, the refractive index profile computed from the 1 THz
bandwidth (green plot lines) is more horizontal than the 4 THz bandwidth (red
plot lines) in Figure 4.33. Therefore, the inclusion of water vapor absorption
features from 1–4 THz is observed to increase the variation in the refractive
index. Furthermore, extending the operational bandwidth from 1 THz to 4
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THz does not appear to affect the range of refractive index values at the
frequencies of the dispersion induced inflection caused by the absorption
features. However, extending the operational bandwidth from 1 THz to 4 THz
does appear to cause an offset in the refractive index, most notably after the
frequency of the 751 GHz absorption feature, after each refractive index
nonlinearity within the operational bandwidth. Therefore, the research
hypothesizes that absorption features located at frequencies outside of the
operational bandwidth minimally impact nonlinearities in the refractive index
located within the operational bandwidth. A comparison of plot A to plot C in
Figure 4.33 shows the impact of the strength of the absorption features on the
refractive index. Specifically, uniformly reducing the water vapor absorption
coefficients by 99% results in a corresponding decrease in the refractive index
profile range and variation. Therefore, the impact of using a finite instead
infinite frequency space on the refractive index computed from the KramersKronig relationship is a tendency to decrease the range and variation of the
calculated refractive index. The water vapor absorption profile has numerous
strong absorption features at frequencies greater than 1 THz. The research
hypothesizes that the refractive index profiles calculated using the KramersKronig relationship for materials with only several weak absorption features
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outside the operational bandwidth will be minimally impacted by restricting
the KKT frequency space to the operational bandwidth.
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5.

OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURE
The algorithm used to optimize the physical parameters is described in

terms of the computational process and optimization processes. First, the
parameters used in the algorithm are initialized and bounded. The parameters
requiring initialization are frequency-dependent parameters and parameters
requiring bounds are frequency-independent parameters. The frequencydependent parameters are the index of refraction and absorption. The
frequency-independent parameters are sample layer thickness, and the YawPitch-Roll (YPR) orientation of the sample surface relative to the incident
radiation propagation vector. A discussion of the role of sample thickness
during optimization is provided in Section 5.3, and a discussion of orientation
is provided in Section 5.4. Although the incident radiation propagation vector
remains constant for all sample measurements, the YPR of the sample will
change at each incidence angle due to the manipulation of the mounting
apparatus.
The index of refraction is typically initialized using TOF information
between the peaks of the single-layer signal data and the single-layer thickness
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as measured with the Vernier style Mitutoyo branded micrometer. The
case of a multi-layer sample bootstraps the initialization of each layer to the
corresponding single-layer initialization result. Once the optimization is
started, the frequency-dependent initialization is updated based on the result
of the optimization. The index of refraction of air is set to 1.00027 and this
value remains constant for all frequencies throughout the optimization. The
sample layer thickness is bounded using a buffer applied to the estimated layer
thickness. The sample surface orientation is bounded using a buffer applied to
the respective YPR angles recorded on the sample mounting stage.
After the parameter initializations and bounds have been defined, the
core functionality of the algorithm begins. First, each signal is transformed
from the time-domain into the frequency-domain using the Discrete Fourier
Transform (DFT). The DFT is used instead of the Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) because the number of data points is not natively N = 2p where p is
positive integer numbers. The use of DFT also avoids zero padding the timedomain data to satisfy the N = 2p FFT requirement for computation
improvement from 2N2 to 2NLog10N [60, 61]. The output of the DFT are
complex-valued frequency-domain amplitudes and are further used to
calculate the measured unwrapped phase and magnitude for each sample
signal. The DE and BH only optimize the frequency-independent parameters,
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however only the DE optimization parameters are subject to the frequencyindependent bounds.
5.1.

COMPUTATIONAL PROCESS
The computational process first involves processing the signal data to

prepare it for treatment by the physical parameter extraction algorithmic
workflow. The computational processes are implemented in the Python
programming language. The computer code is compiled using the 64-bit
Anaconda-3 distribution of Python 3.6 released by Continuum Analytics [62].
The Nelder-Mead (NM) [63, 64, 65], Basin Hopping (BH) [66, 67, 68], and
Differential Evolution (DE) [69] are implemented using the SciPy Optimize
software library version 0.19.1 released June 21st, 2017 [70]. The SciPy
library has configuration settings for the NM, BH, and DE functions [71, 72,
73]. The SciPy default settings and the settings used in the algorithm are
shown in Table 5.1, where 𝑁 is the number of unknown variables being solved
for in the optimization, 𝑀 is the number of measurements being used in the
optimization, ℐ𝓃𝓉 is a function that converts decimal precision numbers to
rounded whole number integers, and ℒℴℊ10 is a function that computes the
base-10 logarithm. Additionally, a restriction is placed on ratios of 𝑀 and 𝑁.
In this work, it is defined that 𝑥 =

𝑁
𝑀

and 𝑦 =
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𝑀
𝑁

independently so that there is

no connection between 𝑥 or 𝑦, then 𝑥 > 1 and 𝑦 > 1 without changing the
values of 𝑀 or 𝑁. The restriction is illustrated with the example that if 𝑁 = 2
and 𝑀 = 1, then 𝑥 = 2 and 𝑦 = 1. An occurrence of the value 10-7 in Table
5.1 implies the order of magnitude of the 32-bit floating point precision limit
of the computer system. Specifically, on the computer used in the research,
ℐ𝓃𝓉(10ℛℴ𝓊𝓃𝒹(ℒℴℊ10 (ℯ𝓅𝓈32))−1) ) = 10−7 , where ℛℴ𝓊𝓃𝒹 is a function to
round decimal precision numbers to the nearest integer, and ℯ𝓅𝓈32 is the 32bit machine-dependent precision limit.
Table 5.1a) Configuration settings used for the SciPy Optimize library functions.
SciPy
Setting Name Default Setting
Modified Setting
Function
10-2
10-2
Minimize
tolmⅈn
Nelderxtol
10-4
10-5
Mead
Nelderftol
10-4
10-7
Mead
Nelder200
200
mult NM
Mead
𝑁
ℐ𝓃𝓉(mult NM · ( ) · (1
Nelder𝑀
maxiter
mult NM · 𝑁
tolmⅈn
Mead
+ 𝒜𝒷𝓈(ℒℴℊ10 (
))))
xtol

maxfev

mult NM · 𝑁

𝑁
ℐ𝓃𝓉(mult NM · ( ) · (1
𝑀
tolmⅈn
+ 𝒜𝒷𝓈(ℒℴℊ10 (
))))
ftol

method

Nelder-Mead

T

1.0

tolmⅈn

stepsize

0.5

xtol
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NelderMead
Basinhopping
Basinhopping
Basinhopping

Table 5.1b) Configuration settings used for the SciPy Optimize library functions.
SciPy
Setting Name Default Setting
Modified Setting
Function
𝑁
ℐ𝓃𝓉(( ) · (1
Basin𝑀
niter
100
𝑇
hopping
+ 𝒜𝒷𝓈(ℒℴℊ10 ( ))))
ftol
niter
Basin𝑇
niter_success
None
hopping
− ℐ𝓃𝓉(𝒜𝒷𝓈(ℒℴℊ10 (
)))
xtol
Basinmult BH
50
50
hopping
ℐ𝓃𝓉(ℱℓℴℴ𝓇(mult DE
Basinniter_success
interval
mult BH
hopping
·(
)))
niter
Basintake_step
None
None
hopping
Basinaccept_test
None
None
hopping
Basinseed
None
None
hopping
Differential
strategy
best1bin
best1bin
Evolution
𝑁
Differential
popsize
15
15 · ( )
Evolution
𝑀
𝑀
Differential
( 𝑁 ) ·10-7
10-2
tolDE
Evolution
Differential
1000
1000
mult DE
Evolution
𝑁
ℐ𝓃𝓉(mult DE · ( ) · (1
Differential
𝑀
maxfev
tolmⅈn
Evolution
+ 𝒜𝒷𝓈(ℒℴℊ10 (
))))
tolDE
maxiter

mult DE

maxfev
ℐ𝓃𝓉((
) − 1)
popsize

mutation

(0.5, 1)

(10-7, (2 − 10-7))

recombination

0.7

0.7

seed

None

RandomState(7532799)

polish

True

False
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Differential
Evolution
Differential
Evolution
Differential
Evolution
Differential
Evolution
Differential
Evolution

Table 5.1c) Configuration settings used for the SciPy Optimize library functions.
SciPy
Setting Name Default Setting
Modified Setting
Function
Differential
init
latinhypercube
latinhypercube
Evolution
𝑀
Differential
( 𝑁 ) ·10-7
atol
0
Evolution

The NM, BH, and DE optimization algorithms each are functions which
test trial values in the objective function to determine the values which
minimize the objective function. The optimization algorithms used in the
research are be either constrained or non-constrained, depending on if the
algorithms enforce boundaries on the trial values or not, respectively. The NM
and BH are non-constrained optimization algorithms, and the DE optimization
algorithm is constrained. The NM optimization is non-constrained
optimization. The BH optimization, which is configured in the research to use
the NM method, is also a non-constrained optimization. The DE optimization
however, is a constrained optimization. The NM and BH optimizations both
take an initial estimate for each unknown parameter value. The initial estimate
is used by the NM and BH in the first iteration as the set of parameter values
for which a result is generated. The DE optimization is constrained by two
values which bound the range of search values permitted for each unknown
variable. The two values are the lower and upper bounds of possible values.
The integer value 7532799 in the seed configuration of the SciPy DE function
in Table 5.1 configures the initial estimate of each unknown parameter value
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as the average value of the lower and upper bound of the unknown parameter
constraint. This feature of the DE implementation in the research is critical to
allow the user and parameter extraction algorithm to control the initial starting
trial values of the DE optimization.
5.2.

OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
The research implements seven error measures across five different

objective function formulations. The relative absolute difference has multiple
variations which depend on the behaviors of the Discrete Random Variables
(DRV) used in the application. The relative absolute difference ℒ has multiple
variations, some of which are concisely represented by a generalized function
𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) in Equation 5.1 [74]. There are six forms of 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) considered in the
research and these are defined in Equation 5.2, where the term L() in the last
row of Equation 5.2 is the logarithmic mean [74].
𝒜𝒷𝓈(𝑥 − 𝑦)
𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦)
1
𝒜𝒷𝓈(𝑥)
𝒜𝒷𝓈(𝑥) + 1
𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) =
𝒜𝒷𝓈(𝑥) + 𝒜𝒷𝓈(𝑦)
ℳ𝒶𝓍(𝒜𝒷𝓈(𝑥), 𝒜𝒷𝓈(𝑦))
{ L(𝒜𝒷𝓈(𝑥), 𝒜𝒷𝓈(𝑦))
ℒ=

5.1

5.2

First, if 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) = 1 then the error is simply the non-relative absolute
difference. As such, it is hypothesized that 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) = 1 is not desireable for
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the research because there is no degree of scalability to facilitate simultaneous
multiple component and multiple measurement optimization. Next, 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) =
𝒜𝒷𝓈(𝑥) produces the standard relative absolute difference. However,
𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝒜𝒷𝓈(𝑥) is not desirable because there are opportunities for a
division by zero to occur if 𝑥 = 0, in which case the error measure is not
defined. Division by zero can be avoided when 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝒜𝒷𝓈(𝑥) provided
that each value of the DRV represented by 𝑥 has been shifted such that
ℳ𝒾𝓃(𝒜𝒷𝓈(𝑥)) > 0.
The case with 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝒜𝒷𝓈(𝑥) + 1 results in a pseudo-relative
absolute difference and is called a mixed error measure. The mixed error
measure has desirable properties provided that 𝑥 is scaled to within orders of
magnitude of unity. If 𝒜𝒷𝓈(𝑥) ≪ 1, the mixed error measure approaches that
of the actual absolute difference with 𝒜𝒷𝓈(𝑥|𝑥<<1 ) + 1 ≅ 1. If 𝒜𝒷𝓈(𝑥) ≫
1, the mixed error approaches the standard relative absolute difference with
𝒜𝒷𝓈(𝑥|𝑥>>1 ) + 1 ≅ 𝒜𝒷𝓈(𝑥). The research hypothesizes that scalability of
the mixed error measure is achieved if the directionally unbiased differential
form is used as the relative absolute error. Furthermore, the research
hypothesizes that undesirable and inadequate scaling is the result of scaling
directly by the value of the measured DRV as opposed to the differential of
the measured DRV. The desirable property of 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝒜𝒷𝓈(𝑥) + 1 is that
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there is no opportunity to divide by zero. The caveat of 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝒜𝒷𝓈(𝑥) +
1 is that the resulting measure is a non-invariant relative absolute error. In
contrast, an invariant relative error has the property of Equation 5.3, where 𝜆
is any positive non-zero number [74].
ℒ(𝑥, 𝑦) = ℒ(𝜆𝑥, 𝜆𝑦)

5.3

The case with 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝒜𝒷𝓈(𝑥) + 𝒜𝒷𝓈(𝑦) results in an invariant
relative absolute difference called the normalized absolute difference. This
form has desirable properties because it is only undefined for the situation
where 𝑥 = 𝑦 = 0. The situation of 𝑥 = 𝑦 = 0 is not fundamentally
problematic to implement because it occurs only for which the measured DRV
is zero and the simulation DRV is optimal because it is exactly equal to the
measured DRV. Incidentally, the case with 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝒜𝒷𝓈(𝑥) satisfies the
invariance property. The case with 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) = ℳ𝒶𝓍(𝒜𝒷𝓈(𝑥), 𝒜𝒷𝓈(𝑦)) is
also an invariant relative absolute error measure with the property that it is
undefined only at optimality and for which 𝑥 = 𝑦 = 0.
The case for which 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) = L(𝒜𝒷𝓈(𝑥), 𝒜𝒷𝓈(𝑦)), where L is the
logarithmic mean of 𝒜𝒷𝓈(𝑥) and 𝒜𝒷𝓈(𝑦), is shown as the invariant absolute
logarithmic error measure ℒln defined in Equation 5.4. An undesirable
property of Equation 5.4 is that ℒln is undefined if either 𝑥 = 0 or 𝑦 = 0.
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Division by zero can be avoided when 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) = L(𝒜𝒷𝓈(𝑥), 𝒜𝒷𝓈(𝑦)),
provided that each value of the DRV represented by 𝑥 and 𝑦 have been shifted
such that ℳ𝒾𝓃(𝒜𝒷𝓈(𝑥)) > 0 and ℳ𝒾𝓃(𝒜𝒷𝓈(𝑦)) > 0.
𝒜𝒷𝓈(𝑥)
ℒln = 𝒜𝒷𝓈(ℒ𝓃 (
)) = 𝒜𝒷𝓈(ℒ𝓃(𝒜𝒷𝓈(𝑥)) − ℒ𝓃(𝒜𝒷𝓈(𝑦)))
𝒜𝒷𝓈(𝑦)

5.4

An additional representation of relative absolute difference that does
not fit into the form of Equation 5.1 is defined by ℒ𝜃 in Equation 5.5, where
𝒯𝒶𝓃2 −1 is the four-quadrant inverse tangent function used in complex
analysis. In the mathematical field of complex analysis, the 𝒯𝒶𝓃2 −1 function
computes the principal value of a complex number in the complex plane. The
research identifies two angles at which the minimum 𝑥 = 𝑦 occurs in
𝒯𝒶𝓃2 −1 . At the minimum, the equality 𝑥 = 𝑦 requires that 𝑥 and 𝑦 have the
same sign which holds true for positive and negative values of 𝑥 or 𝑦. The two
angles occur in the first and third quadrants at 45° and -135°. The research
implements a modified principal value as an error measure labelled by ℒ𝜃 in
Equation 5.5. The modification rotates the half-planes 𝑦 ≥ 0 and 𝑦 < 0 by 45° and 135°, respectively. The modified principal value is therefore
constrained

by

−45° ≤ (𝒯𝒶𝓃2 −1 (𝑥, 𝑦) + 𝜃patch ) ≤ 135°,

where

the

conditional 𝜃patch variable defined in Equation 5.6 represents the rotation
angle. The modification also takes the absolute value of the quantity
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𝒯𝒶𝓃2 −1 (𝑥, 𝑦) + 𝜃patch such that negative angles between −45° and 0° are
folded over the 𝑦 = 0 axis making ℒ𝜃 non-negative. The rotation by 𝜃patch
and absolute value 𝒜𝒷𝓈 forces the conditionally rotated principal values ℒ𝜃
to lie in the range 0° ≤ ℒ𝜃 ≤ 135°. The modified result is that the two minima
occur at the same angle, and the smallest angle is ℒ𝜃 = 0°. Therefore, the
angular relative absolute error ℒ𝜃 is interpreted as the angular separation
between two values representing the adjacent and opposing line segments of
a triangle. According to Equation 5.3, the error measure ℒ𝜃 is invariant.
Because the four-quadrant inverse tangent is used, the error measure ℒ𝜃 is
defined for all 𝑥 and 𝑦, excluding if 𝑥 = 𝑦 = 0 where it is undefined.
ℒ𝜃 = 𝒜𝒷𝓈(𝒯𝒶𝓃2 −1 (𝑥, 𝑦) + 𝜃patch )
𝜋
−
𝑦≥0
4
𝜃patch = { 3𝜋
𝑦<0
4

5.5
5.6

There are multiple forms that the relative absolute difference of two
DRV can have. Seven forms have been presented to compute the absolute
difference between two DRV. Undesirable properties of an error measure are:
an undefined error in the absence of a shift of the DRV, a non-constant
denominator in the relative error for constant measured DRV but variable
simulated DRV, and an error measure that violates scale invariance. Of these
three properties, an undefined error in the absence of a shift of the DRV will
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cause computational warnings and result in an undefined optimization sample.
Although shifting the values of a DRV by a constant value is computationally
feasible, shifting is avoided in the research because a shifted DRV will have
a different relative error than the non-shifted DRV.
The mixed error measure is selected because it consistently yields the
lowest simulation error, lowest optical property variation, and guarantees no
division by zero. The objective function 𝛥𝑗 in the minimization Equation 5.7
is made tractable by defining it in terms of the error measure function ℒ in
Equations 5.8–5.9. The arguments of ℒ in Equation 5.8–5.9 are two scalar
values labelled ℒ(𝑎, 𝑏). The 𝒜𝒷𝓈 function in Equation 5.8–5.9 performs the
2-norm operation 𝒜𝒷𝓈(−𝑎) = ‖−𝑎‖2 such that for scalar arguments
𝒜𝒷𝓈(−𝑎) = 𝑎. Abbreviated notation is sometimes used to define
𝒜𝒷𝓈(−𝑎) = |𝑎|. The directionally unbiased differential error measure in
Equation 5.8 is used in the frequency-domain, and centered error measure in
Equation 5.9 is used in the time-domain. The candidate 𝛥𝑗 functions are
defined in Equations 5.10–5.14. The formulations in Equations 5.10–5.13 are
frequency-domain solutions, and the formulation in Equation 5.14 is a timedomain solution. In Equations 5.10–5.11, ℜ𝔢 and ℑ𝔪 isolate the real and
imaginary components, respectively, of a complex value such that ℜ𝔢(𝑎 +
i𝑏) = 𝑎 and ℑ𝔪(𝑎 + i𝑏) = 𝑏. The formulations in Equation 5.10 and
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Equation 5.12 operate on the complex-valued frequency-domain signals,
whereas the formulations in Equation 5.11 and Equation 5.13 operate on the
complex-valued transfer functions. The formulations in Equations 5.10–5.11
operate directly on the real and imaginary components, whereas the
formulations in Equations 5.12–5.13 operate on the phasor components.
Lastly, Equations 5.10–5.11 are mathematically equivalent based on
Equations 3.67–3.68, and Equations 5.12–5.13 are also mathematically
equivalent based on Equations 3.67–3.68. Ideally, in context of Equations
3.67–3.69, the formulations in Equations 5.10–5.14 are all mathematically
equivalent.
The formulation of 𝛥𝑗 in Equation 5.14 is in the time-domain and as
such operates on the real-valued measurement and conflation signal
amplitudes. Each time-domain measurement contains a sequence of realvalued amplitudes. The sequence is collapsed into a single error value for each
usable measurement at the evaluation frequency by average across the noncorrupt amplitudes of the usable measurements. The number of non-corrupt
elements in a sequence of amplitudes for the 𝑗th usable measurement is 𝑁𝑗 .
The number of non-corrupt elements in an amplitude sequence can be less
than the total number of elements in the sequence, 𝑁𝑗 ≤ 𝑁, based on the
corrupt indices contained in the time-domain signal. The index ⅈ in Equations
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5.8–5.9 maps to the non-corrupt times 𝑡𝑖 in the amplitude sequence. Whereas
Equations 5.10–5.13 are evaluated directly at the single frequency 𝜈𝑘 , use of
Equation 5.14 first requires performing the inverse DFT on the entire
frequency-domain simulated signal after conflation at the evaluation
frequency 𝜈𝑘 . In summary, Equation 5.14 is the average time-domain
simulation error across the times for which the amplitudes in the 𝑗th usable
sequence are not corrupt.
𝐿𝜈𝑘

1
ℳ𝒾𝓃𝒾𝓂𝒾𝓏ℯ(
· ∑ 𝛥𝑗 (𝜈 = 𝜈𝑘 ))
𝐿𝜈𝑘

5.7

𝑗=1

ℒ(𝑎, 𝑏) =

𝒜𝒷𝓈(𝑎𝜈𝑖 − 𝑏𝜈𝑖 )
1
1
·(
+
)
2
𝒜𝒷𝓈(𝑎𝜈𝑖 − 𝑎𝜈𝑖−1 ) + 1 𝒜𝒷𝓈(𝑎𝜈𝑖+1 − 𝑎𝜈𝑖 ) + 1

5.8

𝒜𝒷𝓈(𝑎𝑡𝑖 − 𝑏𝑡𝑖 )
1 + 𝒜𝒷𝓈(𝑎𝑡𝑖 )

5.9

ℒ(𝑎, 𝑏) =
~

~

𝛥𝑗 (𝜈𝑘 ) = ℒ(ℜ𝔢(𝑌measured𝑗 ), ℜ𝔢(𝑌conflated𝑗 ))
~

~

+ ℒ(ℑ𝔪(𝑌measured𝑗 ), ℑ𝔪(𝑌conflated𝑗 ))
~

~

𝛥𝑗 (𝜈𝑘 ) = ℒ(ℜ𝔢(𝐻measured𝑗 ), ℜ𝔢(𝐻conflated𝑗 ))
~

~

+ ℒ(ℑ𝔪(𝐻measured𝑗 ), ℑ𝔪(𝐻conflated𝑗 ))
~

5.10

~

~

~

𝛥𝑗 (𝜈𝑘 ) = ℒ(∠𝑌measured𝑗 , 𝑌conflated𝑗 ) + ℒ(|𝑌measured𝑗 |, |𝑌conflated𝑗 |)
~

~

~

5.11
5.12

~

𝛥𝑗 (𝜈𝑘 ) = ℒ(∠𝐻measured𝑗 , ∠𝐻conflated𝑗 ) + ℒ(|𝐻measured𝑗 |, |𝐻conflated𝑗 |)

5.13

𝑁𝑗

1
𝛥𝑗 (𝜈𝑘 ) = · ∑ ℒ(𝑌measured𝑗 (𝑡𝑖 ), 𝑌conflated𝑗 (𝑡𝑖 ))
𝑁𝑗

5.14

𝑖=1

The 𝛥𝑗 defined in Equations 5.10–5.14 in the context of Equation 5.7
are, for all intents and purposes, average fractional percent error objective
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functions. This presentation of the objective function contrasts with published
approaches which treat the objective function as a summation of actual error
[8, 11, 18]. The research hypothesizes that the use of fractional percent error
defined in Equations 5.8–5.9 are necessitated because of the multiple
measurements that are simultaneously optimized. Comprehensive empirical
testing is performed to verify the use of the mixed error measure in Equations
5.8–5.9 instead of the other relative error measures. The summation of actual
error cited in [8, 11] is reasonable because single sample measurements are
used in the optimization, however the research hypothesizes that these error
functions are not applicable to simultaneous multiple measurement
optimization. The results of this work leads to the hypothesis that the
summation of actual error in [18] could introduce inaccuracy in the extracted
parameters caused by the lack of error normalization across the multiple
measurements. Lastly, the use of the average computation in Equation 5.7
facilitates comparability of the objective function values for all evaluation
frequencies independent of the number of measurements used.
If Equations 5.8–5.9 are replaced with a summation of actual error, then
the time-domain function defined by Equation 5.14 is similar to that presented
by Palka et al. in [5], except that Equation 5.14 is the average across the noncorrupt time indices as opposed to a summation of actual differences. Again,
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if Equations 5.8–5.9 are replaced with a summation of actual error, then the
functions defined in Equations 5.12–5.13 are similar to the presentation by
Dorney et al. in [8], with the exception of rescaling the magnitude by the
natural logarithm. Similarly, the functions defined in Equations 5.10–5.11 are
comparable to the presentation by Hejase in [14] with equal weighting.
Although acknowledging the similarities to previously published work, the
novelty of Equations 5.10–5.14 is rooted in Equations 5.8–5.9. The relative
percent error defined by Equations 5.8–5.9 performs a normalization of the
error across all components and measurements.
As an example, the natural logarithm is not needed for rescaling the
magnitude to facilitate optimization using phasor components. As another
example, measurements recorded at different system SOH’s, causing
amplitude variation between measurements, are normalized and able to be
integrated into a simultaneous optimization. Additionally, unique angle of
incidence measurements can be combined because the normalization
facilitated by Equations 5.8–5.9 regulates the weighting of measurements as
the amplitude decreases with the increasing obliqueness of the incident
radiation. Lastly, measurements of different sample thicknesses but
comprised of the same material will have varying signal amplitudes based on
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thickness, and the research hypothesizes that the measurements are
normalized with Equations 5.8–5.9.
5.3.

THICKNESS BY REFRACTIVE INDEX VARIATION
The thickness of single layer samples is determined from measurements

at normal incidence using the WSU internal transmission system. The
determination of sample thickness from the THz-TDS measurement is called
data-driven thickness determination. The scope of the research enables the
data-driven determination of the thickness of HRSi, HDPE-A, HDPE-B, and
HDPE-C using several different data-driven techniques. The first technique
uses a minimization of the variation in the optimally determined index of
refraction of the sample. The second technique uses a Time-of-Flight (TOF)
model to determine both the sample thickness and frequency average index of
refraction. Results obtained from the data-driven techniques are compared to
the Vernier micrometer thickness measurements recorded for each sample.
The minimization of the variation in the optimally determined index of
refraction requires an error function that quantifies variability in the index of
refraction. Two different variation calculations are investigated: separation
variational, and average absolute variation. The separation variational for the
index of refraction 𝒱𝑛 is defined in Equation 5.15 and the average absolute
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variation in refractive index 𝐷𝑛 is defined using Equation 5.16. Therefore, two
different thickness determination results are obtained for each sample using
the minimization technique due to the two unique variation error functions.
The two alternative minimizations in addition to the TOF technique yield
three unique thickness determinations.
𝑁

𝑁

1
1
𝒱𝑛 = ∑ (
∑ 𝒜𝒷𝓈(𝑛(𝜈𝑖 ) − 𝑛(𝜈𝑗 )))
𝑁
(𝑁 − 𝑗)
𝑖

5.15

𝑗>𝑖

𝑁−1

𝐷𝑛 =

1
∑ 𝒜𝒷𝓈(𝑛(𝜈𝑖+1 ) − 𝑛(𝜈𝑖 ))
𝑁−1

5.16

𝑖

The TOF model is a data-driven metrology technique which is used to
corroborate the result of the minimization of variation technique. The TOF
model for simultaneous thickness determination and average refractive index
extraction is defined by Equations 5.17–5.27. The TOF model that is
presented is only valid for optically thick samples for which an echo pulse is
discernable in the sample signal and the first transmission peak is sufficiently
separated from the echo pulse. Two peaks are sufficiently separated if the
separation satisfies the Rayleigh criterion. All the normal incidence HRSi, and
HDPE transmission measurements satisfy the two conditions.
In Equation 5.17, 𝑡1 ′ is the time delay location of the reference signal
peak amplitude, 𝑛𝑎 is the index of refraction for air, 𝑐 is the speed of light in
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vacuum, (ℓ1 + ℓ2 ) is the combined path length between the transmitter-tosample and sample-to-receiver, 𝒹 is the sample thickness, and 𝑡𝛿 ′ is the
reference signal time delay calibration factor. In Equation 5.18, 𝑡1 is the time
delay location of the sample signal peak amplitude, 𝑛𝑠 is the index of
refraction for air, and 𝑡𝛿 is the sample signal time delay calibration factor.
Equation 5.19 defines 𝜏1 as the time delay difference between the reference
and sample signal peak amplitudes, and Equation 5.20 shows that the

𝑛𝑎
𝑐

(ℓ1 +

ℓ2 ) term cancels out. Equation 5.21 defines 𝑡𝛥 as the time delay calibration
between the reference and sample signal. Equation 5.23 defines 𝜏2 as the
difference between the sample signal time delay location of the peak
amplitude of the first echo pulse 𝑡𝑒 to the time delay location 𝑡1 .
The path length travelled by radiation which internally reflects one
cycle inside the sample and then exits the sample on the receiver side is
defined in Equation 5.24. Equating the sample thickness 𝒹 in Equation 5.22
and Equation 5.24 results in Equation 5.25 which enables a determination of
the frequency-averaged index of refraction of the sample 𝑛𝑠 , as expressed in
Equation 5.26. Lastly, substitution of Equation 5.26 into 5.22 for 𝑛𝑠 yields an
analytic expression for the the sample thickness 𝒹 in Equation 5.27. There is
no TOF-derived absorption calculation implemented in the research. The
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research assumes the time delay calibration between reference and sample
measurements is zero, as represented in Equation 5.28. No TOF absorption
contribution is calculated.
𝑛𝑎
𝑛𝑎
(ℓ1 + ℓ2 ) + 𝒹 + 𝑡𝛿 ′
𝑐
𝑐
𝑛𝑎
𝑛𝑠
𝑡1 =
(ℓ + ℓ2 ) + 𝒹 + 𝑡𝛿
𝑐 1
𝑐
′
𝜏1 = 𝑡1 − 𝑡1

𝑡1 ′ =

𝑡1 − 𝑡1 ′ =

𝒹
(𝑛 − 𝑛𝑎 ) + (𝑡𝛿 − 𝑡𝛿 ′ )
𝑐 𝑠
𝑡𝛥 = 𝑡𝛿 − 𝑡𝛿 ′

𝒹
(𝑛 − 𝑛𝑎 ) + 𝑡𝛥
𝑐 𝑠
𝜏2 = 𝑡𝑒 − 𝑡1
𝑐
2𝒹 = 𝜏2
𝑛𝑠
𝑐 · 𝜏2 𝑐 · (𝜏1 − 𝑡𝛥 )
𝒹=
=
2 · 𝑛𝑠
(𝑛𝑠 − 𝑛𝑎 )
𝑛𝑎
𝑛𝑠 =
2(𝜏 − 𝑡 )
1 − ( 1𝜏 𝛥 )
2
𝑐
𝜏1 (𝑛 )
𝑎
𝒹=
1
(
)−1
(𝜏 − 𝑡 )
1 − (2 1 𝜏 𝛥 )
2
𝜏1 =

𝑡𝛥 = 0

5.17
5.18
5.19
5.20
5.21
5.22
5.23
5.24
5.25
5.26

5.27

5.28

The minimization profile of the variation in refractive index is shown
in Figure 5.1 for four different measurements: synthetic (plot A), HRSi (plot
B), HDPE-A (plot C), and HDPE-C (plot D). The sampling resolution of the
thicknesses in Figure 5.1 is 1 μm. The synthetic measurement in plot A is a
synthetically generated data set using a Num Scans value of 1000. The
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thickness of the synthetic sample is exactly 500 μm. The Vernier micrometer
measured thickness of the HRSi, HDPE-A, HDPE-B, are: 500 ± 25.4 μm,
3070 ± 25.4 μm, 6050 ± 25.4 μm, and 1640 ± 25.4 μm, respectively. The
functionality of the minimization of variation varies the thickness to identify
the thickness which minimizes the variation of the refractive index. The
frequency-dependent index of refraction and extinction coefficient for each
optimization trial thickness is determined using the NM Frequency Dependent
Optimizer (FDO) outlined in Section 5.5. The vertical plot axis and data
markers colored red in Figure 5.1 uses Equation 5.15 as the minimizing error
function, and the blue vertical plot axis and data markers in Figure 5.1 uses
Equation 5.16.
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Figure 5.1) Two variation error functions (red and blue) used to solve the minimization of
refractive index variation yield slightly different minimal solutions. Results are shown for
WSU internal transmission measurements at normal incidence for synthetic (plot A),
HRSi (plot B), HDPE-A (plot C), and HDPE-C (plot D) samples.

Analysis of the four plots in Figure 5.1 shows that each sample has a
well-defined minimum of refractive index variation. However, the thickness
at which the separation variational, proportional to the statistical variance, is
minimum is different than the thickness at which the average absolute
variation is minimum. The research has found that the thickness at which the
variational is minimum is strongly dependent on the frequencies selected to
compute the variational, which indicates that the naïve minimization of a
refractive index variational using semi-arbitrary frequencies within the
measurement bandwidth to determine thickness is not a robust solution. The
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research has also found that the thickness at which the total simulation error
is minimum also depends on the frequencies used to compute the simulation
error. Although the two variation methods qualitatively agree, the separation
variational of Equation 5.15 yields a more smooth and consistent
minimization profile as a function of thickness compared with the average
absolute variation of Equation 5.16. In particular, plot B for HRSi in Figure
5.1 shows that the average absolute variation exhibits unstable behavior,
whereas the separation variational is more consistently changing.
Furthermore, plot C for HDPE-A in Figure 5.1 indicates that the minimization
profile of the separation variational (red markers) is more symmetric and
smoothly changing than the average absolute variation (blue markers).
Therefore, if a refractive index variational is used to determine the optimal
thickness, the research recommends using a statistical variance metric such as
Equation 5.15 as the error function in the DE Frequency Independent
Optimizer (FIO) outlined in Section 5.5.
The numerical thickness results obtained using the optimization
technique for both alternatives, and the TOF model, are presented in Table
5.2. The thickness information in Table 5.2 shows agreement among the datadriven thickness estimates using the two optimizations alternatives and the
TOF model. The TOF model yields the largest thickness value of the three
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data-driven approaches for all four samples examined. All three of the datadriven thickness determinations yield HDPE thickness values which are
significantly less than the Vernier micrometer measured thicknesses. The
data-driven techniques yield approximately the same thickness as the
micrometer measurement for HRSi. The frequency-averaged HDPE index of
refraction presented in the right-most column of Table 5.2 agrees between the
HDPE-A, HDPE-B, and HDPE-C samples. In addition, the TOF derived
frequency-averaged index of refraction for HRSi and HDPE-A agree to within
99.4% and 99.6%, respectively, of the average values reported using the
single-layer non-optimized approach defined in Equations 5.29–5.31. In
Equations 5.29–5.31, 𝑛, 𝛼, and 𝜅 are the non-optimized sample material
refractive index, absorption coefficient, and extinction coefficient,
respectively. The speed of light, frequency, propagation length, refractive
index of air, and transfer function phase and magnitude are labelled 𝑐, 𝜈, 𝑑,
~

~

𝑛aⅈr , ∠𝐻 (𝜈), and |𝐻(𝜈)|, respectively.

𝑛(𝜈) = 𝑛aⅈr +

~
𝑐
· ∠𝐻 (𝜈)
2π𝜈𝑑

~
2
(𝑛(𝜈) + 1)2
𝛼(𝜈) = − ℒ𝓃(|𝐻 (𝜈)| ·
)
𝑑
4𝑛(𝜈)

𝜅(𝜈) = −

~
𝑐
(𝑛(𝜈) + 1)2
ℒ𝓃(|𝐻 (𝜈)| ·
)
2π𝜈𝑑
4𝑛(𝜈)
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5.29
5.30
5.31

Table 5.2a) Comparison of data-driven determination of sample thickness compared with
Vernier micrometer measurements.
Data-Driven Thickness
Estimate
Sample
Descrip- Avg. Abs. Variat- Time of
tion
Variation
ional
Flight
(mm)
(mm)
(mm)
HRSi
0.50147
0.50577 0.50711
HDPE-C
1.59270
1.59288 1.60151
HDPE-A
3.02894
3.02058 3.03159
HDPE-B
5.97934
5.98102 6.00817
Table 5.2b) Comparison of data-driven determination of sample thickness compared with
Vernier micrometer measurements.
DataVernier
Driven
Vernier
Time of
Sample
MicroAvg.
MicroFlight:
Descripmeter
Thickmeter
Refractive
tion
Error
ness
(mm)
Index
(um)
(mm)
HRSi
0.50479
0.5
-4.78467
3.45958
HDPE-C 1.59570
1.64
44.3033
1.55679
HDPE-A 3.02704
3.07
42.9633
1.55158
HDPE-B 5.98951
6.05
60.49
1.54435

Graphically comparing the thickness values determined using the three
data-driven approaches to the Vernier micrometer thickness measurement
yields the bar chart on the left in Figure 5.2. In the plot on the left in Figure
5.2, the thickness obtained using the minimization of average absolute
variation (Equation 5.16), minimization of separation variational (Equation
5.15), TOF, and Vernier micrometer are colored in blue, red, green, and grey,
respectively. The bar chart shows the agreement between the four possible
thicknesses for each sample. The bar chart to the right in Figure 5.2 shows the
difference, in micrometers, between the Vernier micrometer measured sample
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thickness and the average of the three data-driven thickness values for each
sample. Assuming the data-driven thicknesses are more accurate than the
Vernier micrometer measurements, the error of the micrometer measured
thickness appears to increase as the length of the micrometer caliper is
extended. The HDPE-B sample is the thickest sample used in the research,
and the HRSi sample is the thinnest sample. The micrometer error of the
HDPE-B sample is approximately fourteen times greater than that of the HRSi
sample. Another statement of the error is that the micrometer error for HRSi
is approximately 7% the micrometer error of HDPE-B.

Figure 5.2) The left plot is the data-driven estimates of HRSi and HDPE sample thickness
compared with the Vernier micrometer measured thicknesses (grey). The right plot is the
difference between the average data-driven thickness and the Vernier micrometer
measured thickness for HRSi and the HDPE samples.

The frequency-independent parameter optimization for unknown
thickness determination outlined in Section 5.5 relies on the minimal variation
of the index of refraction. The technique of minimal variation for thickness
determination is effective only for materials for which the refractive index is
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nearly constant. The minimal variation technique is not applicable to materials
which do not have a constant index of refraction. An attempt is made to
develop an algorithm that does not place variation requirements on the
material refractive index to enable thickness determination. The development
attempts to use the minimization of the error returned by the NM FDO to the
DE FIO as the targeted optimization to yield the best thickness estimate
without relying on refractive index variation.
The minimization profile of the refractive index separation variational
using Equation 5.15 is shown in Figure 5.3 as the red vertical plot axis and
data markers. for four different measurements: synthetic (plot A), HRSi (plot
B), HDPE-A (plot C), and HDPE-C (plot D). The green colored vertical plot
axis and data markers in Figure 5.3 is the total error returned by the NM FDO.
The analysis of Figure 5.3 does not reveal any unambiguous global minimum
in the optimal NM FDO total error as a function of sample thickness for any
of the samples. The lack of discernable minimum in the optimal NM FDO
total error is discussed in more detail in Section 5.4, but the brief explanation
is that the optimal NM FDO converges on optical parameters which
compensate for the changing thickness. Holding the optical parameters
constant while optimizing the thickness does generate total error profiles with
discernable minimum. Regardless, the lack of discernable minimum in the
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optimal NM FDO total error contrasts with the refractive index variational
which does unambiguously show a global minimum for each sample.
Therefore, the minimization of the optimal NM FDO total error is not able to
be used to determine the frequency-independent thicknesses.

Figure 5.3) The optimal NM FDO total error (green data markers) as a function of sample
thickness does not indicate the existence of a global minimum. Results are shown for
WSU internal transmission measurements at normal incidence for synthetic (plot A),
HRSi (plot B), HDPE-A (plot C), and HDPE-C (plot D) samples. For comparison, the
refractive index variational result is shown in red data markers.

The inability to use the optimal NM FDO total error in the bandpass of
low air absorption as the minimization value for the DE FIO presents an
opportunity for future research. The solution of the problem will avoid the
need to make assumptions about the behavior of the refractive index of a
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sample prior to optimization, and enable thickness determination for samples
with non-constant refractive index. In an effort to guide the future research
into the problem, the research presents a modified average absolute variation
𝐷′ in Equation 5.32 which takes into consideration the extinction coefficient
in addition to the index of refraction. Specifically, in Equation 5.32, the
variation in extinction coefficient (𝜅(𝜈𝑖+1 ) − 𝜅(𝜈𝑖 )) is used to weight the
variation in refractive index (𝑛(𝜈𝑖+1 ) − 𝑛(𝜈𝑖 )). The desired effect is that the
contribution by the variation in refractive index is reduced in the vicinity of
absorption features because the variation in extinction coefficient is large in
the vicinity of the absorption features. Furthermore, it is suggested that
residual FP etalon effects that remain in the NM FDO extinction coefficient
profile will be correlated with residual FP etalon effects in the refractive index
profile so that the weighting is not affected in the FP dominant regions outside
of any dominant absorption features.
𝑁−1

𝐷′ (𝑛(𝜈), 𝜅(𝜈)) =

1
𝑛(𝜈𝑖+1 ) − 𝑛(𝜈𝑖 )
∑ 𝒜𝒷𝓈(
)
𝑁−1
𝜅(𝜈𝑖+1 ) − 𝜅(𝜈𝑖 )

5.32

𝑖

The motivation is that absorption peaks in the extinction coefficient
cause absorption induced dispersion in the refractive index, which result in
non-uniform variation in the refractive index. The ability to use a variational
minimization on the refractive index profile for uniformly varying refractive
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index profiles facilitates frequency-independent optimization to determine
layer thickness. The use of Equation 5.32 is an attempt to obtain minimization
features that resemble unambiguous local minimum patterns. The refractive
index of pharmaceutical-grade Oxycodone and Hydrocodone are nonconstant and non-uniform in the THz spectral region. Therefore, the
pharmaceutical-grade

Oxycodone

and

Hydrocodone

WSU

external

transmission measurements at normal incidence are investigated to determine
if Equation 5.32 facilitates identification of local minimum in the
minimization profile of the sample thickness. The results for pharmaceuticalgrade Oxycodone and Hydrocodone are presented in Figure 5.4, where the
sampling resolution of the thicknesses is 1 μm.
The plots in the left column (plots A, C, E) of Figure 5.4 are
minimization profile results obtained for pharmaceutical-grade Oxycodone,
and the plots in the right column (plots B, D, F) are minimization profiles
obtained for Hydrocodone. The red colored vertical plot axis and data markers
in the top row (plots A, B) of Figure 5.4 are the minimization profiles using
the refractive index separation variational of Equation 5.15. The blue colored
vertical plot axis and data markers in the top row (plots A, B) of Figure 5.4
are the minimization profiles using the refractive index average absolute
variation of Equation 5.16. The green colored vertical plot axis and data
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markers in the middle row (plots C, D) of Figure 5.4 are the minimization
profiles using the optimal NM FDO total error. The purple colored vertical
plot axis and data markers in the bottom row of Figure 5.4 are the
minimization profiles using the refractive index average absolute variation
that has been modified with weighting by the extinction coefficient variation
defined by 𝐷′ in Equation 5.32.
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Figure 5.4) The left and right columns are for pharmaceutical-grade oxycodone and
hydrocodone, respectively. The top row (plots A–B) are the minimization profiles using
refractive index variational metrics (red and blue); no physically realistic minimum is
observed. The middle row (plots C–D) are the minimization profile using optimal NM
FDO total error (green); no global minimum is observed. The bottom row (plots E–F)
shows the minimization profile for the modified variation (purple).

The four plots A–D in the top and middle rows of Figure 5.4 contain
the minimization profiles using refractive index variational metrics (red and
blue), and optimal NM FDO total error metric. Physically realistic or
numerically discernable global minimum are not observed in plots A–D of
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Figure 5.4. The two bottom row plots (plots E–F) for pharmaceutical-grade
Oxycodone (left) and Hydrocodone (right) suggest the presence of minimum
patterns in the vicinity of the Vernier micrometer measured thickness. The
Vernier micrometer measured thickness of the washers containing the
pharmaceutical-grade Oxycodone and Hydrocodone are 1550 ± 25.4 μm and
900 ± 25.4 μm, respectively. Specifically, plot E in Figure 5.4 shows a region
of sustained minima for thickness values ranging 1290–1560 μm, resolved in
1 μm increments. The analysis of plot F in Figure 5.4 shows a small region of
minima for thickness values ranging 895–910 μm, resolved at 1μm
increments. Most notably, there is an obvious but isolated and possibly
coincidental minimum in the minimization profile located at a thickness of
907 μm.
5.4.

ORIENTATION BY SIMULATION ERROR

As discussed in Section 5.3, the optimal NM FDO total error cannot be used
as the minimizing quantity when optimizing sample layer thicknesses. It is
shown in Section 5.3 that optimizing the optical parameters for all frequencies
during a single iteration of the thickness optimization will result in a total error
which does not show any discernable minimum in the minimization profile.
The cause is due to the NM FDO converging on optical parameter values
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which minimize the error function and compensate for the non-optimal
sample layer thickness. Therefore, the optimal NM FDO, for each trial value
of the layer thickness, will obfuscate the validity of the trial thickness by
adjusting the optical parameters to maintain the error function minimum.
Because the thickness and the sample orientation are correlated in the
theoretical model, the same lack of discernable minimum in the minimization
profile is observed in the case of optimizing the sample orientation if the
optimal NM FDO is used. The connection between thickness and sample
orientation is conceptually apparent; rotating the sample surface normal
vector away from the radiation propagation vector will cause an effective
increase in the propagation length experienced by the radiation inside the
sample as determined by Equation 3.57.
Three examples are provided to reinforce the argument that holding the
optical properties constant during the sample orientation optimization, or
similarly the thickness optimization, if total error is used. The first example,
shown in Figure 5.5, uses the HDPE-C sample measured in the WSU external
transmission system at normal incidence. The left plot in Figure 5.5 shows the
sample orientation minimization profile for the pitch angle of the sample
sweeping from normal incidence to ten degrees away from normal incidence,
in half degree increments, while the roll angle is held constant at zero degrees.
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The right plot in Figure 5.5 shows the sample orientation minimization profile
for the roll angle of the sample sweeping from normal incidence to ten degrees
away from normal incidence, in half degree increments, while the pitch angle
is held constant at zero degrees. Both plots in Figure 5.5 demonstrate that a
minimum in the total error minimization profile exists if the optical
parameters are held constant during the sample orientation optimization. The
thickness of HDPE-C used for the example is 1601.51 µm, and the initial
~

complex index of refraction used is a constant 𝑛HDPE (𝜈) = 1.5 − 0.0006ⅈ.
The lines connecting the data points in Figure 5.5 are for illustrative purposes.

Figure 5. 5) The total error as a function of sample orientation for HDPE-C measured at
normal incidence using the WSU external transmission system. The pitch angle (left,
green) and roll angle (right, blue) are shown to have minimum at 0°.

The second example, shown in Figure 5.6, uses the HRSi sample
measured in the WSU external and internal transmission system at 30°
incidence. Parallel polarization is for incident radiation electric field vectors
perpendicular to the surface of the sample, and perpendicular polarization is
for electric field vectors parallel to the sample surface. The top plot in Figure
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5.6 shows the sample orientation minimization profile for HRSi in the WSU
internal transmission system at 30° incidence in the perpendicular polarization
state while the pitch angle is held constant at 0° and the roll angle of the
sample sweeps from 20° to 40° incidence, in 1° increments. The middle plot
in Figure 5.6 shows the sample orientation minimization profile for HRSi in
the WSU external transmission system at 30° incidence in the perpendicular
polarization state while the pitch angle is held constant at 0° and the roll angle
of the sample sweeps from 20° to 40° incidence, in 1° increments. The bottom
plot in Figure 5.6 shows the sample orientation minimization profile for HRSi
in the WSU external transmission system at 30° incidence in the parallel
polarization state while the roll angle is held constant at 0° and the pitch angle
of the sample sweeps from 20° to 40° incidence, in 1° increments. All three
plots in Figure 5.6 demonstrate that a minimum in the total error minimization
profile exists if the optical parameters are held constant during the sample
orientation optimization. The initial thicknesses of HRSi used for the three
examples in Figure 5.6 are 509.955 µm, 491.067 μm, and 500.513 µm for plot
A, plot B, and plot C, respectively. The initial complex index of refraction
~

used is a constant 𝑛HRSⅈ (𝜈) = 3.5 − 0.0001ⅈ. The lines connecting the data
points in Figure 5.6 are for illustrative purposes.
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Figure 5.6) The total error as a function of sample orientation for HRSi measured at 30°
incidence. The minimum are in the vicinity of 30°. Top plot (red): total error profile for
radiation incident on sample surface with electric field parallel to the surface. Middle plot
(blue): total error profile for radiation incident on sample surface with electric field
parallel to the surface. Bottom plot (green): total error profile for radiation incident on
sample surface with electric field parallel to the surface.

The third example demonstrates the ability to achieve a discernable
minimum in the minimization profile of Lactose at 30° incidence for parallel
and perpendicular polarized radiation relative to the surface orientation of the
sample. The measurement system is the WSU external transmission system.
The optical properties of Lactose are not constant or uniform as a function of
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frequency. Therefore, a frequency-dependent complex index of refraction is
utilized. The Lactose complex index of refraction is extracted using the
algorithmic workflow outlined in Section 5.5 for a measurement at normal
incidence of the Lactose sample without sample orientation optimization.
Next the non-uniform frequency-dependent optical properties derived from a
normal incidence measurement are held constant s the roll or pitch sweeps
from 0°–20°. The initial thickness is set to 2390 μm. The roll is used if the
measurement is performed in a perpendicular polarization orientation, and
pitch is used if the measurement is performed in a parallel polarization
orientation. In the example, the roll and pitch angle are set to 0° is they are
not being used to sample the minimization profile. The total error obtained by
the computations are shown in Figure 5.7, with the pitch angle sweep in the
left plot (green markers), and the roll sweep in the right plot (blue markers).
The results show that a discernable minimum is obtainable in the
minimization profile for Lactose. The lines connecting the data points in
Figure 5.7 are for illustrative purposes.
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Figure 5.7) The total error as a function of sample orientation for Lactose measured at
10° incidence using the WSU external transmission system. The pitch angle (left, green)
and roll angle (right, blue) are shown to have minimum in the vicinity of 10°.

The solution to obtain a total error function minimization profile that
contains discernable a minimum is to set the optical parameters of the NM
FDO optimization constant during the entire sample orientation optimization.
The optical parameter values can be non-uniform and non-constant. In effect,
the sample orientation optimization is conducted in such a way that the NM
FDO is bypassed for a direct calculation of the transfer function at constant
frequency-dependent optical parameter values. Because the optical
parameters are held constant during sample orientation optimization, the
optimal optical properties are likely to not coincide with the sample
orientation determined from the orientation optimization. If the error
minimization is used for orientation or thickness determination, then the
beginning-to-end sample orientation, thickness, and optical parameter
determination process defined by Section 5.5 is repeated with an update of the
optical properties at the end of each iteration. The iterative approach facilitates
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convergence to obtain a confident and confluent estimate of the sample
orientation, layer thickness, and optical property.
The research does not foresee an obstruction that would prohibit the
method presented for sample orientation optimization to be extended to
thickness determination, in which case the thickness of materials with nonuniform, non-constant, optical properties such as α-lactose monohydrate,
pharmaceutical-grade Oxycodone, and Hydrocodone, can be extracted. The
approach used for orientation optimization, combined with the approach for
thickness determination, facilitates optimization based thickness and
orientation determination for uniform optical properties as a function of
frequency. Furthermore, the approach used for orientation optimization can
be extended to thickness determination to facilitate the optimization based
determination of either the layer thickness or the sample orientation of
samples which have non-uniform optical properties as function of frequency,
such as α-lactose monohydrate, pharmaceutical-grade Oxycodone, and to a
lesser extent, Hydrocodone. The Python pseudo-code to demonstrate the
functionality of the concept is presented in Figure 5.8. In the case of objective
function error used as the minimization quantity for either thickness or
orientation determination, the pseudo-code in Figure 5.8 is cycled, with
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optical parameter updates at the end of each cycle, until convergence is
achieved.

Figure 5.8) Python pseudo-code demonstrating the capability of thickness and orientation
optimization developed in the research.

The thickness and orientation are bounded optimizations. The centers
of the bounds for the target variable, as they relate to the DE FIO, are recentered at the end of a cycle to the optimal solutions obtained during the
cycle and the bounds are correspondingly adjusted. The updated bounds never
exceed the original bounds. The updated bounds are modified to always
include the center of the original bounds provided at initialization. The recentering attempts to place the starting trial solution of the next cycle at the
optimal solution of the previous cycle. For example, hypothetically let the roll
angle be centered at 0° and bounded by -4° and 4° at initialization. If the
solution at the end of the first cycle is 1°, then the updated bound is -3° and
3°. If, however, the solution is 3°, then the updated bound is 0° and 4°.
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Based on the pseudo-code in Figure 5.8, the alternatives for the case of
uniform optical properties such as HDPE and HRSi are as follows. If the
thickness and the orientation are simultaneously unknown quantities and the
optical properties are uniform, then the thickness and orientation are
sequentially solved. The thickness is first solved using minimization of either
the refractive index variation or the total simulation error. The orientation is
subsequently solved, using the thickness solution, by minimization of the total
simulation error across all the simulation frequencies. If the thickness is
known but the orientation is unknown and the optical properties are uniform,
then the orientation is determined by the minimization of total simulation
error, depending on user preference. If the thickness is unknown and the
orientation is known and the optical properties are uniform, then the thickness
is determined by either the variational minimization or total simulation error.
Based on the pseudo-code in Figure 5.8, the alternatives for the case of
non-uniform optical properties such as α-lactose monohydrate and
pharmaceutical-grade Oxycodone are as follows. If the thickness and the
orientation are simultaneously unknown quantities and the optical properties
are not uniform, then neither quantity can be determined using the algorithm.
If the thickness is known but the orientation is unknown and the optical
properties are not uniform, then the orientation must be determined by the
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error minimization. If the thickness is unknown and the orientation is known
and the optical properties are not uniform, then the thickness must also be
determined using the error minimization.
5.5.

PHYSICAL PARAMETER OPTIMIZERS
The scheme presented in previous section is used as the basis for

estimating the air absorption corresponding to a measurement. The air
absorption compensation is incorporated into a frequency-independent
optimization of the fractional percent of water vapor and is optimized
separately from the frequency-independent thickness and orientation. The DE
is used to solve for the thickness and sample orientation frequencyindependent parameters, and BH is used to solve for the H2O fractional
percent volume. The DE is called in two sequential processes to first
determine the layer thicknesses and then sample orientations. First, the low
absorption bands of air are identified from an absorption profile generated
using HITRAN [75, 76, 77, 78]. The frequencies within the low absorption
bands are solved in the DE optimization for the optimal layer thicknesses and
YPR angles of the sample. The unknown YPR angles are solved separate from
the unknown sample layer thicknesses. Next, the high absorption bands of air
are identified using HITRAN. The frequencies in the high absorption bands
are solved in the BH optimization using the YPR and thicknesses from the
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solution of the DE optimization. The parameter which is optimized in the BH
is a scalar value for each time-domain signal measurement. The results of the
BH optimization are scalar values which scale the HITRAN absorption profile
such that the objective function is minimized. The calling sequence used to
solve the frequency-independent parameter optimization is shown in Figure
5.9. The strategy outlined in Figure 5.9 is called the frequency-independent
optimization algorithm, and the DE and BH are each a Frequency Independent
Optimizer (FIO).

Figure 5.9) The organization of the optimization process showing the Nelder-Mead
optimization nested within the differential evolution and basin hopping frequencyindependent optimizers.

The NM optimization returns a list of error function values, one for each
evaluation frequency bin, to the FIO for each frequency-independent trial
solution. The NM optimization also returns the frequency-dependent optical
parameter values which yield the error function values. The NM optimization
is called a Frequency Dependent Optimizer (FDO). The error function values
returned by the NM FDO are the optimal NM FDO errors and the optical
parameter values are the optimal values used to calculate the optimal NM
FDO errors.
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The DE FIO first solves the sample layer thicknesses using either the
variation of the refractive index or the total objective function error value as
the minimization quantity. If measurements within the configuration are
defined to have unknown sample orientation, then unknown YPR angles for
DE FIO sample layer thickness determination are generated by averaging the
extrema bound of the frequency-independent parameter constraint for each
unknown orientation angle. For example, if the roll angle 𝑥 in the DE
optimization is constrained by 𝑎 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑏, where 𝑎 and 𝑏 are lower and upper
bounding values, then the temporary value placed on the roll angle is 𝑥 =

𝑎+𝑏
2

.

After the sample layer thicknesses are determined, the DE FIO solves the
sample orientation using the total error function value as the minimization
quantity.
If the sample orientation is unknown, then the DE FIO optimizes the
YPR sample orientation angles using the total error function value as the
minimization quantity while the optical properties are held constant. This
research has found that orientation determination using a refractive index
variation minimization is not a correct solution because there is no orientation
which can decrease the physical, non-projected, thickness of a layer. The
workflow in Figure 5.9 is repeated until convergence of the orientation angles
is achieved as outlined by in Section 5.4. If the thickness is unknown and the
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refractive indices are uniformly varying, such as HDPE, then the DE FIO can
solve the sample layer thicknesses using either the summation of absolute
variation of the refractive index of the variable sample layers, or the total
optimal simulation error, as the minimization quantity. If the thickness is
unknown and the refractive indices are not uniformly varying, such as
Lactose, then the DE FIO must solve the sample layer thicknesses using the
total optimal simulation error function value as the minimization quantity
while the optical properties are held constant. The algorithm can
simultaneously solve for thickness and orientation regardless of the optical
property uniformity. The topic of thickness and orientation determination is
discussed further in Section 5.3 and Section 5.4. Lastly, the BH FIO error is a
summation of the list of NM error function values at each evaluation
frequency, but with each error normalized relative to a reference value.
The DE FIO for thickness determination minimizes the absolute
variation of the index of refraction of an optimization configuration. The
refractive index of a material in the sample is included in the variation
calculation if the thickness of the layer is unknown and the refractive index of
the material which composes the layer is unknown, and the user has selected
the variational method in the algorithm configuration. The refractive index of
a material, regardless of the number of layers that contain the material and the
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number of measured samples included in the optimization that contain the
material, is included no more than once in the variation calculation. The
absolute variation used to compute the error is defined in Section 5.3 using
Equation 5.15. The BH FIO error is a summation of the list of error returned
by the NM optimization. The sample layer thicknesses and sample orientation
are entered into the BH FIO as known parameters because they have been
optimally determined in the DE FIO. The BH FIO is designed so that the
initial guess for the unknown fractional percent water volume of air is always
at zero percent water content.
There are two benefits to using frequency-independent optimization as
shown in Figure 5.9. The first is that the YPR and thicknesses are determined
using a smaller number of frequency indices than for the entire usable
bandwidth of the instrument, and therefore the runtime is decreased. Second,
an estimate for the absorption of air for a given sample measurement can be
obtained, and the estimate is obtained using a subset of frequencies within the
instrument bandwidth where the absorption of air is high, thus improving
runtime performance over the use of the entire instrument bandwidth. In
contrast, the previously published research literature avoids estimating the
absorption of air assuming that the absorption is zero at all frequencies for all
measurements. A requirement to enable the use of high absorption spectral
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bands of air, exclusively, in the DE optimization for air absorption is the
presence of a sufficiently wide and usable bandwidth. The bandwidth must
contain enough negligible air absorption features of varying absorption levels
to adequately represent the absorption contrast and obtain an accurate and
stable optimization from HITRAN.
The Nelder-Mead (NM) simplex optimization is called within the FIO
and uses the values that the FIO has assigned to the frequency-independent
parameters as input. The frequencies solved for by the NM FDO when being
tasked by the DE and BH FIO are only those frequencies for which the
absorption of air is negligible and appreciable, respectively. The NM FDO is
used to optimize the frequency-dependent parameters. The optimization
parameters of the NM method are frequency-dependent and the NM solves
for the parameters at one frequency within a loop of frequencies. The
parameter initialization is updated after each successive frequency solution is
obtained. The workflow within the NM FDO is shown in Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.10) The Nelder-Mead optimization for determining the optimal solution of
frequency-dependent physical parameters.

There are occurrences when updates to the physical parameters at the
evaluation frequency are not desirable. If the optimization returns a flag that
the solution did not converge within the allowed number of iterations, then
the frequency is removed from the frequency-dependent physical parameters
for all parameters after the parameters at each evaluation frequency have been
optimized. If the solution fails to converge at an evaluation frequency, then
the parameter values of the previous evaluation frequency are used as the
update, but then the flagged frequencies are removed after all frequencies have
been evaluated. Ultimately, only parameter solutions at frequencies for which
the NM FDO is convergent are returned by the algorithm.
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The result of the NM optimization at all the evaluation frequencies is
an estimate of the frequency-dependent physical parameters at the usable
frequencies of the measurement data. However, it is observed that the nonconstrained NM optimization tends to converge at undesired objective
function minima at evaluation frequencies for which the measurement data
signal clutter value is challenging. The NM optimization converges at
undesired minima because the objective function has multiple possible
solutions that are within the uncertainty of the measurements. The issue is
explained most clearly by examining the objective function sampled to a grid
of parameter values. As an example, the objective function for single-layer
HRSi at normal incidence is evaluated at a thickness of 500 μm and variable
index of refraction ranging from 1–10 in steps of 0.0075. The extinction
coefficient used to generate the image is the optimally determined value that
pairs with the optimal index of refraction at each evaluation frequency. The
image, along with the re-optimization result, is shown in Figure 5.11.
Information regarding representative, frequency-dependent, signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) and signal clutter of the measurements used in Figure 5.11 are
contained in Section 4.3, Section 4.4, and Section 4.6.2. The SNR information
indicates that the SNR at frequencies of 1 THz, 2 THz, and 3 THz is
approximately 60 decibels (dB), 40 dB and 20 dB, respectively.
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Figure 5.11) The background image in the two plots is the same. The image is the error
function surface. The minimum is 2.30 and the maximum is 7.74, using a transfer
function magnitude and phase formulation. The top plot (blue markers) is the index of
refraction prior to re-optimization. The bottom plot (green markers) is the re-optimized
result. The extinction coefficient did not meet the criteria needed to qualify for reoptimization.

The implication of the undesired minima are frequency-dependent
physical parameter values that have the appearance of toggling between
adjacent valleys of local minima values. The toggling of parameter values
represents non-physically realistic solution behavior caused by an inability of
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the algorithm to remain focused on the desired solution. Therefore, the
research has found it necessary to re-optimize the parameter values at
frequencies larger than the frequency at which the global minimum occurs
and for which the parameters undergo excessively large variation. The
extracted index of refraction of single-layer HRSi shown in the top plot of
Figure 5.11 demonstrates the effect of the toggling between local minima. The
frequency-domain transfer function magnitude and phase objective function
formulation is used to generate the results presented in Figure 5.11.
The following explanation describes the approach that is implemented
to enable the algorithm to maintain focus in the vicinity of the desired solution
set. The research asserts that a portion of the desired objective function valley
is contained in the final NM optimization solution. The NM optimization
returns, in addition to the optimized physical parameter values, the optimal
objective function value at each evaluation frequency. The research asserts
that the smallest object function value returned by the NM optimization is
contained in the desired portion of the NM optimization solution set.
First, the evaluation frequency that coincides with the minimum
objective function value is identified. Next, the algorithm sequentially
analyzes the extracted physical parameter values with increasing frequency,
starting with the frequency at which the measured reference signal frequency172

domain magnitude is maximum. The frequency at which the magnitude is
largest is interpreted as the frequency for which the most energy arrives at the
receiver. With respect to the reference signal, the frequency of maximum
signal magnitude should ideally correlate with the frequency which has the
highest signal-to-clutter ratio (SCR). If multiple measurements are being
simultaneously optimized, then algorithm records the frequency at which the
maximum magnitude occurs for each measurement. Then, the starting
frequency is the frequency at which the minimum objective function value
occurs within the set of frequencies of maximum magnitude.
At each frequency, the algorithm determines if the optimal parameter
value is an outlier by comparing the absolute change between the parameter
value at the evaluation frequency and the preceding frequency with a
threshold. If the parameter value has changed by more than the threshold, then
a re-optimization at the evaluation frequency occurs and the parameter values
are updated with the new result. If the parameter value has changed less than
the threshold, then the parameter values at the next frequency are analyzed.
The re-optimization is iterated up to a limit of ten times to achieve the desired
solution. Lastly, the algorithm sequentially analyzes the extracted physical
parameter values with decreasing frequency, starting with the frequency of
minimum objective function value, using the same process as in the forward
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frequency scanning direction. The critical assumption of the approach
requires that the extracted frequency-dependent parameter values at the
frequencies for which the measured reference signals frequency-domain
magnitude are maximum must belong to the set of desired optimization
solutions. If the extracted frequency-dependent parameter values at the
frequencies for which the measured magnitudes are maximum are in the set
of desired optimization solutions, then the frequency among the frequencies
of maximum magnitude at which the objective function is minimum also has
parameter values in the set of desired optimization solutions.
The threshold is a user defined percentage of the difference between the
extrema values acceptable for a parameter. For example, the algorithm
requires that all refractive indices will be constrained between 1–10.
Therefore, if the user defined percentage is one, then the threshold for percent
change between adjacent frequencies for the index of refraction is 0.09. As
another example, if the user defined percentage is one, the algorithm requires
that all extinction coefficients be constrained between 0–5. Therefore, the
threshold for percent change between adjacent frequencies for the extinction
coefficient is 0.05. The value of the user defined percentage depends on the
material under evaluation and the whether the target variable is the index of
refraction or the extinction coefficient. The research determines the
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percentage by experimentation on a case-by-case basis. The methodology
works well for materials with uniform optical parameter profiles such as HRSi
and HDPE, but is not sufficiently robust to materials with non-uniform optical
parameter profiles. Additionally, the human labor involved in manually
determining the user defined percentages is incentive for the methodology to
be automated in future research. The research does not investigate the
applicability of the re-optimization method to adjustment of the extinction
coefficient, however the research hypothesizes that the methodology is
extensible to the extinction coefficient.
In the case that the physical parameter value at the evaluation frequency
represents a change greater than the threshold, then the parameters at the
evaluation frequency that violate the threshold are re-optimized using the
constrained DE optimization. The NM optimization is an unconstrained
optimization and therefore no bounds are provided for the parameter to the
NM. If NM is performed in the re-optimization then it is highly likely that the
same parameter value that causes the threshold violation will be obtained.
Therefore, DE is used to constrain the search region of the re-optimization.
To achieve a constrained DE minimization, the algorithm first identifies two
of the largest objective function values. The two largest objective functions
values are determined by a constrained DE maximization. The first and second
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maximum are from below and above, respectively, the parameter value at the
frequency preceding the evaluation frequency. The first maximization is
bounded by Equations 5.33–5.34, where the lower bound is 𝛿lower− , the upper
bound is 𝛿upper− , 𝛿𝑖 is the parameter value at the evaluation frequency, and
𝛿𝑖−1 is the parameter value at the frequency preceding the evaluation
frequency. The second maximization is bounded by Equations 5.35–5.36,
where the lower bound is 𝛿lower+ , the upper bound is 𝛿upper+ . The lower and
upper global parameter value limits are 𝛿mⅈn and 𝛿max , respectively.
𝛿lower− = (𝛿𝑖−1 − 𝒜𝒷𝓈(𝛿𝑖−1 − 𝛿𝑖 )) ≥ 𝛿mⅈn

5.33

𝛿upper− = 𝛿𝑖−1

5.34

𝛿lower+ = 𝛿𝑖−1

5.35

𝛿upper+ = (𝛿𝑖−1 + 𝒜𝒷𝓈(𝛿𝑖−1 − 𝛿𝑖 )) ≤ 𝛿max

5.36

The result of the two maximizations are two parameter values which
bound the DE minimization at the evaluation frequency for the parameter that
has adjacent point-to-point change which exceeds the change threshold of the
algorithm. The DE re-optimization is then the minimization of the objective
function constrained by the two objective function peaks on either side of the
valley representing the desired solution. The re-optimization of frequencydependent parameters which violate the change threshold results in
qualitatively plausible physical parameter extractions. The result of the reoptimizing on the HRSi physical parameter extraction corresponding to the
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top plot of Figure 5.11 is the bottom plot (green markers) in the bottom plot
of Figure 5.11.
The final computational step is a post-processing that takes the
extracted physical parameter values determined by the optimization to
generate a simulated signal from a conflation of the theoretical model and
measured data for each time-domain measurement. The simulated timedomain signals can be used to compare the accuracy of the physical parameter
extraction results with by a direct comparison with the corresponding
measured time-domain signal. The output of the computational process are
three data structures. The first data structure contains the frequencyindependent parameter values such as sample layer thicknesses and threedimensional sample rotations. The second data structure contains the
frequency-dependent parameter values such as complex index of refraction
and complex magnetic permeability of each sample layer and for the reference
measurement background. The third data structure contains the synchronized
simulated sample, measured reference, and measured sample signal.
The signals are provided in the data structure as time and frequencydomain representations corresponding to each time-domain measurement.
The time-domain representations include the time delay in units of seconds,
the equivalent delay rail positions in units of meters, and the real-valued signal
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amplitude. The frequency-domain representations include: frequencies in
units of hertz, complex-valued signal amplitude, signal magnitude, and signal
phase in units of radians. In addition, the frequency-domain representations
include the magnitude and phase of the transfer function for simulated and
measured signals. The time-domain and frequency representations are
provided for each simulated sample, measured reference, and measured
sample signal triad.
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6.

PHYSICAL PARAMETER EXTRACTIONS
The physical parameters extractions provide estimates of the optical

properties of a material using the mixed error measure in the time-domain
objective function formulation. The optical properties examined in the
research are the frequency-dependent index of refraction and absorption
coefficient. Where possible, comparisons are made between the results
obtained with the approach presented in this research and results found in
literature for similar materials. Because the samples and algorithms used in
this research have not been evaluated by other research groups, the results
presented using our algorithm and our samples are unique to this research. An
ideal comparison of our results with other research approaches would consist
of either the other research groups operating their algorithms on our
measurement data, or us operating our algorithms on their research data
algorithms. Such an ideal has not been feasible to-date.
The thousands of THz-TDS transmission measurements collected for
the research are used to obtain estimates of the index of refraction and
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absorption coefficient for five materials: HRSi, HDPE, α-lactose
monohydrate, pharmaceutical-grade Oxycodone, and Hydrocodone. The
optimal results obtained by NDE of single layer samples at normal incidence
are first presented. In the case of HDPE, the optical properties of three HDPE
sample thicknesses are obtained. The three HDPE samples are listed in order
of increasing thickness: HDPE-C, HDPE-A, and HDPE-B. The estimated
optical properties of the three HDPE samples are compared for consistency.
Furthermore, the single layer samples are also stacked using a cage
plate. The resulting stacks facilitate simultaneous NDE of two samples
separated by an air gap. The multi-layer samples are composed of HRSi and
HDPE layers. The α-lactose monohydrate, pharmaceutical-grade Oxycodone,
and Hydrocodone have not been stacked together interchangeably or with the
HRSi or HDPE layers in this research. The estimated optical properties of the
individual layers of a multi-layer sample are compared with the estimated
optical

properties

extracted

from

the

corresponding

single

layer

measurements for consistency. Several of the multi-layer samples have a
significant reduction in transmitted energy due to the additional reflections
and absorption of the stacked materials. The reduction in transmitted energy
also decreases the SCR sufficiently that the algorithm cannot guarantee the
confidence of the optical property estimates at frequencies greater than the
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frequencies presented in this section. The estimates of the optical properties
are obtained for all the single and multi-layer samples at non-normal angles
of incidence. Comparisons are made between the estimates at normal and nonnormal incidence and normal-incidence for consistency. At increasingly
oblique angles of incidence, the proportion of reflected energy typically
increases which reduces the amount of transmitted energy into the material.
The propagation length of the radiation transmitted into the material also
increases with increasingly non-normal angles of incidence, causing an
increase in the proportion of energy absorbed by the material. The highly
configurable capability of the proposed algorithm facilitates simultaneous
optimization of single layer and multi-layer samples.
There are two primary sources of uncertainty in the THz-TDS
measurement data which directly impact the minimum thickness that
extractable by the algorithm. The first source of uncertainty is the delay rail
resolution. The delay rail resolution is the sampling interval between adjacent
positions on the delay rail axis. The delay rail resolution is interchangeably
expressed as spatial resolution and temporal resolution. The second source of
uncertainty is the numerical precision of the measurement data. The
measurement data is found to have a constant numerical precision of 10 -6 for
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all the data generated during the research. Statistics regarding the
measurement data resolution and precision are provided in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1) Measurement statistics for the WSU external, WSU internal, and OSU internal
transmission systems.
Transmission
WSU External WSU Internal
OSU Internal
System
Number of
Measurements

554

1189

2680

Time-Domain
Signal Length

16868

16769

16531

Average Spatial
Resolution (μm)

3.05176

3.07302

3.11562

Average
Temporal
Resolution (fs)

20.3592

20.5010

20.7852

Average
Frequency
Resolution (GHz)

2.91190

2.90883

2.91036

Numerical
Precision

10-6

10-6

10-6

The signal length, resolution, and precision statistics presented in Table
6.1 are generated using the number of measurements for each of the three
transmission systems used during the research. The research observes that for
constant Teraview software settings, the WSU external transmission system
yields the longest signal in terms of the number of elements in the signal,
whereas the OSU internal system yields the fewest. The research observes that
the average spatial resolution, and therefore temporal resolution, of the
digitized delay positions is finest for the WSU external transmission system
and coarsest for the OSU internal transmission system. The research observes
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that the average frequency resolution, using the maximum time-domain signal
lengths provided in Table 6.1, is finest for the WSU internal transmission
system and coarsest for the WSU external transmission system. of the
digitized delay positions is the smallest for the WSU external transmission
system and largest for the OSU internal transmission system. The numerical
precision of the THz-TDS measurement data is a constant 10-6 for all three
systems and Teraview reports that the precision is not able to be affected by
changing the software settings.
The non-optimized, closed-form equations used to calculate the
refractive index and absorption coefficient defined in Equation 5.29 and
Equation 5.30 are used to estimate a representative value for the refractive
index uncertainty and absorption coefficient uncertainty. The equations used
to calculate the optical property uncertainty estimates are provided in
Equation 6.1 and Equations 6.2. The refractive index uncertainty is 𝑛𝜎 and the
absorption coefficient uncertainty is 𝛼𝜎 . The numerical precision of certainty
is defined 𝛥𝜎 = 10−5 . The numerical precision of certainty is ten times the
10−6 numerical precision because the trailing digit in the numerical precision
is uncertain. The speed of light is labelled 𝑐. The spatial and frequency
resolution is labelled 𝑑𝜎 and 𝜈𝜎 , respectively.
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𝑛𝜎 =

𝑐 · (𝛥𝜎 − (−𝛥𝜎 )) 1
1
·( −
)
2𝜋 · (2 · 𝑑𝜎 )
𝜈𝜎 2𝜈𝜎

2
((1 + 𝑛𝜎 ) + 1)2
1 + 𝛥𝜎
1 − 𝛥𝜎
𝛼𝜎 = −
· ℒ𝓃(
) · (ℒ𝓃(
) − ℒ𝓃(
))
(2 · 𝑑𝜎 )
4 · (1 + 𝑛𝜎 )
1
1

6.1
6.2

The refractive index and absorption coefficient uncertainty defined by
Equation 6.1 and 6.2 are used because they provide a closed-form frequencydomain calculation using the frequency resolution, spatial resolution, and
measurement precision. In contrast, propagation of uncertainty directly using
the optimization algorithm is a high-dimensionality, non-closed-form, logicbased, multi-measurement, multi-system fusion solution requiring more
information than has been gathered during the research. The result of using
Equations 6.1 and 6.2, combined with the information in Table 6.1, results in
the thickness, refractive index, and absorption coefficient minimum
uncertainty estimates as a function of transmission system provided in Table
6.2. The research does not provide numerical orientation uncertainty
estimates, but the research hypothesizes that the orientation uncertainty is
correlated to the measurement resolution and numerical precision.
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Table 6.2) Physical parameter minimum uncertainty for the WSU external, WSU internal,
and OSU internal transmission systems.
Transmission
WSU
WSU
OSU
Average
System
External Internal Internal
Thickness
Uncertainty (μm)

6.10353

6.14603

6.23124

6.16027

Refractive Index
Uncertainty (x10-2)

2.68463

0.889623

0.438498

1.33758

Absorption
Coefficient
Uncertainty
(x10-2 cm-1)

5.311540

6.05883

6.17099

5.84712

The results of Table 6.2 show that the OSU internal transmission
system has the highest thickness minimum uncertainty, and the WSU external
transmission system has the lowest thickness minimum uncertainty. The
reason is because the thickness uncertainty is directly proportional to the
system spatial resolution. The refractive index minimum uncertainty is largest
for the WSU external transmission system, and smallest for the OSU internal
transmission system. Similarly, the absorption coefficient minimum
uncertainty is largest for the WSU external transmission system, and smallest
for the OSU internal transmission system. The optimized and non-optimized
thickness, refractive index, and absorption coefficients have the average
minimum uncertainty provided in the right-most column of Table 6.2. The
TOF frequency-averaged thickness and refractive index have uncertainties
unique from the minimum uncertainty provided in Table 6.2. The TOF
uncertainties do not include measurement numerical precision and use time-
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domain governing equations which are different than Equation 6.1 and
Equation 6.2.
6.1.

SINGLE LAYER SAMPLES
The goal is to demonstrate the ability of the proposed algorithm to

accurately provide estimates of the optical properties of single layer and multilayer samples at normal incidence. Typically, the normal incidence
measurements have lower signal attenuation compared with non-normal
incidence measurements, which yields normal incidence bandwidth that
extends

beyond

the

reliable

bandwidth

of non-normal

incidence

measurements. The useable frequency methodology attempts to provide a
mechanism by which measurement data with a low confidence at the
evaluation frequency are excluded from the optimization. The useable
frequency methodology therefore reinforces the optical property estimates in
the spectral region where the useable frequencies of the measurements
mutually overlap and maintains the confidence of the estimated optical
properties across the largest possible bandwidth by discarding measurement
data for which the algorithm indicates the measurement signal strength is
sufficiently low relative to the signal clutter.
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6.1.1.

OPTIMIZATIONS AT NORMAL INCIDENCE
The estimated optical properties of the single layer samples at normal

incidence are presented in this section. The simplest measurement
configuration investigated are the single layer samples at normal incidence.
The optical property estimates obtained in this section provide a highconfidence baseline for which estimates obtained using multi-layer and nonnormal incidence measurements are compared. The optical property is
estimated by extracting the index of refraction and absorption coefficient of
the material that composes the sample. The optical properties of five materials
are estimated: HRSi, HDPE, α-lactose monohydrate, pharmaceutical-grade
Oxycodone, and Hydrocodone. The optical properties of HDPE are estimated
using index of refraction and absorption coefficient extractions obtained
separately from the HDPE-A, HDPE-B, and HDPE-C transmission
measurements. The optical property estimate of HDPE is also obtained by a
simultaneous optimization of synchronized HDPE-A, HDPE-B, and HDPE-C
measurements. The individual optical property estimates obtained from
HDPE-A, HDPE-B, and HDPE-C are compared with the synchronized
estimate.
The outline of the subsections describe the results obtained for each of
the single layer samples. The frequency-domain transmission transfer
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function magnitude and phase of each measurement is computed. Next, a TOF
model is used to compute the thickness of the samples for each measurement.
The thickness, magnitude, and phase are used in the non-optimized optical
parameter equations, Equations 5.29–5.31, to calculate an initial estimate of
the optical properties. Uncertainty is calculated for each evaluation frequency
based on the variability in the multiple measurements. The same
measurements used in the non-optimized optical parameter estimation are
used in a simultaneous optimization to extract the optical properties using the
optimization algorithm developed in the research. Unless specifically
discussed for a particular sample, the re-optimization component of the
algorithm is operated with an index of refraction threshold of 0.045, or
equivalently 0.5%. No re-optimization is performed on the absorption
coefficients. The thickness is determined by the optimization for the HRSi and
HDPE samples using minimization of the refractive index variation.
Thicknesses and orientation determination using minimization of the total
optimal simulation error for the HRSi, HDPE, and α-lactose monohydrate
samples are provided in Section 6.1.2. The extinction coefficient that is
determined by optimization is then used in the Kramers-Kronig relationship
to determine the analytic index of refraction. The analysis for each single-
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layer sample investigated concludes with comparisons that are made between
the non-optimized, optimized, and Kramers-Kronig results.
6.1.1.1. HIGH-RESISTIVITY SILICON
The repeated measurement of the single layer HRSi sample in varying
environments using different measurement systems facilitates a simultaneous
optimization of multiple measurements to estimate the sample thickness and
optical parameters of HRSi. First, the thickness of the sample for each
measurement is determined using a TOF model. A total of six measurements
are included in the single-layer HRSi analysis. The Num Scans value of these
measurements is either 100 or 1,000. The measurements are collected at OSU
using the internal transmission system, and at WSU using the internal and
external transmission systems. The TOF measurement specific thicknesses are
presented in Table 6.3. The average and standard deviation of the six
thicknesses are calculated in Table 6.4. The TOF model used in the research
facilitates a calculation of the frequency-averaged index of refraction, but not
absorption coefficient. The TOF center thickness and center refractive index
are the values at the center of the temporal bins. The TOF lower and upper
thickness are the minimum and maximum thickness bounds, respectively,
calculated from the TOF uncertainty. The TOF lower and upper refractive
index are the minimum and maximum thickness bounds, respectively, based
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strictly on the sampling resolution of the measurement data and the TOF
equations. It is important observe that the physical absorption coefficient of
HRSi cannot be a negative quantity, but the non-optimized and optimized
data-driven estimates yield small negative-valued absorption coefficients. The
numbers in Table 6.3 and Table 6.4 are accurate to the numerical precision of
the data.
Table 6.3) Time-of-Flight single layer sample thickness and frequency-averaged index of
refraction and and frequency-averaged absorption coefficient for HRSi.
Measurement Number (1–6)
Time-ofFlight
1
2
3
4
5
6
Lower
Thickness
491.361
481.915
506.355
503.497
500.802
497.211
(μm)
Center
Thickness
500.513
491.068
515.508
512.650
509.955
506.363
(μm)
Upper
Thickness
509.666
500.220
524.660
521.803
519.108
515.516
(μm)
Lower
Refractive 3.43115
3.48965
3.35024
3.35106
3.38636
3.39193
Index
Center
Refractive 3.48780 3.548474 3.40381
3.40493
3.44112
3.44721
Index
Upper
Refractive 3.54656
3.60954
3.45931
3.46077
3.49795
3.50453
Index
Table 6.4) Time-of-Flight single layer sample thickness, frequency-averaged index of
refraction, and frequency-averaged absorption coefficient for HRSi.
Time-of-Flight
Center Thickness
(μm)
Center Refractive
Index

Average

Standard Deviation

506.010

8.20039

3.45556

0.050317
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The synchronized time-domain measurements of the HRSi sample and
air reference are converted into the frequency-domain. The sample and
reference measurements are divided in the frequency-domain to obtain
fractional percent transmission magnitude and phase information. The
magnitude and phase of the HRSi measurements, with frequency-dependent
uncertainty bars, are shown in Figure 6.1. Observable in the magnitude and
phase profiles are the Fabry-Perot (FP) etalon effect. The variability of the
data is noticeable at frequencies greater than 1.6 THz. The bandwidth shown
in Figure 6.1 is approximately 2 THz, which is the bandwidth determined by
the heuristic algorithm developed in the research. All six measurements are
used at each frequency in the bandwidth. The spectral magnitude profile is
shown in the left plot (blue circle markers), and the spectral phase profile is
shown in the right plot (green circle markers) of Figure 6.1. The solid lines
connecting the data points in the plots of Figure 6.1 are for illustrative
purposes.
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Figure 6. 1) The average of six normal incidence transmission magnitude (left) and phase
(right) profiles for the HRSi sample. The uncertainty bars are the standard deviation of all
the measurement values at individual frequencies.

The thickness information in Table 6.3, combined with the magnitude
and phase in Figure 6.1, is used to determine non-optimized estimates for the
index of refraction and absorption coefficient of HRSi across the six
measurements. The non-optimized optical properties of HRSi are shown in
Figure 6.2. The oscillatory features that are present in the magnitude and phase
propagate to the extracted index of refraction, and the uncertainty at
frequencies greater than 1.6 THz is also represented. The average nonoptimized index of refraction and absorption coefficient at frequencies
between 0.06–1.60 THz is approximately 3.47 and -0.45 cm-1, respectively.
The non-optimized average index of refraction agrees with the TOF frequency
average index of refraction, however the absorption coefficient is a negative
value. The index of refraction is shown in the left plot (blue triangle markers),
and the absorption coefficient is shown in the right plot (green triangle
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markers) of Figure 6.2. The solid lines connecting the data points in the plots
of Figure 6.2 are for illustrative purposes.

Figure 6.2) The average of six non-optimized refractive index (left) and absorption
coefficient (right) profiles for the HRSi sample. The uncertainty bars are the standard
deviation of all the measurement values at the frequency.

The optimization algorithm developed during the research is used to
extract the thickness, index of refraction, and absorption coefficient of HRSi
for the six measurements. The optimization results are shown in Figure 6.3.
In Figure 6.3, the index of refraction is shown in the left plot (blue triangle
markers), and the absorption coefficient is shown in the right plot (green
triangle markers) of Figure 6.3. The solid lines connecting the data points in
the plots of Figure 6.3 are for illustrative purposes. The average optimized
index of refraction and absorption coefficient at frequencies between 0.06–
2.16 THz is approximately 3.43 and 0.78 cm-1, respectively. In comparison,
an estimate from literature for the absorption coefficient of HRSi at 1 THz is
0.05 cm-1 [41, 79, 80]. The research observes the frequency region 1.56–1.86
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THz in Figure 6.3 has elevated absorption. In comparison to the 0.06–2.16
THz frequency range, the average optimized absorption coefficient at
frequencies between 0.06–1.56 THz is 0.053 cm-1 which is in better agreement
with the estimate from literature. It is important to observe in Figure 6.3 that
the optimized absorption coefficient does drop into negative values. The
optimized average index of refraction agrees with the TOF frequency average
index of refraction, with an improvement over the non-optimized result
because the optimized absorption coefficient is a positive value. Furthermore,
the FP etalon effect is significantly reduced in the optimized optical
parameters of Figure 6.3 compared with then non-optimized optical
parameters in Figure 6.2. The increased levels of variation in the absorption
coefficient at frequencies greater than 1.6 THz in Figure 6.3 is correlated with
the increased measurement uncertainty in the same frequency region in Figure
6.1.

Figure 6.3) The six-measurement optimization extracted refractive index (left) and
absorption coefficient (right) profile of the HRSi sample.
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In addition to the index of refraction and absorption coefficient of
HRSi, the sample thickness and effective fractional percent water vapor by air
volume are determined by the optimization algorithm. The thickness is
determined to be 509.627 µm, and the effective percent water vapor is
0.0049%. Referring to Table 6.3, the thickness parameter bounds are defined
491.068–515.508 µm. The final component of the analysis for HRSi is a
comparison with the Kramers-Kronig result. The HRSi optimization extracted
absorption coefficient is used to compute the discrete form of the analytical
Kramers-Kronig relationship for refractive index, shown in the left plot (blue
triangle markers) of Figure 6.4. Shown in the right plot of Figure 6.4 is the
percent difference of the optimized and Kramers-Kronig refractive index (red
triangle markers).

Figure 6.4) The left plot is the Kramers-Kronig index of refraction determined using the
six-measurement optimization extracted HRSi absorption coefficient. The right plot is the
percent difference of the numerically optimized refractive index relative to the discrete
form of the analytical Kramers-Kronig relationship.
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The average absolute difference between the Kramers-Kronig and
optimization extracted index of refraction is 3.8x10 -2. Based on the evidence
provided in the right plot of Figure 6.4, the largest negative and largest
positive percent difference between the Kramers-Kronig and optimization
extracted index of refraction is -1.5% and 2.2%, respectively. Therefore, the
research assesses that the HRSi refractive index extracted by numerical
optimization agrees with the analytic form, and satisfies the causality principle
for stable physical systems.
6.1.1.2. HIGH-DENSITY POLYETHYLENE
The repeated measurement of three single layer HDPE samples, each
of different thickness, in varying environments using different measurement
systems facilitates a simultaneous optimization of multiple measurements to
estimate the sample thickness and optical parameters of the HDPE samples.
The three samples are labelled HDPE-A, HDPE-B, and HDPE-C. The Num
Scans value of these measurements is either 100 or 1,000. The measurements
are collected at OSU using the internal transmission system, and at WSU
using the internal and external transmission systems. The section first
analyzes the single layer HDPE-A, HDPE-B, and HDPE-C optimization
results. Next, the research performs a simultaneous optimization of all the
single layer HDPE-A, HDPE-B, and HDPE-C collected together in one
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simulation. Then the simultaneous optimization of single-layer HDPE-A and
HDPE-C is analyzed.
First, the thickness of the HDPE-A sample for each measurement is
determined using a TOF model. A total of eight measurements are included
in the single layer HDPE-A analysis. The TOF measurement specific
thicknesses are presented in Table 6.5a and Table 6.5b. The average and
standard deviation of the eight thicknesses from Table 6.5a and Table 6.5b are
presented in Table 6.6. The TOF model used in the research facilitates a
calculation of the frequency-averaged index of refraction, but not absorption
coefficient. The TOF center thickness and center refractive index are the
values at the center of the temporal bins. The TOF lower and upper thickness
are the minimum and maximum thickness bounds, respectively, calculated
from the TOF uncertainty. The TOF lower and upper refractive index are the
minimum and maximum thickness bounds, respectively, based strictly on the
sampling resolution of the measurement data and the TOF equations. It is
important observe that the physical absorption coefficient of HRSi cannot be
a negative quantity, but the non-optimized and optimized data-driven
estimates yield small negative-valued absorption coefficients. The numbers in
Table 6.2 are accurate to the numerical precision of the data.
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Table 6.5a) Time-of-Flight single layer sample thickness and frequency-averaged index
of refraction for HDPE-A.
Measurement Number (1–4)
Time-of-Flight
1
2
3
4
Lower
Thickness (μm)

3005.20

3017.33

3014.64

3032.91

Center
Thickness (μm)

3014.36

3026.48

3023.79

3042.06

Upper
Thickness (μm)

3023.51

3035.63

3032.95

3051.22

1.55539

1.54518

1.55159

1.5423

1.55911

1.54885

1.55528

1.54594

1.56284

1.55253

1.55899

1.5496

Lower
Refractive
Index
Center
Refractive
Index
Upper
Refractive
Index
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Table 6.5b) Time-of-Flight single layer sample thickness and frequency-averaged index
of refraction for HDPE-A.
Measurement Number (5–8)
Time-of-Flight
5
6
7
8
Lower
Thickness (μm)

3026.93

3038.77

3017.49

3014.03

Center
Thickness (μm)

3036.08

3047.92

3026.64

3023.19

Upper
Thickness (μm)

3045.23

3057.07

3035.80

3032.34

1.54533

1.54332

1.54910

1.54983

1.54899

1.54695

1.55278

1.55351

1.55266

1.55061

1.55647

1.55721

Lower
Refractive
Index
Center
Refractive
Index
Upper
Refractive
Index

Table 6.6) Time-of-Flight single layer sample thickness and frequency-averaged index of
refraction for HDPE-A.
Time-of-Flight

Average

Standard Deviation

Center
Thickness (μm)

3030.07

10.34995

Center
Refractive
Index

1.55143

4.22227x10-3

The synchronized time-domain measurements of the HDPE-A sample
and air reference are converted into the frequency-domain. The sample and
reference measurements are divided in the frequency-domain to obtain
fractional percent transmission magnitude and phase information. The
magnitude and phase of the HDPE-A measurements, with frequency-
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dependent uncertainty bars, are shown in Figure 6.5. Observable in the
spectral magnitude and phase profiles are the Fabry-Perot (FP) etalon effect.
The FP etalon effect in the plots of Figure 6.5 is less pronounced than the FP
etalon effect observed in Figure 6.1 for HRSi. The possible source of the FP
etalon effect greater in HRSi than HDPE, for same sample thickness, is
because the refractive index of HRSi is 2.3 time greater than HDPE which
increases internal sample reflections. The variability of the fractional percent
transmission data is noticeable at frequencies greater than 1.0 THz. The
bandwidth shown in Figure 6.5 is approximately 1.6 THz, which is the
bandwidth determined by the heuristic algorithm developed in the research.
All eight measurements are used at each frequency in the bandwidth. The
magnitude is shown in the left plot (blue circle markers), and the phase is
shown in the right plot (green circle markers) of Figure 6.5. The solid lines
connecting the data points in the plots of Figure 6.5 are for illustrative
purposes.
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Figure 6.5) The average of eight normal incidence transmission magnitude (left) and
phase (right) profiles for the HDPE-A sample. The uncertainty bars are the standard
deviation of all the measurement values at individual frequencies.

The thickness information in Table 6.5, combined with the magnitude
and phase in Figure 6.5, is used to determine non-optimized estimates for the
index of refraction and absorption coefficient of HDPE-A across the eight
measurements. The non-optimized optical properties of HDPE-A are shown
in Figure 6.6. The oscillatory features that are present in the magnitude and
phase propagate to the extracted index of refraction, and the uncertainty at
frequencies greater than 1.0 THz is also represented. The average nonoptimized index of refraction and absorption coefficient at frequencies
between 0.06–1.06 THz is approximately 1.55 and -0.10 cm-1, respectively.
The non-optimized average index of refraction agrees with the TOF frequency
average index of refraction, however the absorption coefficient is a negative
value. The index of refraction is shown in the left plot (blue triangle markers),
and the absorption coefficient is shown in the right plot (green triangle
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markers) of Figure 6.6. The solid lines connecting the data points in the plots
of Figure 6.6 are for illustrative purposes.

Figure 6.6) The average of eight non-optimized refractive index (left) and absorption
coefficient (right) profiles for the HDPE-A sample. The uncertainty bars are the standard
deviation of all the measurement values at the frequency.

The optimization algorithm developed during the research is used to
extract the thickness, index of refraction, and absorption coefficient of HDPEA for the eight measurements. The optimization results are shown in Figure
6.7. The index of refraction is shown in the left plot (blue triangle markers),
and the absorption coefficient is shown in the right plot (green triangle
markers) of Figure 6.7. The solid lines connecting the data points in the plots
of Figure 6.7 are for illustrative purposes. The average optimized index of
refraction and absorption coefficient at frequencies between 0.06–1.06 THz is
approximately 1.55 and 0.014 cm-1, respectively. In comparison, an estimate
from literature for the absorption coefficient of HDPE at 1 THz is 0.27 cm-1
[81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87]. In comparison to the 0.06–1.06 THz frequency
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range, the average optimized absorption coefficient at frequencies between
0.06–1.66 THz, ignoring the five largest positive-valued outliers at
frequencies greater than 1.09 THz, is 0.15 cm-1 which is in better agreement
with the estimate from literature. It is important to observe in Figure 6.7 that
the optimized absorption coefficient does drop into negative values. The
optimized average index of refraction agrees with the TOF frequency average
index of refraction, with an improvement over the non-optimized result
because the optimized absorption coefficient is a positive value. Furthermore,
the FP etalon effect is significantly reduced in the optimized optical
parameters of Figure 6.7 compared with then non-optimized optical
parameters in Figure 6.6. The increased levels of variation in the absorption
coefficient at frequencies greater than 1.0 THz in Figure 6.7 is correlated with
the increased measurement uncertainty in the same frequency region in Figure
6.5.

Figure 6.7) The eight-measurement optimization extracted refractive index (left) and
absorption coefficient (right) profile of the HDPE-A sample.
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In addition to the index of refraction and absorption coefficient of
HDPE-A, the sample thickness and effective fractional percent water vapor
by air volume are determined by the optimization algorithm. The thickness is
determined to be 3025.41 µm, and the effective percent water vapor is 0.03%.
Referring to Table 6.5, the thickness parameter bounds are defined 3014.36–
3047.92 µm. The final component of the analysis for HDPE-A is a comparison
with the Kramers-Kronig result. The HDPE-A optimization extracted
absorption coefficient is used to compute the discrete form of the analytical
Kramers-Kronig relationship for refractive index, shown in the left plot (blue
triangle markers) of Figure 6.8. Shown in the right plot of Figure 6.8 is the
percent difference of the optimized and Kramers-Kronig refractive index (red
triangle markers).

Figure 6.8) The left plot is the Kramers-Kronig index of refraction determined using the
eight-measurement optimization extracted HDPE-A absorption coefficient. The right plot
is the percent difference of the numerically optimized refractive index relative to the
discrete form of the analytical Kramers-Kronig relationship.
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The average absolute difference between the Kramers-Kronig and
optimization extracted index of refraction is 9.545x10 -4. Based on the
evidence provided in the right plot of Figure 6.8, the largest negative and
largest positive percent difference between the Kramers-Kronig and
optimization extracted index of refraction is -0.66% and 0.82%, respectively.
Therefore, the research assesses that the HDPE-A refractive index extracted
by numerical optimization agrees with the analytic form, and satisfies the
causality principle for stable physical systems.
The thickness of the HDPE-B sample for each measurement is
determined using a TOF model. A total of five measurements are included in
the single layer HDPE-B analysis. The TOF measurement specific thicknesses
are presented in Table 6.7. The average and standard deviation of the five
thicknesses are calculated in Table 6.8. The TOF model used in the research
facilitates a calculation of the frequency-averaged index of refraction, but not
absorption coefficient. The TOF center thickness and center refractive index
are the values at the center of the temporal bins. The TOF lower and upper
thickness are the minimum and maximum thickness bounds, respectively,
calculated from the TOF uncertainty. The TOF lower and upper refractive
index are the minimum and maximum thickness bounds, respectively, based
strictly on the sampling resolution of the measurement data and the TOF
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equations. It is important observe that the physical absorption coefficient of
HRSi cannot be a negative quantity, but the non-optimized and optimized
data-driven estimates yield small negative-valued absorption coefficients. The
numbers in Table 6.7 and Table 6.8 are accurate to the numerical precision of
the data.
Table 6.7) Time-of-Flight single layer sample thickness and frequency-averaged index of
refraction for HDPE-B.
Measurement Number (1–5)
Time-ofFlight
1
2
3
4
5
Lower
Thickness
5982.83
5940.42
5973.69
5994.82
6003.96
(μm)
Center
Thickness
5991.98
5949.58
5982.84
6003.97
6013.11
(μm)
Upper
Thickness
6001.13
5958.73
5991.99
6013.12
6022.27
(μm)
Lower
Refractive
1.54542
1.54824
1.54115
1.54334
1.53948
Index
Center
Refractive
1.55911
1.54885
1.55528
1.54594
1.54899
Index
Upper
Refractive
1.54913
1.55199
1.54485
1.54703
1.54315
Index
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Table 6.8) Time-of-Flight single layer sample thickness and frequency-averaged index of
refraction for HDPE-B.
Time-ofAverage
Standard Deviation
Flight
Center
Thickness
5988.30
21.9281
(μm)
Center
Refractive
1.54538
0.003106
Index

The transmission transfer function magnitude and phase of the HDPEB measurements, with frequency-dependent uncertainty bars, are shown in
Figure 6.9. Observable in the magnitude and phase profiles are the FP etalon
effect. The amplitude of the FP etalon effect is less than that in the HRSi and
HDPE-A sample measurements. The FP etalon effect is less pronounced in
the HDPE-B measurements compared with HDPE-A. The cause is because
the HDPE-B is twice as thick, which reduces the radiation power by half
compared to HDPE-A each time the radiation propagates across the sample.
HDPE-B internally reflected radiation that eventually is transmitted to the
receiver will have diminished power compared to HDPE-A, and the detected
power decreases for radiation contributions that experience more internal
reflections. Additionally, the variability of the data is noticeable at a majority
of the frequencies throughout the spectral magnitude profile. The bandwidth
shown in Figure 6.9 is approximately 1.6 THz, which is the bandwidth
determined by the heuristic algorithm developed in the research. All five
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measurements are used at each frequency in the bandwidth. The magnitude is
shown in the left plot (blue circle markers), and the phase is shown in the right
plot (green circle markers) of Figure 6.9. The solid lines connecting the data
points in the plots of Figure 6.9 are for illustrative purposes.

Figure 6.9) The average of five normal incidence transmission magnitude (left) and phase
(right) profiles for the HDPE-B sample. The uncertainty bars are the standard deviation
of all the measurement values at individual frequencies.

The thickness information in Table 6.7, combined with the magnitude
and phase in Figure 6.9, is used to determine non-optimized estimates for the
index of refraction and absorption coefficient of HDPE-B across the five
measurements. The non-optimized optical properties of HDPE-B are shown
in Figure 6.10. The oscillatory features that are present in the magnitude and
phase propagate to the extracted index of refraction, and the uncertainty at
frequencies greater than 1.6 THz is also represented. The average nonoptimized index of refraction and absorption coefficient at frequencies
between 0.06–1.60 THz is approximately 1.55 and 0.189 cm-1, respectively.
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The non-optimized average index of refraction agrees with the TOF frequency
average index of refraction and the absorption coefficient is a positive value.
The index of refraction is shown in the left plot (blue triangle markers), and
the absorption coefficient is shown in the right plot (green triangle markers)
of Figure 6.10. The solid lines connecting the data points in the plots of Figure
6.10 are for illustrative purposes.

Figure 6.10) The average of five non-optimized refractive index (left) and absorption
coefficient (right) profiles for the HDPE-B sample. The uncertainty bars are the standard
deviation of all the measurement values at the frequency.

The optimization algorithm developed during the research is used to
extract the thickness, index of refraction, and absorption coefficient of HDPEB for the five measurements. The optimization results are shown in Figure
6.11. The optimization results are shown in Figure 6.11. The index of
refraction is shown in the left plot of Figure 6.11 using blue triangle markers,
and the absorption coefficient in the right plot using green triangle markers.
The solid lines connecting the data points in the plots of Figure 6.11 are for
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illustrative purposes. The average optimized index of refraction and
absorption

coefficient

at

frequencies

between

0.06–1.06

THz

is

approximately 1.54 and 0.0083 cm-1, respectively. In comparison to the 0.06–
1.06 THz frequency range, the average optimized absorption coefficient at
frequencies between 0.06–1.66 THz is 0.32 cm-1 which is close to the estimate
of 0.27 cm-1 from literature, but twice as large as the optimized result of
0.15cm-1 in the same frequency range for HDPE-A. The optimized average
index of refraction agrees with the TOF frequency average index of refraction,
with an improvement over the non-optimized result because the optimized
absorption coefficient is a positive value. Furthermore, the FP etalon effect is
significantly reduced in the optimized optical parameters of Figure 6.11
compared with then non-optimized optical parameters in Figure 6.10. The
increased levels of variation in the absorption coefficient at frequencies
greater than 1.0 THz in Figure 6.11 is correlated with the increased
measurement uncertainty in the same frequency region in Figure 6.9 and
Figure 6.10.
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Figure 6.11) The five-measurement optimization extracted refractive index (left) and
absorption coefficient (right) profile of the HDPE-B sample.

The difficulty presented by the HDPE-B data is associated with the
combined effect of the absorption over the large thickness of the sample. As
a result, a more aggressive re-optimization is performed on the HDPE-B
refractive index. Ultimately, the result is degraded confidence in the results at
frequencies greater than 1.0 THz. The HDPE-B optimization determined
thickness is 5997.82 µm, and the effective percent water vapor is (7.71x103

)%. Referring to Table 6.7, the thickness parameter bounds are defined

5949.58–6013.11 µm. The final component of the analysis for HDPE-B is a
comparison with the Kramers-Kronig result. The HDPE-B extracted
absorption coefficient is used to compute the discrete form of the analytical
Kramers-Kronig relationship for refractive index, shown in Figure 6.12.
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Figure 6.12) The left plot is the Kramers-Kronig index of refraction determined using the
five-measurement optimization extracted HDPE-B absorption coefficient. The right plot
is the percent difference of the numerically optimized refractive index relative to the
discrete form of the analytical Kramers-Kronig relationship.

The average absolute difference between the Kramers-Kronig and
optimization extracted index of refraction is 5.8x10-3. Based on the evidence
provided in the right plot of Figure 6.12, the largest negative and largest
positive percent difference between the Kramers-Kronig and optimization
extracted index of refraction is -1.04% and 1.18%, respectively. Therefore,
the research assesses that the HDPE-B refractive index extracted by numerical
optimization agrees with the analytic form, and satisfies the causality principle
for stable physical systems.
The thickness of the HDPE-C sample is obtained using the only normal
incidence measurement available at the time of the writing of this manuscript.
The thickness is determined using the TOF model. The single TOF
thicknesses is presented in Table 6.9. The TOF model used in the research
facilitates a calculation of the frequency-averaged index of refraction, but not
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absorption coefficient. The TOF center thickness and center refractive index
are the values at the center of the temporal bins. The TOF lower and upper
thickness are the minimum and maximum thickness bounds, respectively,
calculated from the TOF uncertainty. The TOF lower and upper refractive
index are the minimum and maximum thickness bounds, respectively, based
strictly on the sampling resolution of the measurement data and the TOF
equations. It is important observe that the physical absorption coefficient of
HRSi cannot be a negative quantity, but the non-optimized and optimized
data-driven estimates yield small negative-valued absorption coefficients. The
numbers in Table 6.9 are accurate to the numerical precision of the data.
Table 6.9) Time-of-Flight single layer sample thickness and frequency-averaged index of
refraction for HDPE-C.
Measurement Number (1)
Time-of-Flight
1
Lower Thickness
1592.36
(μm)
Center Thickness
1601.51
(μm)
Upper Thickness
1610.67
(μm)
Lower Refractive
1.54984
Index
Center Refractive
1.55679
Index
Upper Refractive
1.56382
Index

The transmission transfer function magnitude and phase of the HDPEC measurement is shown in Figure 6.13. Observable in the magnitude and
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phase profiles are the FP etalon effect. The FP etalon effect is most
pronounced for HDPE-C compared with HDPE-A and HDPE-B. The HDPEC sample is the thinnest of the three HDPE samples. The amplitude of the FP
oscillations is greatest for HDPE-C and least for HDPE-B, and the thickness
of HDPE-C is the smallest and HDPE-B the largest. The variability of the
magnitude data is noticeable at frequencies greater than 1.2 THz, with
variability increasing at frequencies greater than 1.6 THz. The bandwidth
shown in Figure 6.13 is 2.3 THz, but 3.0 THz is the bandwidth determined by
the heuristic algorithm developed in the research. The spectral magnitude is
shown in the left plot (blue circle markers), and the spectral phase is shown in
the right plot (green circle markers) of Figure 6.13. The solid lines connecting
the data points in the plots of Figure 6.13 are for illustrative purposes.

Figure 6.13) The normal incidence transmission magnitude (left) and phase (right) profile
of the HDPE-C sample. The uncertainty bars are the standard deviation of the
measurement at individual frequencies.
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The thickness information in Table 6.9, combined with the magnitude
and phase in Figure 6.13, is used to determine a non-optimized estimate for
the index of refraction and absorption coefficient of HDPE-C. The nonoptimized optical properties of HDPE-C are shown in Figure 6.14. The
oscillatory features that are present in the magnitude and phase propagate to
the extracted index of refraction. The average non-optimized index of
refraction and absorption coefficient at frequencies between 0.06–2.06 THz is
approximately 1.56 and -0.58 cm-1, respectively. The non-optimized average
index of refraction agrees with the TOF frequency average index of refraction,
however the absorption coefficient is a negative value. The non-optimized
result shows the presence of a weak absorption feature with a peak absorption
coefficient of 2.6 cm-1 centered around a frequency of 2.17 THz. The index of
refraction is shown in the left plot (blue triangle markers), and the absorption
coefficient is shown in the right plot (green triangle markers) of Figure 6.14.
The solid lines connecting the data points in the plots of Figure 6.14 are for
illustrative purposes.
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Figure 6.14) The non-optimized refractive index (left) and absorption coefficient (right)
profile of the HDPE-C sample.

The optimization algorithm developed during the research is used to
extract the thickness, index of refraction, and absorption coefficient of HDPE
for the single HDPE-C normal incidence measurement. The optimization
results are shown in Figure 6.15. In Figure 6.15, the index of refraction is
shown in the left plot (blue triangle markers), and the absorption coefficient
is shown in the right plot (green triangle markers) of Figure 6.15. The solid
lines connecting the data points in the plots of Figure 6.15 are for illustrative
purposes. The average optimized index of refraction and absorption
coefficient at frequencies between 0.06–2.06 THz is approximately 1.56 and
-0.53 cm-1, respectively. The optimized average index of refraction agrees
with the TOF frequency average index of refraction and the non-optimized
result, however the absorption coefficient is a negative value but agrees with
the non-optimized result. Similar to the non-optimized result, the optimized
result shows the presence of a weak absorption feature centered around a
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frequency of 2.17 THz. Additionally, the FP etalon effect is significantly
reduced in the optimized optical parameters of Figure 6.15 compared with
then non-optimized optical parameters in Figure 6.14. The increased levels of
variation in the absorption coefficient at frequencies greater than 2.0 THz in
Figure 6.15 is correlated with the variability in the corresponding nonoptimized optical properties in Figure 6.14

Figure 6.15) The single-measurement optimization extracted refractive index (left) and
absorption coefficient (right) profile of the HDPE-C sample.

In addition to the index of refraction and absorption coefficient of
HDPE-C, the sample thickness and effective fractional percent water vapor
by air volume are determined by the optimization algorithm. The thickness is
determined to be 1592.46 µm, and the effective percent water vapor is 0.0%.
The thickness parameter bounds are defined 1550.0–1650.0 µm. The
expanded range is used even though one micrometer is approximately the
smallest thickness interval that can be calculated using the TOF model for the
HDPE-C measurement, based on the delay rail sampling interval of the time217

domain data. The final component of the analysis for HDPE-C is a comparison
with the Kramers-Kronig result. The HDPE-C optimization extracted
absorption coefficient is used to compute the discrete form of the analytical
Kramers-Kronig relationship for refractive index, shown in the left plot (blue
triangle markers) of Figure 6.16. Shown in the right plot of Figure 6.16 is the
percent difference of the optimized and Kramers-Kronig refractive index (red
triangle markers).

Figure 6.16) The left plot is the Kramers-Kronig index of refraction determined using the
single-measurement optimization extracted HDPE-C absorption coefficient. The right
plot is the percent difference of the numerically optimized refractive index relative to the
discrete form of the analytical Kramers-Kronig relationship.

The average absolute difference between the Kramers-Kronig and
optimization extracted index of refraction is 1.7x10-2. Based on the evidence
in the right plot of Figure 6.16, the largest negative and largest positive percent
difference between the Kramers-Kronig and optimization extracted index of
refraction is -0.3% and 4.1%, respectively. Therefore, the research assesses
that the HDPE-C refractive index extracted by numerical optimization agrees
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with the analytic form, and satisfies the causality principle for stable physical
systems. The research observes that the thickness of HDPE-B is twice as thick
as HDPE-A, and HDPE-A is twice as thick as HDPE-C. The research further
observes that the average absorption coefficient of HDPE-B, HDPE-A, and
HDPE-C in the frequency range 0.06–1.66 THz is 0.32cm-1, 0.15cm-1, and 0.67 cm-1. Therefore, the optimized average absorption coefficient of HDPE
appears to be dependent on the thickness of the HDPE layer, specifically that
the optimized average absorption decreases with decreasing thickness.
The Kramers-Kronig analysis demonstrates that the frequencydependent behavior of the optimization extracted absorption coefficients
matches analytically with the optimization extracted refracted index.
Therefore, the research hypothesizes that the measured transmission of
samples with low total attenuation and low reflection is matched to the
measured transmission of the air reference within the uncertainty introduced
by measurement clutter. The close matching of transmission combined with
the uncertainty due to measurement clutter causes sufficient uncertainty in the
optimization extracted absorption coefficient that the frequency-averaged
absorption coefficient can become negative. Furthermore, the research
hypothesizes that the time delayed transmission of FP echo pulses in samples
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with low attenuation cause oscillations in the transmission profile which
periodically yield transmission greater than unity.
The individual, single-layer, HDPE-A, HDPE-B, and HDPE-C sample
measurements are collected together into a single simultaneous optimization.
The set of measurements is abbreviated HDPE-A,B,C. The index of refraction
and absorption coefficient are computed using fourteen sample measurement
reference measurement pairs for the HDPE-A,B,C optimization and the nonoptimized index of refraction and absorption coefficient are shown in Figure
6.17. Next, the individual, single-layer, HDPE-A and HDPE-C sample
measurements are collected together into a single simultaneous optimization.
The set of measurements is abbreviated HDPE-A,C. The index of refraction
and absorption coefficient are computed using nine sample measurement
reference measurement pairs for the HPDPE-A,C optimization and the nonoptimized index of refraction and absorption coefficient are shown in Figure
6.18.
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Figure 6.17) The average of fourteen non-optimized refractive index (left) and absorption
coefficient (right) profiles for all the single layer HDPE samples. The HDPE-A, HDPEB, and HDPE-C sample measurements are represented. The uncertainty bars are the
standard deviation of all the measurement values at the frequency.

Figure 6.18) The average of nine non-optimized refractive index (left) and absorption
coefficient (right) profiles for two single layer HDPE samples. The HDPE-A and HDPEC sample measurements are represented. The uncertainty bars are the standard deviation
of all the measurement values at the frequency.

The optimization extracted index of refraction and absorption
coefficient for the simultaneous optimization using the HDPE-A,B,C sample
measurements are shown in Figure 6.19. The optimization extracted index of
refraction and absorption coefficient for the simultaneous optimization using
the HDPE-A,C sample measurements are shown in Figure 6.20. The HDPEA,B,C optimized refractive index in the frequency region 0.5–1.0 THz has
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lower variation compared with the same frequency region for HDPE-A,C. The
HDPE-A,B,C optimized absorption coefficient in the frequency region 1.2–
1.7 THz has higher variation compared with the same frequency region for
HDPE-A,C. This indicates that the contribution of the HDPE-B measurements
to the optimization is beneficial to the optimization up to a frequency of
approximately 1.0 THz, and detrimental to the optimization at frequencies
greater than 1.0 THz. The Kramers-Kronig index of refraction for the HDPEA,B,C and HDPE-A,C optimizations are shown in Figure 6.21.

Figure 6.19) The fourteen-measurement optimization extracted refractive index (left) and
absorption coefficient (right) profile for the combined simultaneous optimization of the
single layer HDPE-A, HDPE-B, and HDPE-C samples.
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Figure 6.20) The nine-measurement optimization extracted refractive index (left) and
absorption coefficient (right) profile for the combined simultaneous optimization of the
single layer HDPE-A and HDPE-C samples.

Figure 6.21) The Kramers-Kronig index of refraction determined using the fourteenmeasurement (left) and nine-measurement (right) optimization extracted HDPE
absorption coefficient.

The research hypothesizes the cause of the improvement in the 0.5–1.0
THz region for the HDPE-A,B,C optimization is due to the reinforcement of
the error function minimum by including the HDPE-B measurements
compared with the HDPE-A,C optimization. The reason is attributable to the
good performance of the HDPE-B measurements at frequencies less than 1.0
THz. The statistics for the non-optimized, optimized, and Kramers-Kronig
index of refraction and absorption coefficient for the frequency region 0.5–
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1.0 THz is shown in Table 6.10. The research hypothesizes the cause of the
degradation in the 1.0–1.7 THz region for the HDPE-A,B,C optimization is
due to the detractive impact of the HDPE-B measurement, in contrast to
excluding it in the HDPE-A,C optimization, on the error function minimum.
The reason is attributable to the poor performance of the HDPE-B
measurements at frequencies greater than 1.0 THz as observed in Figure 6.11.

A,C

A,B,C

Table 6.10) Statistics for the average and variation of the optical properties of HDPE in
the frequency range 0.5–1.0 THz.
Absorption Coefficient (cmIndex of Refraction
1)
HDPE
Method
Average
Average
Combo
Average
Absolute
Average
Absolute
Variation
Variation

The

Nonoptimized

1.550

2.991x10-4

-5.538x10-2

9.354x10-2

Optimized

1.553

2.033x10-4

9.977x10-2

7.101x10-2

KramersKronig

1.553

2.305x10-4

NA

NA

Nonoptimized

1.553

4.382x10-4

-0.138

0.143

Optimized

1.548

4.355x10-4

0.118

0.115

KramersKronig

1.549

3.673x10-4

NA

NA

research

has

successfully

demonstrated

that

numerous

measurements, collected using different instrument systems, of HDPE with
varying thicknesses are able to be combined into a single simultaneous
optimization to facilitate optical parameter extraction and thickness
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determination. The reduction in the average variation of the index of refraction
and absorption coefficient for the HDPE-A,B,C optimization compared with
the HDPE-A,C optimization in the frequency range of 0.5–1.0 THz
demonstrates the improvement. Lastly, the thicknesses extracted using the
HDPE-A,B,C optimization are 3047.38 μm, 5949.91 μm, and 1601.12 μm for
HDPE-A, HDPE-B, and HDPE-C, respectively. The thicknesses extracted
using the HDPE-A,C optimization are 3020.71 μm and 1601.46 μm for
HDPE-A and HDPE-C, respectively. The percent volume water vapor
determined by the HDPE-A,B,C and HDPE-A,B optimizations are 0.0% and
0.0124%, respectively.
6.1.1.3. ALPHA-LACTOSE MONOHYDRATE
The α-Lactose Monohydrate sample is evaluated exclusively using the
WSU external transmission system. Two measurements of the Lactose sample
are made at normal incidence, but with the sample rotated 90° about the
surface normal between the two measurements. The presentation of the
normal incidence results for Lactose do not include thickness optimization.
The re-optimization is not applied to the Lactose optical parameters because
of the natural non-uniformity of the optical parameters as a function of
frequency. The optimization of the Lactose measurements is performed using
both measurements simultaneously and separately. The spectral magnitude
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and phase of the Lactose measurements, with frequency-dependent
uncertainty bars, are shown in Figure 6.22. Because only two measurements
are used, a single side of the uncertainty is equivalent to the absolute
difference between the two measured points at the frequency. Observable in
the magnitude profile, especially at frequencies less than 0.4 THz, is a spectral
ringing that the research hypothesizes is due to the Fabry-Perot (FP) etalon
effect. The variability of the magnitude is noticeable at frequencies between
0.6–0.9 THz. The bandwidth shown in Figure 6.22 is approximately 1.2 THz,
which is the bandwidth determined by the heuristic algorithm developed in
the research. Both measurements are used at each frequency in the bandwidth.
The magnitude is shown in the left plot (blue circle markers), and the phase is
shown in the right plot (green circle markers) of Figure 6.22. Solid lines are
not used to connect the data points in the plots of Figure 6.22 to enable the
uncertainty to be clearly identified at the absorption features.

Figure 6.22) The average of two normal incidence transmission magnitude (left) and
phase (right) profiles for the Lactose sample.
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The measured percent transmission, equivalently the fractional amount
of incident power that is detected by the receiver, for the Lactose sample at
normal incidence in the transmission configuration recorded with the WSU
external system is shown in Figure 6.23. The lines connecting the data points
in the plot of Figure 6.23 are for illustrative purposes. The purple horizontal
line in Figure 6.23 represents 100% transmission. The physical interpretation
of a transfer function magnitude greater than a value of one is a sample
composed of a material which is its own source of energy separate from the
energy emitted by the transmitter; the material is called a positive gain
material. The cause of a transfer function magnitude exceeding a value of one
is hypothesized to be a clutter effect due to time-dependent phenomenon
affecting the reference and sample measurement pairs. Therefore, the usable
frequency selection allows a buffer region to exist if the transfer function
magnitude exceeds unity. Consequently, measured transfer function
magnitudes greater than a value of one are still classified as usable with the
understanding that none of the materials investigated in the research
physically exhibit positive gain phenomenology even though the extracted
absorption coefficients may be negative.
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Figure 6.23) The frequency-domain fractional percent transmission of a normal incidence
Lactose time-domain measurement. The transmission is colored red, and the line of 100%
transmission is colored purple.

The non-optimized Lactose index of refraction and absorption
coefficients are determined from the magnitude and phase information using
the Vernier micrometer measured thickness of 2390 ± 25.4 µm. The index of
refraction is shown in the left plot of Figure 6.24 using blue triangle markers,
and the absorption coefficient is shown in the right plot using green triangle
markers. Solid lines are not used to connect the data points in the plots of
Figure 6.24 to enable the statistical uncertainty to be clearly identified at the
absorption features. The index of refraction of Lactose using the nonoptimized result shows a steeply declining index of refraction up until a
frequency of approximately 0.3 THz. The research hypothesizes that the
monotonic increase in baseline absorption with increasing frequency is caused
by scattering of the THz pulses by the Lactose particulates. In addition, there
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is spectral ringing apparent in the non-optimized Lactose absorption
coefficient up to a frequency of approximately 0.3 THz. There are two
prominent absorption features in the absorption profile, one centered at
529.399 ± 2.2 GHz, and another centered at 1195.56 ± 2.2 GHz [88, 89, 90,
91]. The sampling interval between frequency bins is approximately 4.4 GHz.
The baseline slope adjusted base-to-peak absorption coefficient height
corresponding to the first and second absorption features are 45.6288 cm-1 and
10.2890 cm-1, respectively. The baseline slope adjustment compensates for
the difference in absorption coefficient at the start and end of the absorption
feature, which is intended to locally remove scattering effects from the
absorption coefficient in the vicinity of the absorption feature. The baseline
slope adjusted frequency width at half the absorption coefficient maximum
for the first and second absorption features is 20.9327 ± 4.4 GHz and 35.8801
± 4.4 GHz. Reports from literature vary on the width of the absorption
features, between 23–80 GHz for the 530 GHz absorption feature, depending
on the measurement system used and whether the absorption feature is fit
using a Gaussian or Lorentzian model [88, 89, 90, 91, 92]. The frequencies at
which the two absorption features occur are correlated with dispersion
induced fluctuation in the refractive index.
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Figure 6.24) The average of two refractive index (left) and absorption coefficient (right)
profiles for the Lactose sample.

The simultaneous two-measurement optimized Lactose index of
refraction is shown in the left plot of Figure 6.25 using blue triangle markers,
and the absorption coefficient is shown in the right plot using green triangle
markers. The solid lines connecting the data points in the plots of Figure 6.25
are for illustrative purposes. In contrast to the non-optimized index of
refraction, the optimized index of refraction does not show the steep decline
in refractive index. The optimized absorption coefficient profile has the two
absorption features identified in the non-optimized result. The center
frequencies of the two absorption features in the optimized result are 529.399
± 2.2 GHz and 1195.56 ± 2.2 GHz. The sampling interval between frequency
bins is approximately 4.4 GHz. The effective percent water vapor calculated
during the optimization is 0.15%, which has an impact of 4.35x10-3 cm-1 at
the location of the peak of the 559 GHz water vapor absorption feature.
Apparent in the optimized absorption coefficient profile that is not present in
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the non-optimized result is spectral ringing throughout the bandwidth of the
optimized absorption profile. Lastly, a region of high variation exists in the
optimized refractive index shown in the left plot of Figure 6.25 for frequencies
greater than 1.2 THz where to optimization is challenged to converge on the
desirable solution. The research hypothesizes that the region of high variation
causes a degradation in the confidence of the coefficients of the 1195.56 ±
2.2 GHz absorption feature.

Figure 6.25) The two-measurement optimization extracted refractive index (left) and
absorption coefficient (right) profile of the Lactose sample.

The undesired refractive index solutions at frequencies greater than 1.2
THz is remedied by computing the average of two separate singlemeasurement optimizations so that there is a well-defined, desired, solution
path in the optimization error function. The average of the two separate
optimizations for Lactose results in the spectral refractive index profile shown
in the left plot of Figure 6.26 using blue triangle markers, and the absorption
coefficient shown in the right plot using green triangle markers. Solid lines
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are not used to connect the data points in the plots of Figure 6.26 to enable the
uncertainty to be clearly identified at the absorption features. Because only
two optical parameter profiles are used to compute the average, a single side
of the uncertainty is equivalent to the absolute difference between the two
optical parameter values at the frequency. In contrast to the simultaneous twomeasurement optimized index of refraction, the average single-measurement
optimized index of refraction does not show the high variation at frequencies
greater than 1.2 THz. The averaged optimized absorption coefficient profile
has the same two absorption features identified in the non-optimized and
simultaneous two-measurement optimized result. The center frequencies of
the two absorption features in the averaged optimized result remain 529.399
± 2.2 GHz and 1195.56 ± 2.2 GHz. The sampling interval between frequency
bins remains approximately 4.4 GHz. The center frequencies obtained by the
optimization are compared to results obtained using a physics-based approach
for continuous-wave frequency-domain measurement data [92]. The
continuous-wave approach yields absorption feature center frequencies of
530.4 ± 0.5 GHz and 1195 ± 1 GHz, which are in good agreement with the
optimization-based absorption feature center frequencies of 529.399 ± 2.2
GHz and 1195.56 ± 2.2 GHz. The baseline slope adjusted base-to-peak
absorption coefficient height of the first and second absorption features are
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45.6538 cm-1 and 10.4349 cm-1, respectively. The baseline slope adjustment
compensates for the difference in absorption coefficient at the start and end of
the absorption feature, which is intended to locally remove scattering effects
from the absorption coefficient in the vicinity of the absorption feature. The
baseline slope adjusted frequency width at half the absorption coefficient
maximum for the first and second absorption features is 20.8668 ± 4.4 GHz
and 36.7552 ± 4.4 GHz. Reports from literature vary on the width of the
absorption features, between 23–80 GHz for the 530 GHz absorption feature,
depending on the measurement system used and whether the absorption
feature is fit using a Gaussian or Lorentzian model [88, 89, 90, 91, 92]. The
effective percent water vapor calculated during each of the separate singlemeasurement optimizations are 0.0%.

Figure 6.26) The average refractive index(left) and absorption coefficient (right) from
two single-measurement optimizations for Lactose.

The Kramers-Kronig index of refraction computed from the optimized
extinction coefficient profile and Equation 4.18 is shown in the plot of Figure
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6.27 using blue triangle markers and solid lines connecting the points for
illustrative purposes. The Kramers-Kronig result shows agreement with the
optimized index of refraction. The Kramers-Kronig and optimized index of
refraction profile contain the same dispersion induced fluctuation at the first
absorption feature of Lactose.

Figure 6.27) The left plot is the average Kramers-Kronig index of refraction determined
by taking the average of two unique Kramers-Kronig refractive index profiles. The
separate profiles are obtained from the absorption coefficients of two separate singlemeasurement optimizations of the Lactose sample. The right plot is the percent difference
of the numerically optimized refractive index relative to the discrete form of the
analytical Kramers-Kronig relationship.

Based on the evidence in the right plot of Figure 6.27, the largest
negative and largest positive percent difference between the Kramers-Kronig
and optimization extracted index of refraction is -1.56% and 4.79%,
respectively. Therefore, the research assesses that the Lactose refractive index
extracted by numerical optimization agrees with the analytic form, and
satisfies the causality principle for stable physical systems.
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6.1.1.4. PHARMACEUTICAL-GRADE OXYCODONE
The pharmaceutical-grade Oxycodone sample is evaluated exclusively
using the WSU external transmission system. Pharmaceutical-grade
Oxycodone uses α-lactose monohydrate as an inert filler material. Therefore,
the research anticipates that there is correlation between the optical properties
of pharmaceutical-grade Oxycodone and Lactose. The mass fraction of
Lactose in the pharmaceutical-grade Oxycodone sample used in the research
is unknown, but the optical property of the Lactose filler ingredient typically
dominates the optical property of the pure Oxycodone active ingredient in
pharmaceutical-grade

Oxycodone [93].

Two

measurements

of

the

pharmaceutical-grade Oxycodone sample are made at normal incidence, but
with the sample rotated 90° about the surface normal between the two
measurements. The presentation of the normal incidence results for
pharmaceutical-grade Oxycodone do not include thickness optimization. The
re-optimization is not applied to the pharmaceutical-grade Oxycodone optical
parameters because of the natural non-uniformity of the parameters as a
function of frequency. The optimization of the pharmaceutical-grade
Oxycodone measurements is done using both measurements simultaneously
and separately. The magnitude and phase of the pharmaceutical-grade
Oxycodone measurements, with frequency-dependent uncertainty bars, are
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shown in Figure 6.28. Because only two measurements are used, a single side
of the uncertainty is equivalent to the absolute difference between the two
measured points at the frequency. It is not possible to discern, using the
qualitative analysis employed in the research, the presence of FP etalon effect
oscillations in the spectral profiles of pharmaceutical-grade Oxycodone in the
1.7 THz bandwidth that is analyzed. Both measurements are used at each
frequency in the bandwidth. The magnitude is shown in the left plot (blue
circle markers), and the phase is shown in the right plot (green circle markers)
of Figure 6.28. Solid lines are not used to connect the data points in the plots
of Figure 6.28 to enable the uncertainty to be clearly identified at the
absorption features.

Figure 6.28) The average of two normal incidence transmission magnitude (left) and
phase (right) profiles for the Oxycodone sample. The uncertainty bars are the standard
deviation of the two measurement values at individual frequencies.

The

two

pharmaceutical-grade

Oxycodone

normal

incidence

measurements create two transmission profiles that envelope the average
transmission. The measurement associated with the upper bound of the
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magnitude transmission envelope, represented by the positive uncertainty bars
in the left plot of Figure 6.28, indicates that less net absorption has occurred
compared to the average. The measurement associated with the lower bound
of the magnitude transmission envelope, represented by the negative
statistical uncertainty bars, indicates that more net absorption has occurred
compared to the average. The net absorption at a single frequency depends on
the distance through the sample that the radiation has propagated, the density
of the sample along the propagation path, and the absorption coefficient of the
sample at the frequency. The increasing statistical uncertainty with increasing
frequency in the phase plot of Figure 6.28 indicates that the thickness of the
pharmaceutical-grade Oxycodone sample at the sample surface evaluation
location for each measurement is not the same. A steeper phase slope is
associated with more revolutions of the electromagnetic radiation wave vector
with respect to the phasor representation. The inference is made that the
measurement with the steeper phase slope has a larger sample thickness at the
sample surface evaluation location compared with the measurement with less
steep phase slope.
The non-optimized pharmaceutical-grade Oxycodone index of
refraction and absorption coefficients are determined from the magnitude and
phase information using the Vernier micrometer measured thickness of 1550
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± 25.4 μm. The index of refraction is shown in the left plot of Figure 6.29
using blue triangle markers, and the absorption coefficient is shown in the
right plot using green triangle markers. Solid lines are not used to connect the
data points in the plots of Figure 6.29 to enable the statistical uncertainty to
be clearly identified at the absorption features. The research hypothesizes that
the monotonic increase in baseline absorption with increasing frequency is
caused by scattering of the THz pulses by the pharmaceutical-grade
Oxycodone particulates. There is no spectral ringing apparent in the nonoptimized pharmaceutical-grade Oxycodone absorption coefficient. There are
two prominent absorption features in the absorption profile, one centered at
532.784 ± 2.2 GHz, and another centered at 1369.39 ± 2.2 GHz. There is a
third, minor, absorption feature centered at 1202.07 ± 2.2 GHz. The baseline
slope adjusted base-to-peak absorption coefficient height corresponding to the
dominant first and second absorption features are 15.3601 cm-1 and 39.8045
cm-1, respectively. The baseline slope adjusted base-to-peak absorption
coefficient height corresponding to the minor absorption feature is 2.81866
cm-1. The baseline slope adjustment compensates for the difference in
absorption coefficient at the start and end of the absorption feature, which is
intended to locally remove scattering effects from the absorption coefficient
in the vicinity of the absorption feature. The baseline slope adjusted frequency
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width at half the absorption coefficient maximum for the first and second
dominant absorption features are 28.5023 ± 4.4 GHz and 75.2029 ± 4.4 GHz.
The baseline slope adjusted frequency width at half the absorption coefficient
maximum for the minor absorption feature is 49.2533 ± 4.4 GHz. The
sampling interval between frequency bins is approximately 4.4 GHz. The
frequencies at which the two dominant absorption features occur are
correlated with dispersion induced fluctuation in the refractive index.
Furthermore, the center frequency of the first dominant absorption feature and
the minor absorption feature in the pharmaceutical-grade Oxycodone are
strongly correlated with the absorption features reported for Lactose in
Section 6.1.1.3 and all three absorption feature center frequencies agree with
the center frequencies reported in literature for α-lactose monohydrate [90,
91, 92]. The ambiguity between the two measurements with respect to the
sample orientation and sample thickness at the location which the sample is
evaluated is manifest by the uncertainty bars in the plots of Figure 6.29.
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Figure 6.29) The average of two refractive index (left) and absorption coefficient (right)
profiles for the pharmaceutical-grade Oxycodone sample. The uncertainty bars are the
standard deviation of the two measurement values at the frequency.

The two-measurement optimized pharmaceutical-grade Oxycodone
index of refraction is shown in the left plot of Figure 6.30 using blue triangle
markers, and the absorption coefficient is shown in the right plot using green
triangle markers. The solid lines connecting the data points in the plots of
Figure 6.30 are for illustrative purposes. Immediately observable in both plots
of Figure 6.30 is the toggling between solutions in the frequency range 0.9–
1.1 THz. At frequencies greater than 1.1 THz, the solution is observed to shift
to a lower solution path. The toggling and shifting behavior, especially
because it is nearly in the middle of the optical parameter profiles, is
undesirable. Specifically, the toggling and subsequent shifting behavior
causes a lack of confidence in the refractive index and absorption coefficient
values at frequencies greater than 1.1 THz.
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Figure 6.30) The two-measurement optimization extracted refractive index (left) and
absorption coefficient (right) profile of the pharmaceutical-grade Oxycodone sample.

The solution toggling and subsequent shifting is remedied by
computing the average of two separate single-measurement optimizations so
that there is a well-defined solution path in the optimization error function.
The average of the two separate optimizations for pharmaceutical-grade
Oxycodone results in the index of refraction shown in the left plot of Figure
6.31 using blue triangle markers, and the absorption coefficient shown in the
right plot using green triangle markers. Solid lines are not used to connect the
data points in the plots of Figure 6.31 to enable the uncertainty to be clearly
identified at the absorption features. Because only two optical parameter
profiles are used, a single side of the uncertainty is equivalent to the absolute
difference between the two optical parameter values at the frequency.
In contrast to the non-optimized index of refraction, the average
optimized index of refraction and absorption coefficient profiles both show
indications of spectral ringing. The average optimized absorption coefficient
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profile has the two dominant and one minor absorption features identified in
the non-optimized result. Identical to the non-optimized result, the two
prominent absorption features in the absorption profile are centered at 532.784
± 2.2 GHz and 1369.39 ± 2.2 GHz. The minor absorption feature is centered
at 1202.07 ± 2.2 GHz. The baseline slope adjusted base-to-peak absorption
coefficient height corresponding to the dominant first and second absorption
features are 15.6269 cm-1 and 40.2022 cm-1, respectively. The baseline slope
adjusted base-to-peak absorption coefficient height corresponding to the
minor absorption feature is 2.85088 cm-1. The baseline slope adjustment
compensates for the difference in absorption coefficient at the start and end of
the absorption feature, which is intended to locally remove scattering effects
from the absorption coefficient in the vicinity of the absorption feature. The
baseline slope adjusted frequency width at half the absorption coefficient
maximum for the first and second dominant absorption features are 28.9764
± 4.4 GHz and 75.6245 ± 4.4 GHz. The baseline slope adjusted frequency
width at half the absorption coefficient maximum for the minor absorption
feature is 49.4828 ± 4.4 GHz. The sampling interval between frequency bins
is approximately 4.4 GHz. The frequencies at which the two dominant
absorption features occur are correlated with dispersion induced fluctuation
in the refractive index. Furthermore, the center frequency of the first dominant
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absorption feature and the minor absorption feature in the pharmaceuticalgrade Oxycodone are strongly correlated with the absorption features reported
for Lactose in Section 6.1.1.3 and all three absorption feature center
frequencies agree with the center frequencies reported in literature for αlactose monohydrate [90, 91, 92]. The effective percent water vapor
calculated during the optimization is 0.025%, which has an impact of 7.25x103

cm-1 at the location of the peak of the 559 GHz water vapor absorption

feature. The frequencies at which the two dominant absorption features occur
are correlated with dispersion induced fluctuation in the refractive index. The
ambiguity between the two measurements with respect to the sample
orientation and sample thickness at the location which the sample is evaluated
is manifest by the uncertainty bars in the plots of Figure 6.31.

Figure 6.31) The average refractive index(left) and absorption coefficient (right) from
two single-measurement optimizations for pharmaceutical-grade Oxycodone.

The Kramers-Kronig index of refraction computed from the optimized
extinction coefficient profile and Equation 4.18 is shown in the plot of Figure
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6.32 using blue triangle markers and solid lines connecting the points for
illustrative purposes. The Kramers-Kronig result shows agreement with the
optimized index of refraction. The Kramers-Kronig and optimized index of
refraction profile contain the same dispersion induced fluctuation at the first
and second dominant

absorption features of pharmaceutical-grade

Oxycodone.

Figure 6.32) The left plot is the average Kramers-Kronig index of refraction determined
by taking the average of two unique Kramers-Kronig refractive index profiles. The
separate profiles are obtained from the absorption coefficients of two separate singlemeasurement optimizations of the pharmaceutical-grade Oxycodone sample. The right
plot is the percent difference of the numerically optimized refractive index relative to the
discrete form of the analytical Kramers-Kronig relationship.

Based on the evidence in the right plot of Figure 6.32, the largest
negative and largest positive percent difference between the Kramers-Kronig
and optimization extracted index of refraction is -1.56% and 4.79%,
respectively. Therefore, the research assesses that the pharmaceutical-grade
Oxycodone refractive index extracted by numerical optimization agrees with
the analytic form, and satisfies the causality principle for stable physical
systems.
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The final analysis of the optimization results for the pharmaceuticalgrade Oxycodone sample is provided in Figure 6.33. The plots in Figure 6.33
show the baseline slope adjusted absorption coefficient heights of the three αlactose monohydrate absorption features at frequencies less than 1.5 THz. The
baseline slope adjustment is applied locally at each of the three absorption
features. The baseline slope adjustment is a compensation technique used to
approximately remove, post-processing, the scattering component of the
absorption. The compensation effectively adjusts the absorption coefficients
to only reflect the energy absorbed, not scattered, by the particulate samples.
In Figure 6.33, the red square markers are the absorption coefficient heights
for α-lactose monohydrate, and the blue square markers are the absorption
coefficient

heights

for

the

pharmaceutical-grade

Oxycodone.

The

pharmaceutical-grade Oxycodone uses α-lactose monohydrate as a filler
ingredient. The straight lines in the plots of Figure 6.33 are used for illustrative
purposes.
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Figure 6.33) The local baseline slope adjusted absorption coefficient heights of the three
Lactose absorption features for 100% pure Lactose and pharmaceutical-grade
Oxycodone.

The analysis of the plots in Figure 6.33 show strong correlation between
the absorption features of Lactose and pharmaceutical-grade Oxycodone. The
Lactose absorption feature centered at 1.37 THz is not provided for pure αlactose monohydrate because of bandwidth

limitations for those

measurements. A computation of the area under the curve for the absorption
coefficient heights at each of the absorption features provides insight into the
mass fraction of α-lactose monohydrate in the pharmaceutical-grade
Oxycodone sample. The area under the baseline slope adjusted absorption
coefficient height curve for the 530 GHz and 1202 GHz absorption features is
computed for the pure α-lactose monohydrate and pharmaceutical-grade
Oxycodone samples. The ratio divides the absorption coefficient height area
corresponding to pharmaceutical-grade Oxycodone by the absorption
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coefficient height area of pure α-lactose monohydrate. With respect to
pharmaceutical-grade Oxycodone, the research hypothesizes that the area
under the absorption coefficient curve is proportional to the density of αlactose monohydrate in the sample. The research further hypothesizes that the
mass fraction of α-lactose monohydrate present in the pharmaceutical-grade
Oxycodone sample is proportional to the density of α-lactose monohydrate
present in the pharmaceutical-grade Oxycodone sample. The individual
percent area ratios for the 530 GHz and 1202 GHz absorption features are
32.3% and 30.4%, respectively. The area is calculated using the trapezoidal
quadrature rule for discrete integration. The area calculation for the 1202 GHz
absorption feature excludes the singular data spike at 1165 GHz. The percent
area ratio for the combined 530 GHz and 1202 GHz absorption features is
31.8%. This indicates that an initial estimate of the mass fraction of α-lactose
monohydrate in the pharmaceutical-grade Oxycodone is possibly 32%.
6.1.1.5. HYDROCODONE
The Hydrocodone sample is evaluated exclusively using the WSU
external transmission system. Two measurements of the Hydrocodone sample
are made at normal incidence, but with the sample rotated 90° about the
surface normal between the two measurements. The presentation of the
normal incidence results for Hydrocodone do not include thickness
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optimization. The re-optimization is not applied to the Hydrocodone optical
parameters. The optimization of the Hydrocodone measurements is done
using both measurements simultaneously and separately. The magnitude and
phase of the Hydrocodone measurements, with frequency-dependent
uncertainty bars, are shown in Figure 6.34. Because only two measurements
are used, a single side of the uncertainty is equivalent to the absolute
difference between the two measured points at the frequency. The research
discerns, using qualitative analysis, the slight presence of spectral ringing in
the magnitude transmission and transmission phase profiles of Hydrocodone
in the 1.7 THz bandwidth that is analyzed. Both measurements are used at
each frequency in the bandwidth. The magnitude is shown in the left plot (blue
circle markers), and the phase is shown in the right plot (green circle markers)
of Figure 6.34. Solid lines are not used to connect the data points in the plots
of Figure 6.34 to enable the uncertainty to be clearly identified at the
absorption features.
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Figure 6.34) The average of two normal incidence transmission magnitude (left) and
phase (right) profiles for the Hydrocodone sample. The uncertainty bars are the standard
deviation of the two measurement values at individual frequencies.

The two Hydrocodone normal incidence measurements create two
transmission profiles that envelope the average transmission. The
measurement associated with the upper bound of the magnitude transmission
envelope, represented by the positive uncertainty bars in the left plot of Figure
6.34, indicates that less net absorption has occurred compared to the average.
The measurement associated with the lower bound of the magnitude
transmission envelope, represented by the negative uncertainty bars, indicates
that more net absorption has occurred compared to the average. The net
absorption at a single frequency depends on the distance through the sample
that the radiation has propagated, the density of the sample along the
propagation path, and the absorption coefficient of the sample at the
frequency. The increasing uncertainty with increasing frequency in the phase
plot of Figure 6.34 indicates that the thickness of the Hydrocodone sample at
the sample surface evaluation location for each measurement is not the same.
A steeper phase slope is associated with more revolutions of the
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electromagnetic radiation wave vector with respect to the phasor
representation. The inference is made that the measurement with the steeper
phase slope has a larger sample thickness at the sample surface evaluation
location compared with the measurement with less steep phase slope.
The non-optimized Hydrocodone index of refraction and absorption
coefficients are determined from the magnitude and phase information using
the Vernier micrometer measured thickness of 900 ± 25.4 μm. The index of
refraction is shown in the left plot of Figure 6.35 using blue triangle markers,
and the absorption coefficient is shown in the right plot using green triangle
markers. Solid lines are not used to connect the data points in the plots of
Figure 6.35 to enable the statistical uncertainty to be clearly identified at the
absorption features. There is a single prominent absorption feature in the
monotonically increasing absorption profile. The research hypothesizes that
the monotonic increase in baseline absorption with increasing frequency is
caused by scattering of the THz pulses by the Hydrocodone particulates. The
center of the absorption feature is difficult to identify because the single
absorption feature appears to have multiple regions of elevated absorption,
but the same baseline slope adjustment is applied to the entire absorption
feature. It is possible that some of the variation across the single absorption
feature is caused by a combination of low SNR and residual water vapor
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absorption effects. For example, three distinct baseline slope adjusted baseto-peak absorption coefficient heights are 4.566 cm-1, 6.832 cm-1, and 6.968
cm-1, located at frequencies of 1387.25 ± 2.2 GHz, 1435.69 ± 2.2 GHz, and
1453.31 ± 2.2 GHz, respectively. The initial and final frequency of the
absorption feature is subjectively defined by the research to be 1.33 THz, and
1.51 THz, respectively. The sampling interval between frequency bins is
approximately 4.4 GHz. A convex hull, bounded from below by zero
absorption, might be more appropriate than a sloped line hull for a baseline
given the large total width, approximately 180 GHz, of the Hydrocodone
absorption feature. If a concave hull is used as the baseline instead of the slope
of a line, then the absorption height at 1435.69 ± 2.2 GHz is more greatly
increased compared with the 1387.25 ± 2.2 GHz and 1453.31 ± 2.2 GHz
absorption heights. Lastly, there appears to be slight spectral ringing at
frequencies less than 200 GHz in the index of refraction profile. The
ambiguity between the two measurements with respect to the sample
orientation and sample thickness at the location which the sample is evaluated
is manifest by the uncertainty bars in the plots of Figure 6.35.
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Figure 6.35) The average of two refractive index (left) and absorption coefficient (right)
profiles for the Hydrocodone sample. The uncertainty bars are the standard deviation of
the two measurement values at the frequency.

The simultaneous two-measurement optimized Hydrocodone index of
refraction is shown in the left plot of Figure 6.36 using blue triangle markers,
and the absorption coefficient is shown in the right plot using green triangle
markers. The solid lines connecting the data points in the plots of Figure 6.36
are for illustrative purposes. The optimized absorption coefficient profile has
the single absorption feature identified in the non-optimized result. The
absorption coefficient peak of the absorption feature in the simultaneous twomeasurement optimization is more difficult to discern compared with the nonoptimized result. The effective percent water vapor calculated during the
simultaneous optimization is 0.22%, which has an impact of 6.32x10-3 cm-1 at
the location of the peak of the 559 GHz water vapor absorption feature.
Apparent in the simultaneous two-measurement optimized refractive index
and absorption coefficient profiles, is a low periodicity spectral ringing at
frequencies less than 1.0 THz. The periodicity is approximately 120 GHz.
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Lastly, a region of high variation exists in the optimized refractive index and
absorption coefficient shown in the plots of Figure 6.36 for frequencies
greater than 1.4 THz, which includes the Hydrocodone absorption feature.

Figure 6.36) The single-measurement optimization extracted refractive index (left) and
absorption coefficient (right) profile of the Hydrocodone sample using the first of the two
normal incidence measurements.

The average of two separate optimizations for Hydrocodone results in
the index of refraction shown in the left plot of Figure 6.37 using blue triangle
markers, and the absorption coefficient shown in the right plot using green
triangle markers. Solid lines are not used to connect the data points in the plots
of Figure 6.37. Because only two optical parameter profiles are used, a single
side of the uncertainty is equivalent to the absolute difference between the two
optical parameter values at the frequency. The average optimized absorption
coefficient profile contains the dominant absorption feature identified in the
non-optimized result. Identical to the non-optimized result, the research
hypothesizes that the optimized absorption coefficient is monotonically
increasing with increasing frequency due to the scattering of THz pulses from
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the Hydrocodone particulates. The research hypothesizes that the monotonic
increase in baseline absorption with increasing frequency is caused by
scattering of the THz pulses by the Hydrocodone particulates. Similar to the
non-optimized result, the center of the optimized absorption feature is difficult
to identify because the single absorption feature appears to have multiple
regions of elevated absorption. The effective percent water vapor calculated
for each of the two separate optimizations are both 0.0%. The ambiguity
between the two measurements with respect to the sample orientation and
sample thickness at the location which the sample is evaluated is manifest by
the uncertainty bars in the plots of Figure 6.37.

Figure 6.37) The single-measurement optimization extracted refractive index (left) and
absorption coefficient (right) profile of the Hydrocodone sample using the second of the
two normal incidence measurements.

The baseline slope adjusted absorption feature is shown in Figure 6.38.
The green square markers and purple square markers in the plot of Figure 6.38
is the optimized and non-optimized absorption coefficient height,
respectively. The straight lines connecting the data points in the plot of Figure
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6.38 is for illustrative purposes. It is possible that some of the variation across
the single absorption feature is caused by a combination of low SNR and
residual water vapor absorption effects.

Figure 6.38) The baseline slope adjusted absorption coefficient height of the
Hydrocodone absorption feature for the non-optimized (purple) and optimized (green)
results.

Three distinct baseline slope adjusted base-to-peak absorption
coefficient heights are 5.313 cm-1, 6.184 cm-1, and 6.180 cm-1, located at
frequencies of 1387.25 ± 2.2 GHz, 1435.69 ± 2.2 GHz, and 1453.31 ± 2.2
GHz, respectively. The initial and final frequency of the absorption feature is
subjectively defined by the research to be 1.33 THz, and 1.51 THz,
respectively. The sampling interval between frequency bins remains
approximately 4.4 GHz. A convex hull, bounded from below by zero
absorption, might be more appropriate than a sloped line hull for a baseline
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given the large total width, approximately 180 GHz, of the Hydrocodone
absorption feature. If a concave hull is used as the baseline instead of the slope
of a line, then the absorption height at 1435.69 ± 2.2 GHz is more greatly
increased compared with the 1387.25 ± 2.2 GHz and 1453.31 ± 2.2 GHz
absorption heights.
The Kramers-Kronig index of refraction computed from the optimized
extinction coefficient profile and Equation 4.18 is shown in the plot of Figure
6.39 using blue triangle markers and solid lines connecting the points for
illustrative purposes. The Kramers-Kronig result shows agreement with the
optimized index of refraction.

Figure 6.39) The left plot is the average Kramers-Kronig index of refraction determined
by taking the average of two unique Kramers-Kronig refractive index profiles. The
separate profiles are obtained from the absorption coefficients of two separate singlemeasurement optimizations of the Hydrocodone sample. The right plot is the percent
difference of the numerically optimized refractive index relative to the discrete form of
the analytical Kramers-Kronig relationship.

Based on the evidence in the right plot of Figure 6.39, the largest
negative and largest positive percent difference between the Kramers-Kronig
and optimization extracted index of refraction is -1.32% and 6.45%,
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respectively. Therefore, the research assesses that the Hydrocodone refractive
index extracted by numerical optimization agrees with the analytic form, and
satisfies the causality principle for stable physical systems.
6.1.2.

SIMULTANEOUS ORIENTATION AND THICKNESS
The computational tools developed by the research enable either the

thickness or the orientation, with respect to incident radiation, to be extracted
from THz-TDS measurement data. If the thickness is unknown and the
material under evaluation has uniform optical properties, then either the
refractive index variational or the total optimal simulation error function value
can be used as the minimization quantity. As presented in Section 5.3 and
Section 5.4, the extracted thickness resulting from minimizing the variational
and minimizing the simulation error will commonly not be identical. If the
orientation is unknown and the material under evaluation has uniform optical
properties, then the total optimal simulation error function value is used as the
minimization quantity.
The use of a refractive index variational as the minimization quantity
has the benefit that the optimization path is guided by a known physical
property of the material. The minimization of the refractive index variational
specifically targets the Fabry-Perot (FP) etalon effect to reduce the FP etalon
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oscillation in the spectral profile of the optical properties. In contrast, the use
of simulation error does not enforce a priori knowledge about the behavior of
the optical properties of the material being evaluated. As a result, the research
observes that the extracted optical properties using minimization of simulation
error for thickness determination have higher refractive index variation due to
higher levels of FP etalon effect remaining in the solution. However, the
research observes that the extracted optical properties using minimization of
simulation error for thickness determination results in lower actual simulated
signal error relative to the measured signals, compared with higher actual
simulated signal error when minimization of refractive index variation is used
for thickness determination. Furthermore, the optimal thickness determined
using minimization of the refractive index variation, minimization of the
refractive index variance, and minimization of the optimal simulation error
are all typically different. All three optimal thicknesses are typically different
because the locations of the minimum of each minimization quantity, as a
function of thickness, do not coincide.
The observations regarding the refractive index variation and
simulation error are concisely presented quantitatively in Table 6.11 using
single-measurement optimization of the single-layer HRSi normal incidence
measurements. The HRSi sample is selected because it has the largest
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refractive index of the five samples used in the research and will have
pronounced FP etalon effects. The optimizations of the six HRSi
measurements are performed separately and the frequency-independent
component of the optimization only includes thickness determination. Lastly,
a single iteration of the thickness optimization by relative simulation error is
used to generate the corresponding results in Table 6.11 and data in the
frequency range 0.160–0.979 THz are used to optimize the thickness.
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Optimize Thickness by Refractive
Index Variation Minimization

Optimize Thickness by Relative
Simulation Error Minimization

Table 6.11) The dependence of average actual absolute simulation error (abbreviated:
Avg. Act. Abs. Sim. Err.) and average refractive index variation (abbreviated: Avg. Ref.
Ind. Var.) on the minimization metric for thickness optimization.
HRSi
HRSi
HRSi
HRSi
HRSi
HRSi
Metric
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
Avg. Act.
Abs. Sim.
Err. (10-4)

13.1

13.5

61.1

33.7

5.4

19.2

Avg. Ref.
Ind. Var.
(10-4)

89.0

126.1

119.1

59.5

129.9

164.3

Avg. Act.
Abs. Sim.
Err. (10-4)

13.2

3117.3

31305.6

5873.0

7685.7

6770.7

Avg. Ref.
Ind. Var.
(10-4)

65.1

56.9

40.5

52.4

115.0

156.2

The computational tools developed during the research also enable
simultaneous determination of thickness and orientation. The optimizations
are performed using the approach outlined in Section 5.5, strictly using the
minimization of the total optimal simulation error function value. The ability
to extract the sample orientation requires accurate and precise information
regarding the layer thicknesses if orientation is unknown but the thickness is
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configured as a known quantity. The ability to extract the layer thicknesses
requires accurate and precise information regarding the sample orientation if
layer thicknesses are unknown but the orientation is configured as a known
quantity. Performing orientation extraction and layer thickness extraction
separately, using inaccurate or imprecise information, will result in an
optimized orientation solution that is inconsistent with the orientation used in
the thickness extraction and conversely will result in optimized thickness
solutions that are inconsistent with the thicknesses used in the orientation
extraction. Even if the thicknesses or orientations are known to high accuracy
and precision, the known thicknesses and orientation are unlikely to be the
values that define the minimum of a data-driven minimization processes.
Therefore, the research recommends performing simultaneous thickness and
orientation determination.
The thickness and orientation are simultaneously extracted using an
iterative procedure with updates to the frequency-dependent optical
parameters at the conclusion of each iteration cycle. The thickness and
orientation extraction is performed on materials with uniform and nonuniform optical properties. Materials that are grouped into the class of uniform
optical properties include HDPE and HRSi. The HDPE-C and HRSi samples
measured at normal incidence are used to demonstrate the thickness and
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orientation determination capability within the uniform optical property class
of materials. Materials that are grouped into the class of non-uniform optical
properties include Lactose, Oxycodone, and Hydrocodone. The Lactose
sample measured at 10° incidence in the parallel polarization state is used to
demonstrate the thickness and orientation determination capability within the
non-uniform optical property class of materials. The optical properties
resulting from an optimization of a Lactose measurement at 10° incidence in
the perpendicular polarization state are in agreement with the optical
properties of Lactose at 10° incidence in the parallel polarization state. The
demonstrations using HDPE-C, HRSi, and Lactose each use singlemeasurement optimizations. Lastly, because of runtime restrictions and to
simplify analysis, no re-optimization or air absorption optimization is
performed in the demonstration.
The research uses a standard operating procedure when a suite of
sample measurements is performed. First, the sample is balanced using a twodimensional bubble level placed on the mounted sample to level the sample
surface parallel to the ground. Next, the sample is brought to perpendicular
incidence by adaptively rotating the sample about the angular orientation
degree of freedom until the real-time Teraview display of the time-domain
signal indicates the peak amplitude signal is at the minimum in time delay.
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The angular degree of freedom is either the roll or pitch separately. The roll
and pitch cannot be adjusted simultaneously due to the limitation of the
apparatus constructed for the research. Next the sample is measured from
normal incidence through the final terminating angle of the suite of
measurements. Therefore, the research hypothesizes that the physical angle
that defines the angular degree of freedom relative to the incident radiation is
close to zero, or equivalently nearly exactly normally incident within the
dimension of the angle.
6.1.2.1. HIGH-RESISTIVITY SILICON
The single-layer HRSi sample is evaluated using the WSU internal
transmission system at normal incidence. A single measurement at normal
incidence is used in the optimization. The optimization configuration is
configured to optimize the sample thickness and sample orientation. The pitch
and roll angles each have the same lower and upper bound of -2.5° and 2.5°
in the optimization configuration. The yaw angle is set to 0°. The optimization
uses a thickness bound of 50 μm applied to a center thickness of 509.955 μm,
which equates to a lower bound of 459.955 μm and an upper bound of 559.955
μm. The center thickness estimate of 509.955 μm is the TOF model thickness
estimate for the measurement. The optimization uses a constant initial
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complex refractive index of 𝑛HRSⅈ (𝜈) = 3.44 − 0.00012ⅈ. The optimization
for sample orientation is limited to ten iterations based on computational
runtime requirements. The ten iterations require approximately 19 hours. The
final optimized thickness value is 509.843 μm. The final optimized pitch and
roll angles are (3.83x10-3)° and (6.10x10-2)°, respectively. The convergence
behavior of the frequency-independent parameters are shown in the plots of
Figure 6.40. The left plot in Figure 6.40 shows the thickness (blue square
markers) and angle of incidence (red square markers) evolution through the
ten iterations. The right plot in Figure 6.40 shows the pitch angle (purple
square markers) and roll angle (green square markers) evolution through the
ten iterations. The solid lines in the convergence plots of Figure 6.40 are for
illustrative purposes.

Figure 6. 40) The plot at left shows the convergent behavior of the thickness (blue
squares) and orientation (red squares). The plot at right shows convergence of the pitch
(purple squares) and roll (green squares) components of the sample orientation.
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The index of refraction and absorption coefficient extracted by the
optimization is shown in Figure 6.41 with refractive index in the left plot (blue
circle markers), and absorption coefficient in the right plot (green circle
markers). The solid lines connecting the points in the plots of Figure 6.41 are
for illustrative purposes. A re-optimization of 2% on the refractive index is
required at the conclusion of the ten iterations in the HRSi example presented
here because of an undesired optimization solution path that begins at a
frequency of 1.6 THz. The re-optimization extends the usable bandwidth of
the optical properties. The refractive index shown in Figure 6.41 is the reoptimization result. The absorption coefficient has not been re-optimized.

Figure 6.41) The refractive index (left, blue circles) and absorption coefficient (right,
green circles) of the HRSi sample using optimization to simultaneously extract thickness
and orientation.

A direct comparison of the optical properties provided in this example
are not given with respect to the results of Section 6.1.1.1 for two reasons.
The first reason is because the center frequencies of the frequency bins in this
example are different than those of Section 6.1.1.1. The frequencies are not
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identical because Section 6.1.1.1 use a synchronization across six
measurements and this example uses a single measurement. The second
reason is because the results presented in Section 6.1.1.1 are from a sixmeasurement optimization using thickness optimized by refractive index
variation minimization without orientation minimization. The result of this
section

uses

single-measurement

optimization

with

error

function

minimization for both thickness and orientation determination. A direct
comparison of the optical properties in this section to those of Section 6.1.1.1
will necessitate a single-measurement optimization using refractive index
variation minimization. An indirect comparison is made however. The
comparison assesses the presence of the FP etalon effect in the optimized
refractive index. The statistical variance in refractive index in the frequency
range of 0.16–1.06 THz for the single-measurement optimization of this
section is 2.3x10-4. The refractive index variance for the same frequency range
for Section 6.1.1.1 is 4.0x10-5. The conclusion is that the refractive index
variation in Section 6.1.1.1 is nearly an order of magnitude less than the
variation in this section because of a combination of the five additional
measurements and the targeting of the FP etalon effect by refractive index
variation minimization. The influence of measurement clutter present in the
measured signal is incorporated into the thickness and orientation
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optimization based on simulation error minimization without a priori
knowledge of the expected behavior of the optical property.
6.1.2.2. HIGH DENSITY POLYETHYLENE
The single-layer HDPE-C sample is evaluated using the WSU internal
transmission system at normal incidence. A single measurement at normal
incidence is used in the optimization. The optimization configuration is
configured to optimize the sample thickness and sample orientation. The pitch
and roll angles each have the same lower and upper bound of -2.5° and 2.5°
in the optimization configuration. The yaw angle is set to 0°. The optimization
uses a thickness bound of 50 μm applied to a center thickness of 1601.51 μm,
which equates to a lower bound of 1551.51 μm and an upper bound of 1651.51
μm. The center thickness estimate of 1601.51 μm is the TOF model thickness
estimate for the measurement. The optimization uses a constant initial
~

complex refractive index of 𝑛HDPE (𝜈) = 1.56 − 0.00061ⅈ. The optimization
for sample orientation is limited to ten iterations based on computational
runtime requirements. The ten iterations require approximately 18 hours. The
final optimized thickness value is 1611.65 μm. The final optimized pitch and
roll angles are (1.64x10-2)° and (4.16x10-1)°, respectively. The convergence
behavior of the frequency-independent parameters are shown in the plots of
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Figure 6.42. The left plot in Figure 6.42 shows the thickness (blue square
markers) and angle of incidence (red square markers) evolution through the
ten iterations. The right plot in Figure 6.42 shows the pitch angle (purple
square markers) and roll angle (green square markers) evolution through the
ten iterations. The solid lines in the convergence plots of Figure 6.42 are for
illustrative purposes.

Figure 6.42) The plot at left shows the convergent behavior of the thickness (blue
squares) and orientation (red squares). The plot at right shows convergence of the pitch
(purple squares) and roll (green squares) components of the sample orientation.

The index of refraction and absorption coefficient extracted by the
optimization is shown in Figure 6.43 with refractive index in the left plot (blue
circle markers), and absorption coefficient in the right plot (green circle
markers). The solid lines connecting the points in the plots of Figure 6.43 are
for illustrative purposes. Generally, more oscillation in the optical property
spectral profiles are present in the result of this section compared with the
results of Section 6.1.1.2 due to the presence of residual FP etalon effect not
accounted for in the optimized physical model parameters.
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Figure 6.43) The refractive index (left, blue circles) and absorption coefficient (right,
green circles) of the HDPE-C sample using optimization to simultaneously extract
thickness and orientation.

A partially direct comparison of the optical properties provided in this
example is given with respect to the results of Section 6.1.1.2. The center
frequencies of the frequency bins in this example are identical to those of
Section 6.1.1.2. Both this section and Section 6.1.1.2 use the same single
measurement for optimization. The comparison is partial because the results
of Section 6.1.1.2 are for thickness optimization without orientation
optimization, but this section is for thickness and orientation optimization. A
direct comparison of the refractive index variation between the two sections
is possible if the results of this section are generated using thickness
optimization by simulation error minimization without orientation
optimization. The statistical variance in refractive index in the frequency
range of 0.16–1.06 THz for the single-measurement optimization of this
section is 1.5x10-6. The refractive index variance for the same frequency range
for Section 6.1.1.2 is 8.5x10-7. The conclusion is that the refractive index
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variation in Section 6.1.1.2 is more than an order of magnitude less than the
variation in this section because of the targeting of the FP etalon effect by
refractive index variation minimization. The influence of measurement clutter
present in the measured signal is incorporated into the thickness and
orientation optimization based on simulation error minimization without a
priori knowledge of the expected behavior of the optical property.
6.1.2.3. ALPHA LACTOSE MONOHYDRATE
The Lactose sample is evaluated using the WSU internal transmission
system at 10° incidence with parallel electric field polarization relative to the
incident radiation and the surface of the sample. A measurement at 10°
incidence is used, in contrast to the simultaneous thickness and orientation
optimizations using HRSi and HDPE-C at normal incidence, to demonstrate
the ability of the algorithm to function at non-normal angles of incidence. A
single measurement is used in the optimization. The optimization
configuration is configured to optimize the sample thickness and sample
orientation. The pitch angle in the optimization configuration has a lower and
upper bound of 7.5° and 12.5°, respectively. The pitch angle in the
optimization configuration has a lower and upper bound of -2.5° and 2.5°,
respectively. The yaw angle is set to 0°. The optimization uses a thickness
bound of 50 μm applied to a center thickness of 2390 μm, which equates to a
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lower bound of 2340 μm and an upper bound of 2440 μm. The center thickness
estimate of 2390 ± 25.4 μm is the Vernier micrometer measured thickness of
the metal washer used to encase the Lactose particles. The optimization uses
~

a constant initial complex refractive index of 𝑛Lactose (𝜈) = 1.7 − 0.01ⅈ. The
optimization for sample orientation is limited to ten iterations based on
computational runtime requirements. The ten iterations require approximately
16 hours. The final optimized thickness value is 2389.88 μm. The final
optimized pitch and roll angles are 9.96° and (9.30x10-4)°, respectively. The
convergence behavior of the frequency-independent parameters are shown in
the plots of Figure 6.44. The left plot in Figure 6.44 shows the thickness (blue
square markers) and angle of incidence (red square markers) evolution
through the ten iterations. The right plot in Figure 6.44 shows the pitch angle
(purple square markers) and roll angle (green square markers) evolution
through the ten iterations. The solid lines in the convergence plots of Figure
6.44 are for illustrative purposes.
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Figure 6.44) The plot at left shows the convergent behavior of the thickness (blue
squares) and orientation (red squares). The plot at right shows convergence of the pitch
(purple squares) and roll (green squares) components of the sample orientation.

The index of refraction and absorption coefficient extracted by the
optimization is shown in Figure 6.45 with refractive index in the left plot (blue
circle markers), and absorption coefficient in the right plot (green circle
markers). The solid lines connecting the points in the plots of Figure 6.45 are
for illustrative purposes. The grey box in the left plot of Figure 6.45 highlights
a region of the refractive index solution that is an undesirable solution path.
The frequency that marks the onset of the undesired solution path is correlated
with the second absorption feature at 1.19467 THz. The optimization is also
performed for Lactose at 10° incidence with perpendicular electric field
polarization relative to the incident radiation and the sample surface. Although
not shown, the parallel and perpendicular optical properties are in agreement.
The agreement indicates that the optical properties of the Lactose sample are
isotropic.
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Figure 6.45) The refractive index (left, blue circles) and absorption coefficient (right,
green circles) of the Lactose sample using optimization to simultaneously extract
thickness and orientation. The elevated values in the grey box in the lower right corner of
the left plot indicates an undesired refractive index solution path.

A direct comparison of the optical properties provided in this example
are not given with respect to the results of Section 6.1.1.3 for two reasons.
The first reason is because the center frequencies of the frequency bins in this
example are different than those of Section 6.1.1.3. The frequencies are not
identical because Section 6.1.1.3 use a synchronization of two measurements
and this example uses a single measurement. The second reason is because
the results presented in Section 6.1.1.3 do not optimize for thickness or
orientation. The result of this section uses single-measurement optimization
with error function minimization for both thickness and orientation
determination. A direct comparison of the optical properties in this section to
those of Section 6.1.1.3 will necessitate a single-measurement optimization
using refractive index variation minimization. An indirect comparison is made
however. The comparison assesses the presence of the FP etalon effect in the
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optimized refractive index. The average absolute variation in refractive index
in the frequency range of 0.10–0.45 THz for the single-measurement
optimization of this section is 1.728x10-3. The refractive index variation for
the same frequency range for Section 6.1.1.3 is 1.838x10-3. The variation is
used instead of the variance to mitigate effects of the curvature of the
refractive index in the variational assessment. The 350 GHz bandwidth used
to compute the variation contains 80 data points. The conclusion is that the
refractive index variation in Section 6.1.1.3 is slightly greater than the
variation in this section. Although a small difference, the reduced average
absolute variation indicates the thickness and orientation optimization better
incorporates the FP etalon effect into the physical model parameter values
compared with the non-optimized values used in Section 6.1.1.3.
6.2.

MULTI-LAYER SAMPLES
Two demonstrations are provided which represent the capability of

optical parameter extraction using multi-layer sample measurement
optimization. The demonstrations use normal incidence measurements in the
transmission configuration. The first demonstration shows the ability of the
algorithm to detect the presence of air gaps in HDPE. The second
demonstration shows the ability of the algorithm to perform identification of
unknown materials in HRSi-HDPE multi-layer stacks.
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6.2.1.

AIR GAP DETECTION IN HDPE
The air gap detection capability is demonstrated using HDPE. The air

gap detection is a capability of potential interest to manufacturing for quality
control of products. Although detecting an air gap using a single layer-model
should be possible, this presentation extends the capability using a multi-layer
model. First, an optical parameter extraction is performed on single layer
HDPE-B. The Vernier micrometer measured thickness of HDPE-B is 6050 ±
25.4 μm. The HDPE-B sample is used in the demonstration as the nominal
product generated during a hypothetical manufacturing process. Next, two
separate optical parameter extractions are performed on measurements of a
single multi-layer sample consisting of two layers of HDPE-A separated by a
half-inch air gap. The multi-layer sample is abbreviated HDPE-A|Air|HDPEA. The Vernier micrometer measured thickness of HDPE-A is 3070 ± 25.4
μm. The presence of the air gap in the HDPE sample is a hypothetical defect
that represents a failure of the manufacturing process. The goal is to
demonstrate the ability to detect the air gap defect.
The first parameter extraction of HDPE-A|Air|HDPE-A is performed
using an air gap included the theoretical model. The second parameter
extraction of HDPE-A|Air|HDPE-A is performed without an air gap included
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in the theoretical model. The extracted index of refraction and absorption
coefficient of HDPE-B are shown in the left plot of Figure 6.46. The extracted
index of refraction and absorption coefficient of the HDPE-A|Air|HDPE-A
multilayer structure theoretically modeled to include the air gap are shown in
the right plot of Figure 6.46.

Figure 6.46) The refractive index (left, blue circles) and absorption coefficient (left, green
circles) of single layer HDPE-B. The refractive index (right, blue triangles) and
absorption coefficient (right, green triangles) of the multi-layer HDPE-A|Air|HDPE-A
sample including the air gap in the theoretical model.

Qualitatively, the optical parameters of the HDPE-B extraction agree
with the optical properties the HDPE-A|Air|HDPE-A extraction using the
theoretical air gap in the model, which indicates that the manufacturing
process has failed. The accuracy of the statement is proven by showing the
index of refraction and absorption coefficient extracted for HDPEA|Air|HDPE-A without the air gap included theoretically in the model in
Figure 6.47. The limited bandwidth presented in Figure 6.47 is indicative of
the low signal strength of the 6050 μm thick HDPE-B measurements due to
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the combination of thickness and absorption coefficient of the HDPE-B
sample. The signal strength for the measurement of two layers of 3070 μm
thick HDPE-A is comparably low to the HDPE-B measurements because the
total thickness of HDPE in the HDPE-A|Air|HDPE-A multi-layer is nearly
equal to that of single-layer HDPE-B. The strong spectral ringing in the
optical properties of HDPE extracted from the HDPE-A|Air|HDPE-A
measurements are hypothesized to be Fabry-Perot (FP) etalon effects that are
enhanced, relative to the single-layer HDPE-B, due to the two additional
interfaces in the HDPE-A|Air|HDPE-A multi-layer.

Figure 6.47) The refractive index (left, blue circles) and absorption coefficient (right,
green circles) of the multi-layer HDPE-A|Air|HDPE-A sample excluding the air gap from
the theoretical model.

6.2.2.

MATERIAL IDENTIFICATION IN MULTI-LAYERS
The second demonstration using a multi-layer sample is the

identification of a hypothetically unknown material in in a stack of HRSi and
HDPE-A with a half-inch air gap between the HRSi and HDPE-A. The three277

layer stack is labelled HRSi|Air|HDPE-A. First, an optimization is performed
using three transmission measurements of the HRSi|Air|HDPE-A sample and
five single-layer HRSi measurements. The measurements are recorded using
the WSU internal, WSU external, and OSU internal transmission systems. All
the measurements are normal incidence measurements. The first scenario tests
to determine if an optical property profile is able to be extracted for HDPE
that correlates with the single-layer HDPE optical property profile. A known
thickness of 506.010 μm and 3031.13 μm is used for the thickness of HRSi
and HDPE-A, respectively. The thicknesses are the average of the thicknesses
derived using the TOF model on the single layer HRSi and HDPE-A samples.
No air absorption optimization or optical parameter re-optimization is applied
to obtain the results. The extracted refractive index and absorption coefficient
of HRSi is shown in the top row of Figure 6.48 The extracted refractive index
and absorption coefficient of the hypothetically unidentified layer, HDPE-A
in the first example, is shown in the bottom row of Figure 6.48.
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Figure 6.48) The HRSi refractive index (plot A, top left) and absorption coefficient (plot
B, top right). The unidentified material refractive index (plot C, bottom left) and
absorption coefficient (plot D, bottom right). The unidentified material is HDPE.

The second example of unidentified material identification is an
optimization performed using three transmission measurements of the
HRSi|Air|HDPE-A sample, six single-layer HDPE-A measurements, and an
HDPE-C measurement. The measurements are recorded using the WSU
internal, WSU external, and OSU internal transmission systems. All the
measurements are normal incidence measurements. The second scenario tests
to determine if an optical property profile is able to be extracted for HRSi that
correlates with the single-layer HRSi optical property profile. A known
thickness of 506.010 μm and 3031.13 μm is used for the thickness of HRSi
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and HDPE-A, respectively. The thicknesses are the average of the thicknesses
derived using the TOF model on the single layer HRSi and HDPE-A samples.
No air absorption optimization or optical parameter re-optimization is applied
to obtain the results. The extracted refractive index and absorption coefficient
of HDPE-A is shown in the bottom row of Figure 6.49 The extracted refractive
index and absorption coefficient of the hypothetically unidentified layer,
HRSi in the second example, is shown in the top row of Figure 6.49.

Figure 6.49) The unidentified material refractive index (plot A, top left) and absorption
coefficient (plot B, top right). The HDPE refractive index (plot C, bottom left) and
absorption coefficient (plot D, bottom right). The unidentified material is HRSi.
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Analysis of Figure 6.48 shows that if the HRSi is known to exist in the
multi-layer sample, the approximate optical properties of the HDPE layer can
be successfully extracted. A comparison of the optical property of the
hypothetically unknown HDPE layer with the single-layer HDPE optical
property profiles show positive correlation. Analysis of Figure 6.49 shows
that if the HDPE is known to exist in the multi-layer sample, the approximate
optical properties of the HRSi layer can be successfully extracted. A
comparison of the optical property of the hypothetically unknown HRSi layer
with the single-layer HRSi optical property profiles also show positive
correlation. The multi-layer optical property extractions for the hypothetically
unknown materials do show higher variation compared with extractions of the
single-layer counterpart. No re-optimization is performed to generate the
optical property profiles shown in Figure 6.48 and Figure 6.49. An attempt is
made to reduce the variation by including three additional measurements of
the multi-layer sample in the HDPE-A|Air|HRSi arrangement. The HDPEA|Air|HRSi sample arrangement places the THz radiation incident first on the
HDPE-A layer, whereas the HRSi|Air|HDPE-A arrangement places the
radiation incident first on the HRSi layer. The additional three measurements
do not significantly reduce the overall variation in the optical properties
extracted by optimization.
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7.

COMPUTATIONAL RUNTIME ANALYSIS
The computational runtime of many of the optimizations are recorded

for runtime profiling purposes. The runtime profiles are provided for the FDO
and FIO components of the algorithm. A runtime profiling of the objective
functions and error measures facilitates identification of runtime bottlenecks
in the computer code. The identification of bottlenecks enables runtime
improvements specifically targeting the bottlenecks to be implemented which
improve functioning of the algorithm. Because of the runtime profiling, the
optimization algorithm developed during the research has evolved
significantly throughout the project. Measurable runtime reduction is
achieved in the phase error calculation of the magnitude and phase objective
function. However, the most dramatic improvement in runtime is obtained
regarding the computational runtime required for optimization using the timedomain objective function. Meaningful reduction in runtimes are also
achieved by creating a computational branch which uses simplified equations
for purely normal incidence transfer functions. Implementation of the
computational linker strategy has also significantly reduced the computational
runtime of the FDO. The runtime profiling at each major step of the
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optimizations for various configurations aides in future improvements
utilizing parallelization, multi-threading, and cluster computing.
7.1.

COMPUTATIONAL RUNTIME IMPROVEMENT
The goal of this section is to improve the programmatic implementation

of all five objective function formulations to achieve physical parameter
efficacy in the least amount of computational runtime. The physical
parameters extracted from the improved implementations are verified with the
original implementations with the benefit that the extractions require less
computer time. The computer time for each extraction is reduced in two ways.
First, reformulations of the objective functions are identified which decrease
the number of mathematical operations. Second, pure Python interpretive
computer code is exchanged for Numpy and Numba compiled libraries within
the Python programming language.
The objective function analysis indicates that the time-domain signal
amplitude objective function formulation provides physical parameter
extractions with the least amount of solution error and physical parameters
that agree with published results. Therefore, the time-domain objective
function formulation is the suggested formulation, based of accuracy of the
results. However, the time-domain objective function formulation, as
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implemented in Equation 5.14, is the most computationally intensive
objective function of the five possible objective function formulations because
the time-domain formulation requires the inverse DFT at each trial solution to
transform the frequency-domain conflated signal into the time-domain.
Additionally, the time-domain objective function must compute the difference
between the measured signal and the conflated signal at each time delay
position; the list of time delay values has twice as many elements as the list
of frequencies due to the definition of the DFT. Lastly, once the conflated
complex-valued frequency-domain amplitudes are transformed into realvalued time-domain amplitudes, the non-corrupt indices of the time-domain
conflated signal must be isolated. The frequency-domain magnitude and
phase objective formulations, both the signal and transfer function versions,
are the second most computationally intensive objective functions to compute
because of the cumulative phase and phase unwrapping calculations that must
occur. The least computationally intensive objective functions are the
complex frequency-domain signal amplitude and transfer function
formulations because only the value at the frequency index under evaluation
needs to be operated.
The evolution of the computational runtime improvement of the five
objective function formulations is provided in Table 7.1. The white
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highlighted cells in Table 7.1 represent pure interpretive Python
implementations. The green highlighted cells represent a hybridized
implementation of pure interpretive Python and compiled Numpy plus Numba
implementations. In Table 7.1, cells with numbers as black text are the
original mathematical implementations, and cells with numbers as red text are
implementations which use a mathematical re-formulation to reduce the
number of operations. The execution times in Table 7.1 are the average
execution times for a single pass through the objective function calculation.
One pass through the objective function includes: theoretical transfer function
calculation, signal conflation, signal transformation, error function
calculation, and precision limit enforcements throughout the objective
function computations. The average execution time is across 1,000 timing
events for six-measurement optimization, using the simplified normal
incidence Fresnel equations. The functions calls are performed serially. The
computer configuration used to test the execution times is a 64-bit Windows
8 operating system with an Intel Core i7 4790K clocked at 4.0 GHz and 32
GB of 12800 MB/s DDR3 clocked at 1600 MHz.
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Table 7.1) Evolution of the average execution time of a single call to the objective
function.
Execution
Implementation- Implementation- ImplementationTime
Objective
1 Average
2 Average
3 Average
ImproveFunction
Execution Time Execution Time Execution Time
ment
(ms)
(ms)
(ms)
Factor
Complex
FD
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.0 X
Transfer
Function
Complex
FD
Amplitude

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.0 X

Magnitude
& Phase

2.0

1.5

1.5

1.3 X

Transfer
Function
Magnitude
& Phase

2.0

1.5

1.5

1.3 X

Real TD
Amplitude

248.78

10.80

6.0

41.5 X

The runtime performance of the complex frequency-domain transfer
function and complex frequency-domain signal amplitude formulations are
shown in the first and second row of Table 7.1, respectively. The error
computed in the objective function using the complex frequency-domain
transfer function and complex frequency-domain signal amplitude
formulations only require the complex values at the evaluation frequency.
There is no change in these two objective functions between implementation1 and implementation-3 in Table 7.1 and therefore the runtime is unchanged.
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These two objective functions are recast into vectorized computations using
the Numpy and Numba libraries in implementation-3. The changes made in
implementation-3 effectively yields no change in runtime performance for
these two objective functions, as shown in the first two rows of the right-most
column in Table 7.1.
The runtime performance of the two magnitude and phase objective
functions using the frequency-domain signal and transfer function
formulations are shown in the third and fourth rows of Table 7.1, respectively.
Because the magnitude at a frequency is not dependent on the magnitude at
previous frequencies, the magnitude error computed in the objective function
only requires the magnitude at the evaluation frequency and therefore the
magnitude error calculation is unchanged in the three implementations.
However, the phase is a cumulative variable as a function of frequency.
The phase error of implementation-1 computes the measured and
conflated unwrapped cumulative phase using the frequency-domain signal or
transfer function from the zero-frequency bin up to and including the bin of
the evaluation frequency as defined in Equations 7.1–7.2. The total difference
𝛥 in phase between measurement and theory, defined in Equation 7.3, only
requires the cumulative unwrapped phase of the measurement and conflation
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at the bin of the evaluation frequency. In implementation-2, the calculation of
the conflated phase at the evaluation frequency is modified. First, the
unwrapped cumulative measured phase at the frequency preceding the
evaluation frequency, labelled 𝓅measured𝑘−1 , is computed as the phase offset.
Next, the conflated complex frequency-domain signal or transfer function
values at the evaluation frequency and the preceding frequency, labelled 𝜒
and 𝑓measured𝑘−1 respectively, are used to compute the phase change using the
phase unwrap function. Lastly, the conflated phase change 𝛿𝓅 defined in
Equation 7.4 is added to the phase offset to obtain the modified
implementation of the conflated unwrapped cumulative phase 𝓅conflated𝑘 at
the evaluation frequency defined in Equation 7.5.
~

𝓅measured𝑘 = (𝒰𝓃𝓌𝓇𝒶𝓅(𝒯𝒶𝓃2 −1 (

ℑ𝔪(𝑓measured0:𝑘 )
~

ℜ𝔢(𝑓measured0:𝑘 )
~

𝓅conflated𝑘 = (𝒰𝓃𝓌𝓇𝒶𝓅(𝒯𝒶𝓃2 −1 (

)))𝑘

~

ℑ𝔪(𝑓measured0:𝑘−1 , 𝜒)
~

~

ℜ𝔢(𝑓measured0:𝑘−1 , 𝜒)

)))𝑘

𝛥 = 𝓅measured𝑘 − 𝓅conflated𝑘
~

𝛿𝓅 = (𝒰𝓃𝓌𝓇𝒶𝓅(𝒯𝒶𝓃2

−1

(

~

~

ℜ𝔢(𝑓measured𝑘−1 , 𝜒)

𝓅conflated𝑘 = 𝓅measured𝑘−1 + 𝛿𝓅

7.2
7.3

ℑ𝔪(𝑓measured𝑘−1 , 𝜒)
~

7.1

)))𝑘−1

7.4
7.5

The implementation change introduced by replacing Equation 7.2 with
Equation 7.5 yields the same optimization solution as the original
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implementation. The same phase error calculation in implementation-2 is
leveraged in implementation-3. The two magnitude and phase objective
functions are recast into vectorized computations using the Numpy and
Numba libraries in implementation-3. The changes made in implementation3 yields a factor of 1.3 improvement over implementation-1 for these two
objective functions, shown in the third and fourth rows of the last column in
Table 7.1. The objective function computation includes calculating the:
theoretical transfer functions, signal conflations and transformations, error
function values, and precision limit enforcements.
The runtime performance of the real-valued time-domain signal
amplitude is shown in the last row of Table 7.1. In implementation-1, the
Inverse-DFT (IDFT) is used to convert the conflated frequency-domain signal
amplitudes into conflated time-domain signal amplitudes for error calculation.
In implementation-2, the time-domain amplitude objective function is recast
into vectorized computations using the Numpy and Numba libraries. In
implementation-3, it is observed that in the case of frequency-domain based
optimizations which only affect the parameters at a single frequency,
information from no more than a single column of the IDFT matrix is needed
to determine the change in time-domain signal amplitude. The change yields
the same optimization solution as the original implementation. The changes
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made in implementation-3 yields a factor of 41.5 improvement over
implementation-1, shown in the last row of the last column in Table 7.1.
The general concept that leads to the time-domain objective function
formulation in implementation-3 is outlined by Equations 7.6–7.14. Equation
7.6 defines the elements of the DFT matrix [94]. Equation 7.7 defines the
inverse of the DFT matrix as the complex conjugate of the DFT matrix, and
⇀
𝑎𝑘

represent the columns of the matrix where 𝑘 is the column of the IDFT

matrix. The row and column of the matrix is 𝑛 and 𝑘, respectively. The
number of rows and columns are equal to 𝑁, which is the number of elements
in the time-domain signal. Each column of the IDFT matrix corresponds to a
⇀

⇀

frequency bin in the measured 𝑓measured and conflated 𝑓conflated frequencydomain signals which are defined in terms of the time-domain signals
⇀
𝑡 measured

⇀

⇀

and 𝑡 conflated in Equations 7.8–7.9. The error vector 𝛥 of the

element-wise difference between the measured and conflated frequencydomain signals is defined in Equations 7.10–7.11. The error vector is
explicitly shown for several elements in Equation 7.12. In Equation 7.12, the
complex value of the conflated signal at the frequency bin corresponding to
~

the evaluation frequency is represented by the optimization variable 𝜒.
Carrying out the Matrix multiplication and vector subtraction in Equation 7.12
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shows a reduction to the simplified error calculation in Equation 7.13.
Rearranging terms to obtain Equation 7.14 demonstrates mathematical
~

⇀
𝑎𝑘

equivalence to Equation 7.10. The term (𝑓𝑘 ·

~ ∗

⇀

+ 𝑓𝑘 · 𝑎−𝑘 ) in Equation 7.14
~

⇀

is pre-computed and input to the objective function, whereas the (𝜒 · 𝑎𝑘 +
~

⇀

𝜒 ∗ · 𝑎−𝑘 ) term is computed dynamically on each iteration of the objective
⇀

function optimization. The notation 𝑎−𝑘 selects the kth column starting from
the last column of the IDFT matrix.
2𝜋

𝐴𝑛,𝑘 = (𝑒 −𝑖 𝑁 )(𝑛·𝑘)
⇀ ⇀ ⇀

7.6

⇀

⇀

𝐴−1 = 𝐴∗ = [𝑎1 𝑎2 𝑎3 ⋯ 𝑎𝑁−1 𝑎𝑁 ]
⇀

⇀

⇀

⇀

7.7
7.8

𝐴 · 𝑡 measured = 𝑓measured

7.9

𝐴 · 𝑡 conflated = 𝑓conflated
⇀

⇀

⇀

𝛥 = 𝐴−1 · 𝑓measured − 𝐴−1 · 𝑓conflated
⇀

⇀

⇀

7.11

𝛥 = 𝐴−1 (𝑓measured − 𝑓conflated )
~

~

𝑓1

𝑓1

𝑓2

𝜒

~

~

~

~

⇀

⇀ ⇀ ⇀

⇀

𝑓3
𝑓3
· − ·
·
·
·
·

⇀

𝛥 = [𝑎1 𝑎2 𝑎3 ⋯ 𝑎𝑁−1 𝑎𝑁 ]

([𝑓2 ]
⇀

𝛥
⇀

~

~

~ ⇀
= (𝑓𝑘 − 𝜒)𝑎𝑘
~ ∗ ⇀
⇀

~ ∗

~

7.12

~ ∗

~ ∗

𝑓3

𝑓3

~ ∗

~ ∗

[𝑓2 ])
⇀

7.13

− (𝑓𝑘 − 𝜒 ∗ )𝑎−𝑘
~

⇀

~

⇀

𝛥 = (𝑓𝑘 · 𝑎𝑘 + 𝑓𝑘 · 𝑎−𝑘 ) − (𝜒 · 𝑎𝑘 + 𝜒 ∗ · 𝑎−𝑘 )
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7.10

7.14

−1

The calculation of the right-most term 𝐴

⇀

· 𝑓 in Equation 7.10 requires

N(8N - 2) mathematical operations, where N is the number of time-domain
amplitude elements. The number of operations are for complex values, six
operations for each pair of complex value multiplication, and two operations
for each pair of complex value addition. The operations do not count the
imaginary number arithmetic. In the case of multiplication, the mathematical
operations counted are in red: (𝑥1 + iy1 ) · (𝑥2 + iy2 ) = ((𝑥1 · 𝑥2 ) + (iy1 ·
iy2 )) + ((𝑥1 · iy2 ) + (𝑥2 · iy2 )). In the case of addition, the mathematical
operations counted are also in red: (𝑥1 + iy1 ) + (𝑥2 + iy2 ) = (𝑥1 + 𝑥2 ) +
~

⇀

(iy1 + iy2 ). In comparison, the calculation of the right-most term (𝜒 · 𝑎𝑘 +
~

⇀

𝜒 ∗ · 𝑎−𝑘 ) in Equation 7.14 requires 14N operations. Mathematically, Equation
7.14 provides a theoretical factor of (8N - 2)/14 reduction in the number of
operations. A single measurement time-domain signal of length N = 10,000
is representative of the data used in the research, and the number of operations
are reduced by a factor of 5,714.
Further computational simplification is achieved beyond Equation
7.14. The general result for the addition of the product of two complex
numbers with the product of their complex conjugates is defined in Equation
7.15. In the case that the frequency bin, represented by the integer index 𝑘, is
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not the first bin or the last bin then Equation 7.16 is valid. In the first line of
Equation 7.16, 𝑁 is the number of elements in the time-domain signal which
~

⇀

~

can be an even or odd number. Calculation of the (ℜ𝔢(𝜒) · ℜ𝔢(𝑎𝑘 ) − ℑ𝔪(𝜒) ·
⇀

ℑ𝔪(𝑎𝑘 )) term in the second line of Equation 7.16 requires three operations,
with each operation in red; The total number of operations across each
frequency bin is approximately 3N. Mathematically, Equation 7.16 provides
a theoretical factor of (8N - 2)/3 reduction in the number of operations. A
single measurement time-domain signal of length N = 10,000 is representative
of the data used in the research, and the number of operations are reduced by
a factor of 26,666.
~

~

~

~

𝑥 · 𝑦 + 𝑥 ∗ · 𝑦 ∗ = (𝑥re + ixⅈm ) · (𝑦re + iyⅈm ) + (𝑥re − ixⅈm ) · (𝑦re − iyⅈm )
= 2(𝑥re · 𝑦re − 𝑥re · 𝑦re )
𝑁
⇀
⇀ ∗
ⅈ𝑓 0 < 𝑘 < ( − 1) 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑎−𝑘 = (𝑎𝑘 ) ∴
2

⇀

~

⇀

~

⇀

~

⇀

~

𝛥 = 2((ℜ𝔢(𝑓𝑘 ) · ℜ𝔢(𝑎𝑘 ) − ℑ𝔪(𝑓𝑘 ) · ℑ𝔪(𝑎𝑘 )) − (ℜ𝔢(𝜒) · ℜ𝔢(𝑎𝑘 ) − ℑ𝔪(𝜒)
⇀
· ℑ𝔪(𝑎𝑘 )))

7.15

7.16

The runtime improvement of the time-domain amplitude objective
function formulation in implementation-3 results in calculations which are a
factor of 5.5 slower than the complex signal and transfer function objective
function calculations. Additionally, the time-domain amplitude objective
function formulation of implementation-3 results in calculations which are a
factor of 4.0 slower than the magnitude and phase objective function
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calculations. The computational runtime improvement in the time-domain
objective function is not much less than the corresponding decrease in
mathematical operations of Equation 7.16. The research hypothesizes the
discrepancy between computational runtime and mathematical operations is
partially because the IDFT implemented in Python which is used to solve
Equation 7.10 is a compiled function, whereas Equation 7.16 is implemented
interpretively in Python. Specifically, Numpy implements the DFT and IDFT
as a C porting of the Fortran FFTPACK library, whereas SciPy directly calls
the Fortran FFTPACK library. An additional source in the discrepancy is that
the multiplicative factors provided in Table 7.1 are for the entire objective
function computation, not just the IDFT signal transformation. The entire
objective function computation includes calculating the: theoretical transfer
functions, signal conflations and transformations, error function values, and
precision limit enforcements. However, the comparable runtime performance
of all five objective functions, combined with the superior accuracy of the
time-domain objective function formulation make the time-domain objective
function the selected formulation for determining the error which drives the
optimizations.
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7.2.

RUNTIME OF MEASUREMENT CONFIGURATIONS
The optimizations performed to generate the results for Section 6.1 are

characterized by the measurements, configurations, degrees of freedom, and
computational runtime of the optimizations. The three tables provided in this
section list the optimization performance of most of the optimizations in
Section 6 in descending order according to the placement within Section 6
which the result appears. The performance of the optimization algorithm is
assessed using comparisons of the optimization configuration with the time
required to complete the optimization. Additional analysis is provided using
runtime profiling of the four primary components of the objective function
computations as a function of the number of layers in the sample and number
of measurements in the optimization. Three general observations are the
optimization runtime increases with increasing number of measurements,
increasing number of degrees of freedom, and increasing number of unique
measurement configurations.
The number of initial measurements, number of optimization
measurement pairs, and bandwidth of the extracted optical properties are
provided in Table 7.2. The number of initial measurements includes
measurements that are eventually combined into a single signal, and the
reference measurement bookends on either side of a sample measurement
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collection. The number of optimization measurement pairs are the number of
sample measurement and reference measurement pairs used to perform the
optimizations. The number of unique configurations are the number of unique
combinations of thickness, sample material, sample orientation, and
polarization state. For example, if two measurement configurations yield two
different theoretical transfer functions for a single frequency, then the two
measurement configurations are unique. In contrast, if two measurement
configurations yield the same theoretical transfer function for a single
frequency, then the two measurement configurations are the same.
Table 7.2) The number of measurements, configurations, and parameter unknowns used
in the optimization for the samples used in the research.
Initial
Optimization
BandConfig.
Unique
Sample
Measure Measurement
width
ID
Configurations
-ments
Pairs
(THz)
1
HRSi
72
6
1
2.1
2
HRSi
3
1
1
2.9
3
HDPE-A
78
8
1
1.6
4 (5)
HDPE-B (*)
42
5
1
2.1
6
HDPE-C
3
1
1
3.0
7
HDPE-C
3
1
1
3.0
8
HDPE-ABC
123
14
3
1.6
9
HDPE-AC
81
9
2
1.6
10
Lactose
6
2
1
1.6
11
Lactose
3
1
1
1.7
12
Oxycodone
6
2
1
2.0
13
Hydrocodone
6
2
1
2.0
14
HRSi|Air|HDPE-A
57
10
3
2.9
15
HRSi|Air|HDPE-A
66
13
4
2.9
16
HRSi|Air|HDPE-A
60
11
3
2.1

The computer runtime required to calculate the theoretical transfer
function from one to fourteen unique measurement configurations is shown in
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Figure 7.1. The left and right plots of Figure 7.1 are the times required to
calculate the transfer function using the normal and non-normal incidence
equations, respectively. A single measurement is used to generate the results
shown in Figure 7.1. The red and blue circle markers in Figure 7.1 are the
times required to calculate the theoretical transfer function using vectorized
and iterative computations, respectively. Each runtime data point in Figure
7.1 is the average of 10,000 theoretical transfer function calculations. Each
runtime data point in Figure 7.1 corresponds to the transfer function at a single
frequency. The lines connecting the data points in the plots of Figure 7.1 are
for illustrative purposes.

Figure 7.1) The left and right plots are the computer runtime required to compute the
theoretical transfer function at normal and non-normal incidence, respectively. Each data
point is the average of 10,000 computations. The number of sample layers are the number
of layers in the sample being evaluated, for a single measurement.

The vectorized computations leverage Numpy 32-bit floating-point
arithmetic and Numpy vector functions. The iterative computations leverage
native Python 64-bit floating-point arithmetic and iterative list operations.
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Interestingly, the computational overhead time required to create, operate, and
maintain Numpy arrays is greater than the runtime benefit of the vectorized
operations because of the small number of vector elements. Generally, Numpy
vector operations outperform Python iterative operations once the vector
lengths exceed hundreds of elements. In the theoretical transfer function
calculation, the vector length is equal to the number of layers in the sample,
but the number of samples in the multi-layer stacks investigated in the
research are at most three layers. Referring to Figure 7.1, the average
multiplicative gain factor using the fourteen runtime results of Python
operations over Numpy operations for normal and non-normal incidence is
2.9 and 1.3, respectively. The fourteen runtime results indicate that for every
additional layer added to the multi-layer sample, the multiplicative gain factor
increases by 0.032 and decreases by 0.0025 for normal and non-normal
incidence, respectively.
Insight into the ability of non-vectorized operations in Python to
outperform Numpy vectorized operations is provided by examining the
number of object attributes associated with newly created variables. The
number of built-in and total attributes for the Numpy 32-bit floating-point
object is 66 and 133, respectively. The number of built-in and total attributes
for the Numpy 64-bit floating-point object is 70 and 141, respectively. In
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comparison, the number of built-in and total attributes for the Python 64-bit
floating-point object is 50 and 57, respectively. The number of built-in and
total attributes for both the Numpy 64-bit and 128-bit complex-valued
floating-point objects is 67 and 134, respectively. In comparison, the number
of built-in and total attributes for the Python 128-bit complex-valued floatingpoint object is 46 and 49, respectively. The attribute inheritance property of
Numpy array objects is the mechanism that facilitates fast array manipulation
for large numbers of vector elements. There does not exist native Python 32bit floating-point or 64-bit complex-valued floating-point objects in the
Python programming language. Because of the results demonstrated in Figure
7.1, the native Python floating-point arithmetic is implemented in the
production version of the code for theoretical transfer function calculations.
The number of unknown thicknesses, pitch angles, roll angles, yaws
angles, air absorption profiles, and unknown complex refractive indices are
provided in Table 7.3. The number of unknown thicknesses is the total number
of thickness variables being optimized. The optimization algorithm is
constructed so that multiple measurements can be linked to the same thickness
variable. The number of unknown orientations are the number of unknown
pitch, roll, and yaw variables being optimized. Similar to thickness, the
optimization is constructed to facilitate a linking of measurements to specific
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pitch, roll, and yaw variables. The number of unknown air absorptions is the
total number of air absorption profiles which need to be determined. The
optimization algorithm facilitates a linking of measurements to specific air
absorption profiles. Due to computational resource constraints, the research
computes a single effective air absorption profile for all of the measurements
in an optimization. Lastly, the number of unknown complex refractive indices
is the number of refractive index and extinction coefficient pairs that are
unknown, for a single frequency, in the optimization. The number of unknown
complex refractive indices is representative of the number of materials in the
sample that for which the optical properties are being extracted.
Table 7.3) The number of measurements, configurations, and parameter unknowns used
in the optimization for the samples used in the research.
Number of Unknowns
Config.
Air
Complex
Sample
Thick
ID
Pitch Roll Yaw Absorp- Refractive
-ness
tion
Index
1
HRSi
1
0
0
0
1
1
2
HRSi
1
1
1
0
0
1
3
HDPE-A
1
0
0
0
1
1
4 (5)
HDPE-B (*)
1
0
0
0
1
1
6
HDPE-C
1
0
0
0
1
1
7
HDPE-C
1
1
1
0
0
1
8
HDPE-ABC
3
0
0
0
1
1
9
HDPE-AC
2
0
0
0
1
1
10
Lactose
0
0
0
0
1
1
11
Lactose
1
1
1
0
0
1
12
Oxycodone
0
0
0
0
1
1
13
Hydrocodone
0
0
0
0
1
1
14
HRSi|Air|HDPE-A
1
0
0
0
1
2
15
HRSi|Air|HDPE-A
1
0
0
0
1
2
16
HRSi|Air|HDPE-A
1
0
0
0
1
2
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Lastly, computation runtime information is provided in Table 7.4 to
characterize the computational demands of the optimization algorithm. The
computer configuration used to test the execution times is a 64-bit Windows
8 operating system with an Intel Core i7 4790K clocked at 4.0 GHz and 32
GB of 12800 MB/s DDR3 clocked at 1600 MHz. The optimizations
performed in this section are ran in parallel, with no more than seven
optimizations running concurrently. Seven concurrent processes brought the
CPU usage up to approximately 88% and does not saturate the processor. The
memory usage never exceeded 20–30% of the available memory. The
information is presented as a disclaimer that the runtimes are not based on a
single optimization process in a computational environment dedicated to that
one optimization. The computer runtime, in minutes, for each of the primary
components of the optimization algorithm is provided in in computational
runtime tables. The runtime is recorded at intersections of the primary
components of the optimization algorithm in Unix time, so that the sum of the
individual components represents the total beginning-to-end computer time
used.
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Table 7.4) The computer runtime for the primary components of the optimization
algorithm for the samples used in the research.
Con
-fig.
ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

15

16

Optimization Runtime (minutes)
Samples

HRSi
HRSi
HDPE-A
HDPE-B
HDPE-B*
HDPE-C
HDPE-C
HDPE-ABC
HDPE-AC
Lactose
Lactose
Oxycodone
Hydrocodone
HRSi
|Air|
HDPE-A
HRSi
|Air|
HDPE-A
HRSi
|Air|
HDPE-A

Thick
-ness

Orientation

Air
Absorp.

377
8
46
215
278
27
6
1274
193
0
7
0
0

0
101
0
0
0
0
93
0
0
0
87
0
0

21
0
35
28
42
5
0
18
31
25
0
17
22

Comp.
Refract.
Index
6
2
5
5
6
2
8
6
4
2
1
3
3

1179

0

83

4673

0

5024

0

ReOptimize

Total

2
0
20
245
46
19
0
<1
6
0
0
0
0

439
113
156
549
421
53
110
1364
280
29
97
22
27

43

0

1313

139

30

0

4859

124

29

0

5191

The total runtimes listed in Table 7.4 are large relative to the time in a
day. For example, the six-measurement simultaneous optimization of HRSi
with thickness optimization requires over seven hours to complete. In
contrast, the single-measurement optimization of HDPE-C with thickness
optimization requires fifty-three hours to complete. Even faster, the twomeasurement simultaneous optimization of Hydrocodone without thickness
optimization required twenty-seven minutes to complete. The longest
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runtimes are the HRSi|Air|HDPE-A three-layer sample optimizations with
thickness optimization. The HRSi|Air|HDPE-A optimizations with thickness
determination required as much as eighty-seven hours to complete. The
configuration ID numbers 2, 7, and 11 in Table 7.4 correspond to the
simultaneous thickness and orientation determination using singlemeasurement optimization of HRSi, HDPE-C, and Lactose, respectively. As
indicated in Table 7.4, each of these three optimizations required nearly two
hours to complete a single iteration, but ten iterations are performed for each
optimization. The maximum possible number of iterations for the DE
optimization encountered by the research, based on the configurations
identified in Table 7.2 and Table 7.3 and the SciPy configurations defined in
Table 5.1, is 399 iterations. Similarly, the maximum possible number of
iterations for the BH optimization is 800 iterations and 1200 function
evaluations. Lastly, the maximum possible number of iterations for the NM
optimization for each evaluation frequency is 1600 iterations and 2400
function evaluations.
Although the total runtimes are large in many of the optimizations, the
runtimes

are

much

longer

without

the

innovative

computational

improvements to the algorithm implementation explained in Section 7.1. As a
demonstration, Figure 7.2 shows the runtime improvement gained by
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strategically calculating the IDFT instead of a full matrix multiplication. The
left plot in Figure 7.2 shows the runtime required to compute the time-domain
signal using the IDFT for up to fourteen measurements. The blue circle
markers in the left plot of Figure 7.2 correspond to the native Python strategicinterpretive solution developed in the research for reducing the runtime of the
IDFT transformation. The red circle markers in the left plot of Figure 7.2
correspond to the full matrix calculation using the Numpy vectorized and Ccompiled implementation of the FORTRAN FFTPACK library IRFFT
function. The right plot of Figure 7.2 using black circle markers is the runtime
of the Numba vectorized error function calculation. The runtime improvement
of the Numba vectorized error function implementation over the iterative
implementation is sufficiently dramatic the comparison is considered trivial.
The lines connecting the data points in the plots of Figure 7.2 are for
illustrative purposes.
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Figure 7.2) The left plot is the runtime to compute the IDFT using a strategic-interpretive
implementation (blue) versus the Numpy vectorized C-compiled Fortran porting of the
FFTPACK library. The right plot is the runtime for the error function calculation.

Referring to IDFT runtimes in the left plot of Figure 7.2, the average
multiplicative gain factor using the fourteen runtime results of strategicinterpretive Python over vectorized-compiled Numpy operations is 44.1
multiplicative units. The fourteen runtime results indicate that for every
additional measurement, the multiplicative gain factor increases by 0.23
multiplicative units. The strong runtime improvement reinforces the utility of
the approaches in Section 7.1.
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8.

CONCLUSIONS
There

are

many

accomplishments

of

the

research.

The

accomplishments of the research span the disciplines of signal processing,
optimization objective function research, and physical parameter extraction.
All three of these topics have been integrated by the research to facilitate the
multi-measurement optimization-based determination of physical parameters.
The research examined seven error measures across five objective
function formulations and found that the directionally unbiased differential
form of the mixed error measure in the frequency-domain representations of
the objective function yields the smallest variation of refractive index for
material optical properties with nearly constant refractive index. The research
also found that the centered form of the mixed error measure in the timedomain representation of the objective function yields the smallest variation
of refractive index for material optical properties with nearly constant
refractive index. The findings of the research show that the relative error
measures perform no worse than the legacy error measures for singlemeasurement optimizations in the presence of AWGN. In addition, the
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research has found that the directionally unbiased differential form of the
mixed error measure for the transfer function magnitude and phase objective
function formulation has a 40% reduction in average variation of HRSi
complex refractive index for a six-measurement optimization compared with
the legacy approach. Furthermore, the centered form of the mixed error
measure for the time-domain amplitude objective function formulation has a
28% reduction in average variation of HRSi complex refractive index
compared with the legacy approach for six-measurement optimizations.
The research has shown that the centered form in the time-domain
amplitude objective function formulation yields lower simulation error and
optical property variation compared with the directionally unbiased
differential form of the mixed error measure in the four frequency-domain
objective function formulations. The results of testing the mixed error
measure among the five objective function formulations show that the timedomain objective function formulation yields simulation error between 27%
and 83% less than the four other objective function formulations using
analysis of single-layer HDPE and HRSi six-measurement optimization. The
research has shown the mixed error measure, in the case of six-measurement
HRSi optimization, reduces the FP oscillations in refractive index by as much
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as 92% and in extinction coefficient by as much as 43% compared with best
pedigree single-measurement HRSi optimization.
The research has demonstrated the capability to perform simultaneous
sample orientation, layer thickness, and optical property extraction of samples
which are composed of materials with uniform and non-uniform optical
property variation. The research has shown that simultaneous multimeasurement optimizations yield smaller variation in optical property as a
function of frequency compared with separate extractions of single-layer
optimizations. The research has shown that, for a 3 THz bandwidth starting at
60 GHz, the percent difference between the numerical and analytic refractive
index is no more than 4% and 6% for uniform and non-uniform optical
property materials, respectively. Lastly, the research has demonstrated the
ability to perform material identification of unknown materials in multi-layer
stacks of HRSi and HDPE.
The research investigated particulate samples in the form of α-lactose
monohydrate, pharmaceutical-grade oxycodone, and hydrocodone. The
particulate samples are granular powders. A large opportunity currently exists
in the THz community to develop new technology for the detection and
identification of powders [95, 96]. Examples include explosives, illicit drugs
such as opioids, and bio-toxins such as anthrax [96]. One challenge of
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measuring powder-based samples in the laboratory is that particulate samples
typically experience shifting during the handling process. The shifting can
result in significant thickness variation across the THz beam. The results of
the research indicate that the algorithm is robust against non-constant sample
thickness across the THz beam and therefore is highly applicable to granular
powder optical property characterization. The algorithm is robust against nonconstant sample thickness because the multi-measurement optimization can
connect the optical property of the sample across the measurements while
requiring unique thickness and orientation solutions or each measurement.
The results obtained for α-lactose monohydrate, pharmaceutical-grade
Oxycodone, and Hydrocodone demonstrate the ability to extract the optical
properties of the respective samples. Furthermore, the research has
demonstrated the ability to extract the optical properties of powder samples
for uncertain sample thickness and orientation. Although the algorithm
developed during the research is sufficiently robust to extract the optical
properties of powder samples, the algorithm is not sufficiently developed to
distinguish the absorption contribution from the scattering contribution. The
scattering contribution is a scattering component that is currently present in
the extracted absorption coefficients of the powder samples. An important
future development of this research is the ability to robustly account for the
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scattering component to obtain pure absorption coefficients that do not
contain scattering loss contributions.
There are multiple items contained within the scope of the research
requiring further investigation. First, an alternative method for seeding the
first trial solution of the Differential Evolution optimization is necessary. The
current implementation controls the first trial solution by adjusting the bounds
for each active variable so that the average of the lower and upper bound is
the first trial solution. The most robust solution is not to adjust the bounds, but
rather to adjust the RandomState() seed in the DE to identify any location
within the bounds as the first trial solution. Another item that requires more
investigation is reducing the computational runtime of the algorithms. One
path to address the runtime issue is adjusting the implementation of the code,
and finding more efficient functions and approaches to calculations in the
computer code. The DE and BH algorithms are computationally intensive, and
the research anticipates runtime reductions can be achieved by altering the
optimization configuration for the SciPy function. Additional runtime
reductions are achievable by leveraging computational parallelism using
multi-core Central Processing Unit (CPU), Graphics Processing Unit (GPU),
and computer clustering technology. The research suggests the runtime
improvements to facilitate discovery.
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The research identifies the need to more robustly demonstrate the
ability to perform simultaneous thickness and orientation determination for
multi-measurement optimizations and to more rigorously prove that effective
thickness and orientation determination for multi-measurement optimization
is valid. The research identifies the need for a method to identify a statistically
significant set of frequencies for which the thickness and orientation
extraction are sufficiently stable. The research suggests investigating separate
and simultaneous thickness and orientation determination for an expanded
range of incidence angles, polarization states, materials, and multi-layer
compositions. Another future research opportunity is to determine the
feasibility of reducing the number of air absorption features to include only
the three water vapor absorption features in the frequency range 0.0–1.0 THz.
The motivation for reducing the number of features is do avoid air absorption
optimization in frequency regions with low signal strength. Additionally, the
research suggests re-evaluating the frequency range and number of excluded
frequency regions when optimizing the frequency-independent parameters
such as thickness and orientation, because the thickness and orientation
solutions are strongly coupled to the frequencies used to calculate the
simulation error and refractive index variance. The benefit is more stable and
reliable frequency-independent parameter optimization solution. Validating
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the optimization extracted layer thicknesses and sample orientations is
necessary to empirically establish the confidence in the optimization results.
The research suggests the first step to frequency-independent parameter
validation is the physical measurement of the sample thicknesses to single
micrometer accuracy and precision. Lastly, the research advices a more
complete and comprehensive demonstration of the validity of simultaneous
thickness and orientation determination for materials with non-uniform
optical properties, as demonstrated in Section 6.1.1.3.
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